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Abstract

Carbon nanotubes with unique properties are interesting materials for various sensors (gas,
light, or bio), electrical devices (transistors, cold cathodes), catalysis, and energy related
applications. However, the real hindrance in visualizing state of the art applications of CNTs
is lack of a technique for selective and qualitative growth of CNTs at a predefined position.
Also, in order to visualize various sensors and device architectures, CNTs alone will not suffice.
CNTs structures need to be modified using other materials to develop new hybrid materials.
The present work addresses the need of growth of qualitative CNTs, pinpoint their growth
mechanism and methodologies to develop its hybrid materials.
Carbon nanotubes are synthesized using water-assisted chemical vapor deposition method
(WCVD). Using this method, synthesis of crystalline, aligned, impurity-free, double walled CNTs
of high aspect ratio (∼ 106 ) is achieved. Carbon nanotubes, as per need, are grown in vertical
direction perpendicular to the substrate or even along the horizontal direction. A detailed
study investigating different growth parameters in WCVD method is carried out to maximize
the growth rate and quality of CNTs synthesized. Based on the experimental understanding, a
conclusive growth mechanism elucidating the exact role of water as a catalyst activator is put
forth. Also, a straight forward method to pattern the catalyst and thereby a possibility to achieve
structured growth of CNTs is demonstrated.
Pristine CNT structures are modified using various metal oxides (ZnO, TiO2 , Fe3 O4 ), platinum
nano particles as well as nerve cells to form various hybrid materials. Deposition of metal oxides
is carried out using various methodologies to obtain their nano particulate layers or thin films
on CNTs. Platinum nano particles (2 to 4 nm) are deposited on 2D-aligned CNT film using
self reduction technique for fuel cell applications. Additionally, different block structures of
CNTs are used as a substrate to grow nerve cells. The selective growth of nerve cells on CNTs
structures and inter bridging of CNT blocks are additional key points of this work.
Carbon nanotubes based devices such as field emission and field effect transistors are
successfully realized. CNT based hybrid materials are tested for the potential applications such
as modified field emission, super para magnetic applications, light sensors, fuel cells and gas
sensors. Various other modules of CNT or its hybrid materials for are currently being tested for
devices viz. photo catalysis, dye sensitized solar cells, magnetic actuators.
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1 Introduction
1.1 From the element carbon to carbon nanotubes

The carbon is sixth element in periodic table. It is found to have three allotropes, i.e. various
stable forms, namely diamond, graphite and amorphous carbon. These allotropes show peerless
qualities in terms of heat, electrical conductivity, transparent or absorbency, hardness or soft
behaviour etc.
The carbon phase diagram depicted in a figure 1.1 shows various allotropes of carbon
corresponding to varied value of pressure and temperature [1, 2]]. At high temperature and
high pressure sp3 bonded cubic diamond is stable and while graphite at lower pressure and
high temperature. Graphite constitutes of three in plane sp2 (σ) bonds and one out of plane π
bond. This creates the planar hexagonal network, in which each carbon atom is bonded with
another 3 atoms, with bond length of 1.4 Å. Such hexagonal network is called as graphene sheet
and many of such sheets are stacked parallel to each other following ABAB arrangement. Such
stacking with ABAB arrangement is known as "Bernal stacking". The inter planar distance in
Bernal stacking is 0.3354 nm.
If Bernal stacking (AB) is admixed profoundly with rombohedral (ABC) stacking arrangement,
’turbostratic graphite’ is obtained. In it, stacking of graphene layer becomes irregular, increase
in inter planar distance to a value as high as 0.3442 nm is observed. If crystalline disorder
further increases, reducing thereby in plane ordering of graphene sheets, electronic properties
of ideal 2D graphite will be modified giving rise to effective energy gap. Same structural changes

Figure 1.1: Pressure temperature phase diagram of element carbon [1,2] along with crystal structure
of diamond(left) and graphite(right)
1

are partially visible in carbon nanotubes, which will be covered later in the text. The allotrope
graphite is recently observed in various other forms explained below shortly.
Graphite whiskers consist of rolled up form of graphene sheet into scroll. It can be up to 3 cm
long and 1 to 5 µm in diameter. Graphite whiskers are grown by arcing between two electrodes
using direct current in high pressure (92 atm.) inert atmosphere. These whiskers exhibit great
extent of crystalline nature, high electrical conductivity and elastic modulus setting a bench
mark for performance of carbon fibers.
Carbon fibers are another important form of graphitic material and resembles more close
to carbon nanotubes in terms of structures and properties.

Carbon fibers have various

morphologies such as ’onion skin’ or ’tree ring’. After heat treatment at higher temperature
(2500 to 3000 ◦ C) structure resembles more close to graphite or even may develop facets on
outer region. Typical carbon fiber diameter is ∼ 7 µm and they can be very long, often bundled
to form tows and then wound up as a continuous yarn on the spool.
Various forms of graphitic carbon are classified in figure 1.2 on the basis of their size. Among
them carbon nanotubes and fullerenes are of nanometer size. These two allotropes of graphite
have been discovered over last few decades. In year 1985, Herald Kroto together with Robert
Curl Jr. and Richard Smalley awarded by noble prize for discovery of fullerenes. Thereafter, in
year 1991, Sumio Iijima discovered carbon nanotubes [4]].

Figure 1.2: Comparison of diameters of various forms of graphitic carbon [3].

2

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are seamless hollow cylinder made up of sp2 graphitic carbon.
Circular curvature form results into quantum confinement leading to σ - π re hybridization
causing σ bonds bending out of plane and π bond more delocalized outside the tube. As if
graphite consists of many basal planes of carbon, CNTs also exists in single or many layers of
such basal planes called graphene. If CNT consists of only one rolled in graphene layer, its
called Single Walled (carbon) NanoTubes or SWNTs, DWNT for double walled and M for many
walled in MWNTs. However, CNTs, due to their curvature, have neither AB stacking (Bernal
Stacking) nor ABC stacking and thus gives a sense of turbostratic stacking as in graphite. On the
other hand, existence of interlayer site correlations between carbon atoms in tubules, especially
regarding the tubule axis, stacking is not completely turbostratic.
Properties of carbon nanotubes are based upon three of its important structural parameters;
diameter, chirality, and handedness. Diameter is geometrical dimension of tubule, chirality is a
angle with which honeycomb structure rotates along the axial length of CNTs as if thread on the
bolt. As threads are left or right handed threads, chirality also posses left or right handedness.
MWNTs are often metallic in nature, while SWNTs or DWNTs depending on their diameter and
chirality can be metallic or semi conducting in nature. Carbon nanotube with known diameter
can possess three different types of chirality as shown in the following figure 1.3b. Depending
upon chirality, CNTs are classified into three following different types -

Figure 1.3: (a)Chiral vector representation on honeycomb lattice of carbon atoms along with unit
vectors a1 , a2 and schematic models of carbon nanotubes; (b1) armchair type (b2)
zigzag type (b3) chiral type CNT
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1. Arm chair (n=m, & θ = 30 ◦ )
2. Zigzag (n,0 & θ = 0 ◦ )
3. Chiral (n,m & θ = 0 to 30 ◦ )
These three types can be easily distinguished on the basis of orientation of the carbon-carbon
bond with respect to the axis of the tube, often called needle axis of the nanotube. This
orientation is reflected in the value of the chiral angle (θ ), as shown in figure 1.3a.

In

first two types, at least one carbon-carbon bond of hexagon array will be either parallel or
perpendicular to the axis of the nanotube or the needle axis. The chirality displayed by a CNT is
often denoted by two integers placed within parenthesis (n, m). Based on the values of n, m, it
is possible to determine if the nanotubes are of the armchair type, or zigzag type, or chiral type.
CNTs having carbon-carbon bond perpendicular to needle axis are called armchair nanotubes,
designated as (n, n) nanotubes and their chiral angle (θ ) equals 30 ◦ . Zigzag nanotubes have
chiral angle θ = 0 ◦ with carbon-carbon bond parallel to needle axis and are designated as (n,
0) nanotubes. Chiral nanotubes have a chiral angle between 0 to 30 ◦ , with (n, m) designation.
In armchair nanotubes, hexagonal arrays are aligned along the needle axis, while in zigzag it
is perpendicular to it. It follows spiral path in chiral nanotubes with lead angle exactly equal
to the chiral angle. These three structures are depicted in figure 1.3b with highlighted part of
honeycomb structure. Perimeter of carbon nanotube is expressed in terms of chiral vector using
two unit vectors, a1 and a2 , (see fig 1.3a) of the hexagonal honeycomb lattice of graphene sheet.

C = na1 + ma2

(1)

Diameter (d t ) and chiral angle (θ ) of CNT can be measured using following equations.

dt =

p
3ac−c (m2 + nm + n2 )1/2 /π

(2)

and
p
θ = tan−1 [ 3n/(2m + n)]

(3)

......ac−c is carbon-carbon bond length
4

Figure 1.4: Schematic elaborating possible (n,m) integer permutations and tendency of forming semi
conducting or metallic nanotube as per equation n-m = 3q [5].

Depending upon the band crossing calculations, a carbon nanotube will be metallic if,

n − m = 3(q)

(4)
......Where q is any integer

This gives the probability that at least two third of carbon nanotubes can show semi
conducting behaviour and one third metallic. Also, as per this equation, the small diameter
SWNTs will predominantly behave semi conducting. This is because, for such small diameter,
chances that the difference between n and m will be multiple of three are low. In figure 1.4, a
scheme is elaborated in order to visualize possible combinations with n,m integers on graphene
plane. From equation (4), every armchair type CNT will behave metallic in nature and zigzag
and chiral depending upon their tube diameter and chirality. The band gap of 1 nm wide
semi conducting tube lies in range of 0.7 to 0.9 eV. This is experimentally confirmed using
STM measurements [6]]. Inter tube coupling needed to be considered in case of SWNT rope,
synthesized in arc discharge or in case of MWNTs. It induces small band gap in certain metallic
tubes and reduced band gap by 40% semi conducting tubes in a SWNT rope.
Apart from its atomic structure, carbon nanotube have further different morphologies. Single,
double or multi walled carbon nanotubes have already been defined before. In addition to
5

Figure 1.5: Electron micrographs of various possible morphologies of carbon nanotubes, (a) SWNT
[7] (b) DWNT (c) MWNT (d) bamboo structured CNT (e) Y-junction CNT [8] (f) coiled
CNTs.

them, coiled carbon nanotubes, Y-junction nanotubes, truncated or bended junction, bamboo
structured CNTs are rigorously studied (see fig.1.5).
In order to generate such complex morphologies, change in the direction within the graphene
film is demanded. This change in direction can not possibly be achieved just by bending a
honeycomb structure. Such change in direction as drastic as 90 ◦ turn can be achieved by
inserting penta or heptagonal ring or rings replacing hexagonal ring in honeycomb structure
at requisite location. Pentagonal defects gives rise to positive curvature (bending in) and
heptagonal are responsible to negative curvature (bending out).

Such defects are called

’topological defects’. In the figure 1.6, a schematic helps to visualize how the topological
defects bring in curvature change in a graphene sheet. Removing one C-C bond, and there by
triangular area marked black,(as shown in figure 1.6a) from the central hexagonal ring forces
the film to bend in a dome like hemispherical cap as shown in figure 1.6b. Presence of such
disinclination leads to large strain in folded graphene sheet, resulting large increase in energy
of the system. If it is done in reverse manner, i.e. instead of removing if we add a extra C-C
bond in hexagon, additional plane, equivalent to triangle explained before, is added to system
resulting in outwards bending of the film, giving negative or concave curvature. Pentagon and
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Figure 1.6: (a to d) Schematic elaborating the effect of penta or heptagon rings on the curvature of a
carbon nanotube and representative TEM micrograph of CNT showing both defects [11].

heptagon seating aside each other often neutralizes the effect. In figure 1.6e, position marked
by ’A’ and ’B’ are result of pentagon and heptagon insertion in the graphene film. If these
topological defects are inserted in SWNTs or semi conducting nanotubes, intra molecular single
electron transport devices can be miniaturized [9, 10]].
Since after discovery in year 1991, carbon nanotubes have been exotically studied. The reason
lies in wide spectrum of properties that CNTs displays. Below, a perspective of the exceptional
properties of CNTs and applications based on them is given in brief.
1.2 Properties and potential applications of carbon nanotubes
1.2.1 Mechanical properties of CNTs

Carbon nanotubes show exceptional mechanical properties. A comparative summary of various
type of CNTs is listed in table 1.1. These values were experimentally calculated using various
characterization tools [12–14]]. CNTs have not only high mechanical strength but also they
have highly elastic behaviour. Falvo et. al. have bend the CNT using AFM tip to an angle
of about 180 ◦ and upon release, MWNT acquires back its original configuration. Most of the
hard material, cant sustain strain more than 1% and fail. CNTs, however, can sustain upto 15%
tensile strain before fracture [15]].
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Table 1.1: Mechanical properties of carbon nanotubes in comparison to steel. [6]

CNT Type

Young’s Modulus Tensile Strength

MWNT
SWNT
SWNT bundle
Graphite (in plane)
Steel

Density

(GPa)

(GPa)

(g/cm3 )

1200
1054
563
350
208

∼150
75
∼150
2.5
0.4

2.6
1.3
1.3
2.6
7.8

Carbon nanotubes can be utilized well due to their nano shape in building micro or even
nano electromechanical systems(MEMs or NEMs). Using source, drain and gate structure made
up of CNT blocks or film itself, one can fabricate an actuator or arrays of them [16]]. High
frequency resonators have been fabricated out of SWNTs [17]]. Being good conductor of heat
and electricity, CNTs can be employed as a reinforcement for preparing conducting polymer
composites [18, 19]]. CNT composites with proper binding matrix material have been tested as
an electro or even photo actuator [20, 21]].
Although CNTs considered as a ideal reinforcement for composite materials as they exemplify
unique strength and elastic properties in a way elastic modulus of CNTs is considered far better
than ideal graphite fibers; the real challenge is to maximize the utilization of CNT strength in
a composite. It can be achieved by developing good interface between the matrix material and
reinforced CNTs. Functionalizing the side walls of CNTs using long chain polymer secures good
bondage with matrix material and there by a high strength composite can be visualized [22–24]].
1.2.2 Electrical properties of CNTs

Carbon nanotubes are considered as an answer to the technological hurdles the present
semiconductor industry might face in coming decade. Small size and highly symmetric structure
allow remarkable quantum effect and enhanced electronic properties. CNTs with small tube
diameter, specifically SWNTs, predominantly behave semi conducting.

Their band gap is

diameter dependent, and is 0.8 eV for 1 nm diameter tube.
The density of states (DOS) for CNTs can be easily calculated without considering small band
gap effect following an approach of Mintmire and White [25]]. The DOS is 4 fold smaller for CNTs
than that of metals which should normally result in bad conductivity. However, one dimensional
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nature results in huge free path of order 1-10 µm contrast to 40 nm for copper. The measured
lowest possible resistance of SWNT is ∼ 6.5 kΩ. The measured resistance of CNT is strongly
dependent upon the contact miniaturization [26]].
Individual SWNTs considered for fabricating transistors, memories, logic devices [27–29]]
while DWNT or MWNTs are considered for manufacturing stable field emission devices. Major
advantages of CNTs as a material for cold cathode emission are high electron mobility and
stronger field enhancement effect.

Thus for field emission displays, CNTs seems to be a

promising candidate. A model of colored field emission display is already manufactured by
Samsung company [30]]. Not just SWNTs, Y-junction CNTs, sharp bends generated in CNT
structure due to topological defects, have been studied for nanoelectronics devices [10]]. Other
promising applications of carbon nanotubes are gas sensors, batteries, fuel cells, super capacitors
etc. [31–33]].
1.2.3 Thermal conductivity of CNTs

Carbon nanotubes have reported high thermal conductance, as high as ∼ 3000 W/m-K (for
single MWNT), surpassing that of diamond (∼ 2000 W/m-K) [34]]. For SWNTs, this value
is in range of 200 to 6000 W/m-K. Thermal conductance depends upon quality of CNT,
diameter distribution, alignment etc. Thermal conductivity in CNTs is uni dimensional as if
electrical conductivity. Therefore in metallic CNTs, heat is carried away via electrons as well
as phonons. However, heat conduction via phonons is predominant [35]]. For purely ballistic
phonon transport, thermal conductivity (λ ph) behaves linearly with respect to tube length. It
follows the power law behaviour (λ ph ∝ L α ) if length (L) is bigger than 100 nm and exponent
α is estimated to value of 0.25 at 300 K [36]].
Thermal contact resistance effectively reduce the thermal conductivity of CNTs [37]]. Thermal
boundary resistance of CNTs in contact with various metals and polymers has been measured
[38]]. Surprisingly, CNT-polymer junction or boundary resistance is found to be lower than
CNT-metal contact resistance. It is suggested that, lower phonon transmission coefficient at
metal-CNT interface is responsible for such behaviour. Efforts have been put forth deduce
experimental values for ’thermo electric power’ (TEP) for CNTs. When bias is applied across
the CNT axis, temperature gradient will develop across its length through joule heating. Room
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temperature TEP values reported for SWNT and MWNT are 280 µV/K and 80 µV/K respectively
[35, 39]].
1.2.4 Optical properties of CNTs

Defect free SWNTs offer a direct band gap, ideal for optical and optoelectronic applications.
Optical spectra of individual SWNTs have been already established using Raman, UV-VIS-IR
spectroscopy. In addition, experiments demonstrating electrically induced optical emission
[40, 41]] and photo detection effect [42]] in infra red region by SWNTs are carried out. Unlike
conventional solid state optoelectronic devices, SWNT can emit light upon injecting electrons
and hole from either side of contacts. Light emission in the range of 600 to 1000 nm wavelength
for aligned SWNTs is successfully demonstrated [43]]. Recently, the electro luminescence from
SWNT built in transistors [44]] and photo voltaic effect in junction between n-doped gallium
arsenide and carbon nanotubes was reported [45]].
1.2.5 Other important properties of CNTs

CNTs exhibit strong sensitivity against chemicals and different gases. This make them a potential
candidate for chemical and biological sensors. In order to calibrate their response, change in
electrical properties, such as resistance, current flux can be easily measured. This makes CNTs
a potential candidate for chemical, biological sensors or detectors.
Large specific surface area can be utilized for energy applications viz. hydrogen storage,
lithium ion batteries etc. Same is optimal for catalyst support in various catalyst processes
and also ideal material for fuel cell applications. Nitrogen doped CNT arrays are successfully
tested for oxygen reduction activity [46]]. For CNTs, enhanced molecular adsorption and charge
transfer was observed even at room temperature. This can be utilized in catalysis, sensing
applications. Small diameter CNTs have ability to reduce noble metals from their salt solutions
without supply of any external energy (such as UV illumination) [47]]. The phenomenon takes
place as CNT/Au3+ or CNT/Pt2+ form redox pair as if zinc metal against copper ions in a galvanic
cell.
CNTs show characteristic bio-compatibility and many investigations have taken place to study
how biological cells behave in vicinity or in contact with CNTs [48, 49]]. Parallely preliminary
studies are undergoing to investigate potential of CNTs in drug delivery system. CNTs are
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comparatively less explored in concern to biological applications although deposition or growth
of biological material (DNA, RNA, nerve cells, peptides etc.) on CNTs is picking up the pace.
Free standing CNT films show extraordinary behaviour to adhere foreign substrates using Van
der Waals interactions. Such behaviour can be used to mimic artificial gecko feet [50]].
1.3 Methods for synthesizing carbon nanotubes

While working with arc discharge setup, accidental discovery of carbon nanotubes by Iijima
gave a new dimension to graphitic carbon material [4]]. Within few years after the discovery,
two new methods namely laser ablation [51]] and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method [52]]
have been introduced. First two methods are high temperature methods, while CVD operates at
relatively lower temperature. These three methods are explained below along with their merit
and demerits.
1.3.1 Arc discharge method

In this method arc is struck between two electrodes made up of graphite rods. The anode is
typically smaller in size than the cathode, is a consumable electrode, and is often stuffed with
a catalyst. Arc is struck using a DC power supply providing 70 − 150 A current and voltage
in the range of 20 − 40 V. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in figure 1.7. The
anode, consisting of graphite and catalyst, is evaporated and deposited on the cathode surface

Figure 1.7: Schematic of arc discharge setup [53].
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and the deposit produced contains carbon nanotubes [54, 55]]. Typically, the arcing is carried
out under a controlled atmosphere consisting of either argon, or helium [56]], or methane [57]]
or nitrogen [58]]. Of these, helium atmosphere is most frequently used, typically at 500-600
Torr. This version of the arc discharge method is the conventional approach for production of
single walled and double walled CNTs and may result in the formation of bundles of single
walled nanotubes [59]]. In the arc discharge process, plasma temperature plays a vital role in
quality of CNTs deposited at cathode end. The arcing current, gaseous atmosphere used, and a
gap between two electrodes are few important experimental factors which control the plasma
temperature. Concave shape of anode end after arcing, indicates that a high temperature zone
exists in the central area of the anode and may lead to sintering of the CNTs produced.
1.3.2 Laser ablation method

In this method, a metal-graphite composite rod is evaporated with the help of a high intensity
laser which results in the formation of SWNTs. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown
in figure 1.8. A typical 10 ns duration, 300 mJ laser pulse evaporates the target in the presence
of argon gas preheated to 1200 ◦ C [60]]. The surface temperature of target rises up to 6000 ◦ C
when struck by the laser beam, carbon vapor formed near the target surface expands with
supersonic velocity to detach and propagate through the background gas. The initial carbon
vapor consists of C2 and C3 species [53]]. These carbon species get condensed or deposited on
pre structured substrate growing into CNTs. In the buffer gas, the carbon vapor in combination
with metal ions, called a ’plume’, cools down, forming SWNTs. Maximum yield of nanotubes

Figure 1.8: Schematic of laser ablation setup.
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was obtained with a furnace temperature of 1200 ◦ C, while no SWNT formation was observed
below 800 ◦ C and above 1300 ◦ C. Argon gas flow in the laser reactor also influences SWNT yield
due to the temperature decrease that can be caused by high velocity of argon.
1.3.3 Chemical vapor deposition method

Chemical vapor deposition method (CVD) is comparably low temperature method in which
carbon source is thermally decomposed to produce the carbon species and ultimately CNTs. This
process can be driven using a template or a substrate and with or without usage of catalyst. A
variety of carbon precursors are used in this process, few popular among them are hydrocarbons
such as methane, ethane, propylene etc, or organic solvents xylene, pentane, heptane etc., [61]]
or even carbon monoxide [62]]. Transition metals having limited carbon solubility such as
iron, cobalt, nickel or metallocenes and carbonyl complexes of these metals are often used
as catalyst. A substrate (Si-wafer, quartz glass, metal foils) or a template (anodized aluminum
oxide template) is inserted inside a tubular oven and heated to the desired temperature under
inert atmosphere. The CVD temperature varies upon selection of precursor, however good
quality CNTs are generally synthesized in range of 700 to 1300 ◦ C. At desired temperature,
a mixture of various gases, mostly argon or helium, mixed with hydrogen, carbon source and
catalyst if its in chemical form, is introduced into the oven at a predetermined rate. Finally, the
oven is cooled down to room temperature under insert atmosphere. Quality of CNTs produced
in this method is strongly process dependent. A schematics of CVD setup is as shown in figure
1.9. Below, few important CVD methods are explained in short.
The high pressure carbon monoxide process, also known as HiPCo is one of the excellent
methods to grow high quality CNTs [62]]. In this process carbon monoxide gas along with iron
pentacarbonyl [Fe(CO)5 ] is pumped through a small nozzle hole in an oven, previously heated
to 1100 to 1300 ◦ C. Iron complex cracks to produce smaller iron nanoparticles, which then react
with gas to grow carbon nanotubes. As size of iron nanoparticle obtained in this process is very
small, preferably single walled CNTs are synthesized.
Template assisted process is another method in which, carbon nanotubes are synthesized in
side nanopores of porous aluminum oxide (PAOX) template. PAOX template is synthesized
by electro-oxidation of aluminum plate in acidic bath leading to formation of nanopores in
aluminum (see figure 1.9) [63]]. Hydrocarbon gas is decomposed inside these nanopores, and
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Figure 1.9: Schematic showing standard experimental setup used in chemical vapor deposition
method. Beside it, a SEM micrograph of porous aluminum oxide template used in same
method to grow CNTs [53, 65].

carbon in form of graphitic layers is deposited on the side walls of these nanopores [64]]. CNTs
can be grown with the help of proper metal catalyst, however its not mandatory. After CNTs
synthesis, the template is etched away using concentrated hydrofluoric acid. This method has
unique advantage that it delivers highly ordered CNTs, however they are often multi walled,
less graphitic and includes high level of defects.
Chemical vapor deposition using hydrocarbon gas, metal catalyst and a substrate is often used
method for growing carbon nanotubes. This method is explored by manipulating various growth
parameters, chemicals, synthesis temperature, gas flow rates in order to produce good quality
CNTs. In this process, carbon species generated in gas phase are dissolved in the catalyst, until
it saturates. This process is termed as "Vapor Liquid Solid" (VLS) process. (hydrocarbon vapor,
carbon-metal liquid, crystalline carbon solid) [5]]. In this method, catalyst deposited substrate is
heated to CVD temperature under controlled inert atmosphere. At desired temperature, growth
of CNTs take place by decomposition of hydrocarbon in presence of different gases.
Although this method produces good quality of carbon nanotubes, relatively free from catalyst
and highly graphitic in nature, still a broad distribution of CNT diameters and control over their
typology were problems to be resolved. The answer to these problems is modified version of CVD
method called "Water assisted chemical vapor deposition" method. This method is discussed
in detail in upcoming part of thesis. Figure 1.10 shows the time line of evolution of various
methods employed for synthesis of carbon nanotubes after their initial discovery in year 1991.
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Figure 1.10: A time line showing evolution of important methods for synthesis of CNTs right from the
discovery till today.

Water assisted chemical vapor deposition (WCVD) method is a unique way to grow carbon
nanotubes up to a millimeter length. This gives CNTs an aspect ratio of an order ∼ 106 to 107 .
WCVD is a modified version of the normally used chemical vapor deposition method explained
above. During the growth phase, along with mixture of hydrocarbon, argon and hydrogen gas,
a small amount of water vapor is supplied. The change is minute but very important in order to
keep the catalyst active for longer time, to make sure growth will continue for longer duration.
Water is proposed to be a weak oxidant, cleaning and preserving the catalyst active. Using
proper amount of water, growth rate as high as 2.5 mm in ten minutes has been achieved.
By engineering the iron catalyst used in this process, one can fine tune the diameter or even
typology of CNTs grown. A number of research groups have demonstrated growth of single,
double and multi walled CNTs growth using this method [7, 68]]. A patterned growth of CNTs
at a required place in order to miniaturize the engineering devices is made possible with this
technique.
1.4 Methods for characterizing carbon nanotubes

Various classical methods used to characterize CNTs are listed below and some of the aspects
associated with characterizing CNTs using these techniques are highlighted.
1. Raman spectroscopy
2. Scanning electron microscopy
3. Transmission electron microscopy
4. atomic force microscopy
5. X-ray diffraction
6. Thermo-gravimetric analysis
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1.4.1 Raman spectroscopy

This characterization tool is a non destructive method for characterizing CNTs. It can give
qualitative as well as quantitative information about the CNTs obtained using various methods.
A typical plot obtained using Raman spectroscopy on a sample containing carbon nanotubes, is
shown in figure 1.11. As per literature [69, 70]], presence of graphitic structure leads to the
existence of a ’G band peak’, in between 1580 to 1590 cm−1 wave numbers. Dangling or
defect band peak, ’D’, is sensitive to incident laser energy and can be seen in between 1340
to 1350 cm−1 , if sample is excited by 514 nm argon laser. The first over tone of D band,
often called G’ band found between 2450 to 2650 cm−1 and combination of D and G band is
found in between 2775 to 2950 cm−1 . Radial breathing mode peaks (RBM), corresponding
to the diameter of single walled nanotubes, are found at wavenumber below 200 cm−1 . [69]].
Rao and his coworkers in year 1997 [70]] studied a range of wavelengths and observed an
inverse relationship between diameter of SWNTs (d t ) and the wave number scattered (ωRBM )
corresponding to the radial breathing mode peak. The equation for inverse variation is given by

ωRM B =

A
dt

+B

(5)
......Where A and B are constants

Further work to determine the constants A and B, was carried out by various research groups
using different modeling methods. The values of A and B reported in the literature have minute
error and widely accepted. The value of A = 224 [71]] or 227 [72]](with ’d t ’ in nanometers) for
SWNT and A = 234 and B = 10 cm−1 for bundle of SWNTs [73]]. The up shift of frequency is
observed normally due strong inter tube Van Der Waals interaction. Filho and his co workers [74]]
have studied G’ band peak for SWNTs. They have observed two peak structure in some special
raman spectra for SWNTs. However typically, only one peak was found at approximately twice
the wavenumber corresponding to the D band (1350 cm−1 ) peak. Polarized raman [75]], surface
enhanced raman [76]], and z-breathing raman spectroscopy studies are some of the recent studies
being carried out in this context.
From a utility point of view, Raman spectroscopy can be used to calculate diameter of SWNTs
present, while ratio of D band (I D ) and G band (IG ); I D /IG gives approximate indication of
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Figure 1.11: Raman spectroscopy of graphitic carbon nanotubes [69].

quality of nanotubes soot. Smaller the ratio; higher is crystalline nature of CNTs and thus
smaller will be the defect level. Also raman spectroscopy is used to study oxidation of soot, and
hence used as a tool to investigate effectiveness of purification techniques.
1.4.2 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

This is an important tool in the field of nano science and for the study of CNTs as well. Ever since
the discovery of CNTs [4]], extensive study of this nano structured material has been carried out
using the TEM. Reciprocal space representation and a typical diffraction pattern obtained from
CNTs, is shown in figure 1.12a. Sp2 hybridized graphite shows hexagonal diffraction pattern
and since CNTs are made up of curved sp2 hybridized graphene plates, it has same hexagonal
diffraction pattern similar to HOP graphite first elaborated by Iijima [4]]. The diffraction pattern
contains (hk0) spots and (002) spots in the radial direction. The number of sets of these (hk0)
spots and (002) spots varies according to chirality and number of walls of carbon nanotubes
(single, double or multi walled) for which diffraction is taken. The top and bottom part of
any chiral nanotube will have honeycomb pattern differing by angle 2θ or twice the ’chiral
angle’ present in hexagonal arrays. The diffraction pattern will therefore consist of double
hexagonal patterns separated by twice the chiral angle measured at the center spot formed by
the transmitted beam. In case of achiral nanotubes, i.e. armchair or zigzag type of carbon
nanotubes, these two hexagonal patterns will superimpose on each other giving only one set
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Figure 1.12: (a) Schematic showing reciprocal space construction for a carbon nanotube [78], (b)
showing real time diffraction pattern of multi walled carbon nanotube [79].

of spots. A computer generated SAED images for zigzag, armchair and chiral nanotubes are as
shown in figure 1.13 [77]].
In the year 1994, Liu and Cowley, published their work on TEM analysis of different types of
multi walled CNTs with different wall sizes. The relationship between helicity and geometry of
nanotubes was also explained [80]]. Diffraction pattern and evidence of polygonal multi walled
nanotubes were also indicated them. Zhang et. al. studied CNTs with TEM with particular
reference to helical diffraction pattern. They explained the geometry of the diffraction with the
help of reciprocal lattice and a detailed analysis of the diffraction planes (fig 1.13b). Angular
relations and tilt effect calculations were precisely worked out [78]]. A practical method to
determine handedness of carbon nanotubes has been proposed in year 2005 by Liu and Qin [81]]
When carbon nanotube is twisted, spacing of diffraction layer lines (marked by P1, P2, P1’ and
P2’ in fig 1.12a) will change. Thus, the ratio of layer line spacing can be correlated with known
angle of twisting to evaluate handedness of carbon nanotube.
A method to calculate helicity or chirality along with handedness of CNTs was also explained
[82]]. Another simple but effective method to calculate helical angle of hexagonal arrays was
identified by Gao et. al. group [83]]. Chiral angle was measured with the help of "equation (6)"
and by measuring distances of diffraction spots from the equatorial plane (see figure 1.13b) and
also diameter of nanotube by equatorial oscillations. Cowley et. al. studied SWNTs bundles
for chirality with dark field imaging and found that most of the tubes in bundles produced with
laser ablation showed no chirality or same chirality [84]].
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Figure 1.13: Computer simulated diffraction pattern for (b1) zigzag type (19,0),(b2) chrial type (17,4)
& (b3) armchair (10,10) type CNTs [77] and (b) Schematic showing diffraction pattern
of SWNT. Two hexagonal rings represent first order (1010) reflections from top and
bottom of carbon nanotube [83].
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.....d1 ,d2 ,d3 are marked in figure 1.13b
Another important part of transmission electron microscopy is scanning in transmission
electron microscopy. This is advanced tool, with which one can generate micrographs revealing
atomic structure of carbon nanotube or its catalyst particle. one of such tunneling electron
micrograph is published by Baughman in his review on carbon nanotubes and their applications
[30]]. In summary, use of TEM for characterization of CNTs has therefore had a significant impact
in the efforts to narrow experimental parameters to increase yield and quality of tubes.
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1.4.3 Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

Atomic force microscopy is gaining importance in the characterization of CNTs. It can measure
diameter as well as chirality of CNTs. The nanotube diameter is lateral direction is overestimated
due to convolution of tip, however height measured along the direction of scanning can give
reliable information about the diameter of carbon nanotubes. This tool is used to for imaging
single or bundles of CNTs, can also used as mechanical manipulator for CNTs. AFM can thus
deliver information about the mechanical properties of CNTs such as tensile or torsional strength
[85]]. In scanning tunneling mode, one can generate high resolution image showing atomic
structure of CNT clearly showing its chiral structure. However, use of this method to characterize
CNTs requires further refinement since extensive calculations are required to compensate the
effect of curvature of the nanotubes. Some preliminary work has already been done to measure
helicity of hexagonal arrays of CNTs using STM [86]]. This characterization tool is often used to
investigate the mechanical properties of carbon nanotubes of various morphologies [87]].
1.4.4 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) is an important tool to primarily investigate the product
synthesized using various methods. It can give primary results in order to evaluate the impact of
change in experimental parameter on the synthesis conditions. Using this tool, one can collect
vital information about morphology, topography, alignment of CNTs synthesized. It can also
help in elemental analysis using technique energy dispersive analysis of x-ray, famously called
EDAX. This tool can play a vital role in understanding the growth mechanism.
1.4.5 X-ray diffraction (XRD)

This characterization method is used to measure the extent of graphitization as well as provides
information about degree of nanotube alignment. X-ray diffraction data obtained from a sample
containing carbon nanotubes contains a graphitic peak corresponding to (002) and a family of
(hk0) peaks. Using the (002) graphitic peak, interlayer spacing can be calculated. Peak position
is approximately 26 ◦ 2θ for SWNTs, which differs slightly from 26.5 ◦ , the value reported for
HOPG. The (hk0) peaks possesses an asymmetric shape due to curvature of carbon nanotubes.
The (hkl) reflections will appear only in XRD patterns with regular stacking of layers [69]]. X-ray
diffraction has been used to specify a relation between the degree of carbon nanotube alignment
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and the intensity of the graphitic (002) peak [88]]. A monotonous decrease in the intensity of
the graphitic peak with increase in degree of alignment of CNTs is observed.
1.4.6 Thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA)

A study on temperature dependent weight loss can also give characteristic signature for nano
materials. CNTs have carbon as a base element, thus depending on extent of graphitization,
quality of CNTs synthesized can be determined using thermogravimetric analysis technique.
using TGA, one can determined extent of graphitization, presence or absence of amorphous or
other forms of carbon, extent defects in CNT structure. All other forms of sp2 hybridized non
nanotube carbon material burns before 600 ◦ C. When CNTs are subsequently heated further,
it starts losing weight at temperatures close to 600 ◦ C. A dramatic decrease in weight occurs
up to 700 ◦ C, if the analysis is carried out in ambient atmosphere. Depending upon quality as
well as typology of CNTs (single or many walled), the data obtained from TGA will appear bit
differently. If metal catalysts are employed during the synthesis of nanotubes, then oxidation of
metal catalyst results in the appearance of a slight weight gain in the TGA data. This method is
typically used to study the effect of the purification processes employed. For example, it is used
to study effect of oxidation and acid treatment on CNTs produced by various methods. TGA is
usually carried out in open air for carbon nanotube samples.
1.5 Methods of purification and funtionlization of carbon nanotubes

Carbon nanotubes can be synthesized using various techniques explained above. Depending
upon usage of metal catalysts (Fe, Ni, CO, Y), and method of synthesis, a special acid treatment
is needed to remove the metal catalyst as well as other non nanotube impurities. As these
metal particles are completely covered by graphite shell, a heated mixture of concentrated
sulphuric acid and nitric acid is used [89]]. These concentrated acids tends to attack carbon
nanotubes profoundly at defect sites or at the ends. This leads to partial destruction of the
graphitic structure by creating holes in the side wall of CNTs. If CNTs are produced using the
WCVD method, catalyst particles are not incubated within CNTs. Also, CNTs produced in this
process are very crystalline, free of any amorphous carbon. Therefore, purification treatment
is not required for WCVD grown CNTs. The oxygen plasma can functionalize CNTs by creating
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carboxyl, aldehyde functional groups at dangling bond sites, reducing the hydrophobicity of the
CNT film [6]].
1.6 Growth mechanism of carbon nanotubes
1.6.1 General growth mechanism of CNTs

Carbon nanotubes have several potential applications in field of electronics and material science.
The specific need of these application potentials is to grow the carbon nanotube of specific
variety, length, chirality, or quality. This need will only be satisfied only if the exact growth
mechanism of carbon nanotube is known. Within few years after the discovery of CNTs, many
postulates depending upon the TEM investigation are presented. Many of them explain how the
growth happens, exact role of the catalyst during growth. Depending on the method or process
of synthesis, growth mechanism will differ. Many well understood growth mechanisms are
published for arc discharge, laser ablation as well as chemical vapor deposition method. There
is minute difference between a growth mechanism for arc discharge and laser ablation method,
however mechanism explaining chemical vapor deposition method is unique and altogether
different from that of arc discharge process. Some of the important studies explaining growth
mechanisms for chemical vapor deposition are highlighted below.
In "vapor-liquid-solid" method (see fig. 1.14), hydrocarbon gas is decomposed by supplying
thermal energy to generate carbon species. These carbon species are dissolved in the catalyst

Figure 1.14: A pictorial representation of Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS) mechanism demonstrating the
growth of CNTs. (a) Formation of carbon species in vapor phase, (b) docking of same
species on the metal catalyst forming liquid-solid junction and (c) growth of crystalline
CNTs.
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particle. As catalyst (Fe, Co, Ni) have limited solid solubility for carbon, it results in expulsion of
excess of carbon in crystalline form out of particle from another end, growing carbon nanotube.
The growth process continues as long as carbon is dissolving in and precipitating out of the
catalyst.

The key parameters in nanotube CVD growth are choice of hydrocarbon, nature of catalyst
and growth temperature. Among various possible options, methane (CH4 ), ethene (C2 H4 ),
propylene (C3 H8 ) and acetylene (C2 H2 ), ethene is selected. In absence of double of triple bond,
methane demand higher decomposition temperature and generate moderate amount of carbon
species. On the other hand, propylene or acetylene decompose easily but generate high amount
of carbon. This leads to growth of CNTs with high degree of defects as well as amorphous
carbon. Although, recent studies suggest presence of carbon species such as ethylene and
acetylene are essential for growth of SWNT [90]]. These species are formed in gas phase during
the growth period. Growth temperature can control the decomposition of hydrocarbons and
formation of carbon species there after. However inappropriate growth temperature affects the
carbon solubility in catalyst and CNTs tend to grow less graphitic in nature. Ethene, therefore,
is an optimal choice, as it decomposes at moderate temperature, delivers optimal amount of
carbon and decomposition rate is easy to maneuver by controlling thermal energy or hydrogen
gas supply.

Choice of proper catalyst is another important parameter in CVD process. Metals such as
cobalt, nickel, iron are chosen, due to limited solubility of carbon. It means, metal should
have finite solubility that carbon can dissolve, supersaturation will take place and carbon can
recrystallize tubular form. Also, size of metal catalyst particle strongly influences the diameter
of CNT, that will grow on it. In order to increase the catalyst activity and reduce its particle size,
researchers have came out with idea to use bimetallic catalysts such as iron-molybdenum or
forming metal oxide supported catalyst such as iron on magnesia, alumina or silica etc. Instead
of silica, single crystalline Si wafer with thin layer of SiO2 proved to be ideal substrate for
growing CNTs. Iron catalyst evaporated on the silicon substrate interact strongly with substrate
leading to root growth mechanism instead of tip growth. These two mechanisms are responsible
for growth of CNTs using CVD method, explained below.
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Figure 1.15: Schematic model showing root growth and tip growth mechanism, dark circle and oval
represent catalyst particle.

Carbon nanotubes have similar growth mechanism as that of carbon filament, first discovered
by Baker and coworkers in year 1972 [91, 92]]. These mechanisms are termed as "root growth"
and "tip Growth" mechanism. The major difference between these two mechanisms is location
of the catalyst during CNT growth. As name suggests, If the catalyst particle is seating at the
root of the CNT, sticking hard to substrate, the growth process is termed as a Root growth. On
the other hand, if catalyst particle is lifted off the substrate and seats at the top apex of carbon
nanotube growth, the mechanism is termed as a Tip growth mechanism. Surface activation
energy between the substrate and catalyst particle decides which growth mechanism CNT will
follow. Both mechanisms are displayed in figure 1.15. During the growth process, carbon will
be dissolved into metal particle till supersaturation of metal takes place. At supersaturated
condition, carbon starts re precipitating. Depending upon the surface energy, growth will follow
tip or root growth mechanism.
If the catalyst particle wets the surface of the substrate well and is good grafted underneath,
the catalyst particle is hard to lift off. In such a case, the precipitation of crystalline carbon
will take place from the top side of particle and CNT will grow in length at its root. Another
possibility is, if surface activation energy of substrate is high, and catalyst particle seats as if
water droplet on a lotus leaf, saturated carbon precipitates out from bottom side of the catalyst
particle. In this situation, catalyst particle is lifted off the substrate, leading to tip growth
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mechanism as shown in figure 1.15a. Root growth mechanism is favorable in a aspect, catalyst
particle is seating fixed on substrate eliminating possibility of incubation inside the CNT grown
and thus eliminates the need of post purification procedure. Iron on Si or SiO2 substrates lead
to root growth conditions while a thin layer of nickel on quartz glass gives rise to tip growth
mechanism [52]].
1.6.2 Growth mechanism of water assisted chemical vapor deposition (WCVD)

Water assisted chemical vapor deposition method is a advanced version of the chemical vapor
deposition method. Here, a small amount of water is used to keep the catalyst active for longer
time, in order to grow CNTs of millimeter length. A thin layer of aluminum is deposited on
substrate prior to catalyst, i.e. iron deposition. This is called buffer layer. The Al layer not only
lead to root growth mechanism, but also helps in forming small nano islands of catalyst to grow
carbon nanotubes. Smaller islands lead to growth of few walled CNTs having narrow diameter
distribution. Another important role this buffer layer plays in enhancing catalyst life. This role
will be explained in detail in synthesis part of this thesis.
Water vapor is introduced in the system by bubbling a part of carrier gas through a water
bubbler. The gas will carry small amount of water vapor governed by the equation (7) given
below. This introduced water vapor reacts with amorphous or unused carbon to convert it into
carbon dioxide as per following the equation (8).

Mw = M g

Pw



(Pw ) − (Pg )

(7)

...M & P are molar mass and partial pressure, w & g denote water vapor and gas bubbled

C + 2H2 O  CO2 ↑ +2H2 ↑

(8)

The water molecule is supposed to be reacting with amorphous carbon that is continuously
deposited on the active surface area of catalyst. The CNT growth temperature is high enough to
keep the equation balance on right side to successfully convert the amorphous carbon to carbon
monoxide or carbon dioxide gas. In absence of such a cleaning activity, catalyst will be poisoned
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losing its active surface area, a location where fresh carbon diffuses into the catalyst. Such
lose of active surface area is termed as a "catalyst poisoning" which leads to no CNT growth
condition.
Apart from water, numerous other catalyst activators, those can deliver required oxygen have
also been studied. Carbon dioxide as a catalyst activator (CO2 ) is used by Magrez research
group [93]]. Maruyama could even grow centimeter long carbon nanotube in a single batch using
ethanol precursor. Remarkable to note, here ethanol (C2 H5 OH) was serving a dual purpose, as
a carbon source and as an oxygen supplier. Recently, A complete study investigating various
chemicals such as carbon dioxide, tetrahydrofuran, acetone, ethanol etc for their possible
candidature as a weak oxidants is published [94]]. Along with these oxygen containing organic
molecules, ammonia (a gas without oxygen content) is also investigated as a carbon etching
agent. Ammonia fails to show any growth enhancing effect at all. Depending upon tendency
of decomposition, stability against thermal energy and oxygen species a chemical molecule can
deliver, each compound varies in its supply (from 100 to 1000 ppm) in order to achieve efficient
growth rate.
Another possible method for efficient growth is to decrease the carbon supply or dilute it
to a extent efficient growth occurs without or minimized effect of catalyst poisoning. If the
hydrogen content is increased in the system, increase in the partial pressure of hydrogen tends
to suppress hydrocarbon decomposition or can help to etch away carbon that is deposited on
the catalyst [95]]. This effect can be used in order to decrease catalyst poisoning there by leading
to super growth of CNTs [96]].
In this present work, water is used as an oxidant, and more light will be thrown on the exact
role of it. A growth mechanism will be put forth explaining its selective activity against of the
catalyst poisoning by amorphous carbon.
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1.7 Aim of the present work

A rich blend of qualitative carbon nanotubes together with various inorganic as well as
bio-materials have superior physical and chemical properties and thus serves a broad field of
application. However, inheritance of new properties of such a composite material is co-related
to quality of its constituent elements. Therefore, the present work comprises of studies on
the synthesis and systematic investigation of growth mechanism of carbon nanotubes in water
assisted CVD method as well as various methodologies to blend as grown CNT structures to
develop new "hybrid materials".
Water assisted CVD method is employed to grow diameter selective, aligned and structural
growth of CNTs.

However, the process is quite complicated and incorporates numerous

parameters those are interdependent of each other. In order to understand such a complex
system, stepwise and pragmatic investigation of each growth parameter is necessary.

By

scrutinizing various experimental parameters, the selective activity of water driving ultra-long
growth of CNTs can be understood.
The second major part of the present work conceptualizes various methodologies to produce
a rich blend of carbon nanotubes structures with inorganic and bio-materials. Various metal
oxides, noble metals at nano scale and neuronal cells are integrated with as synthesized CNT
structures to derive new hybrid materials. At the end, CNTs and their hybrid materials are
integrated in a form of micro structured devices demonstrating potential applications in field of
electronic, sensing and energy applications.
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2 Synthesis of carbon nanotubes
2.1 Synthesis of carbon nanotubes using water assisted chemical vapor deposition
method.

Chemical vapor deposition method is a classical method used in the semiconductor industry, in
which, a precursor is decomposed using thermal energy in order to form chemical species in
vapor phase. These species are then deposited on substrate. Often, during the process many
volatile by-products are generated, which are removed using high stream of inert gases from
the reaction chamber. The work presented here uses an advanced version of this process called
water assisted chemical vapor deposition method (WCVD).
Carbon nanotubes were grown at 800 ◦ C using hydrogen, argon, ethene (C2 H4 ) and small
amount of water vapor (200 ppm). Water vapor was carried into an oven by bubbling small
amount of carrier gas through a water bubbler built into the system. The growth is catalyzed by
bimetallic catalyst nano particles composed of iron and aluminum. A schematics of the growth
process is as shown in figure 2.1. both metals, Fe (1 nm) over Al (10 nm), were deposited on the
substrate using metal evaporation technique. Upon heating to CVD temperature, both metals
build up a inter metallic phase and thereby small nano particles of same phase. The growth
of carbon nanotubes is catalyzed by these nano particles and a dense film of CNT grow on the
substrate.
Carbon nanotubes were grown at a rate of 30 to 40 µm per minute. At this rate, 1 mm long
CNTs were grown in a time span of half an hour. A millimeter thick film, formed by aligned
growth of carbon nanotubes on silicon wafer is as shown in figure 2.2a. The average diameter

Figure 2.1: Schematic layout of growth process of carbon nanotubes (a) cleaned Si wafer (b) Al and
Fe deposition (c) formation of catalyst nano particles upon heating (d) growth of CNTs
using WCVD method .
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of CNT is 4 to 6 nm and are mostly doubled walled. An electron micrograph beside it (fig 2.2b),
shows a CNT film grown in absence of water vapor. Due to lack of water supply, growth is
limited to 150 µm length. The growth rate for the fresh catalyst is 30 to 40 µm per minute;
same as that of standard conditions. However, approximately 2 to 4 minutes after the commence
of CNT growth, catalyst is completely poisoned and therefore no further growth is possible.

Figure 2.2: (a) SEM micrograph and an optical image (inset) of a film of 1 mm long CNTs grown
using 200 ppm of water supply (b) SEM of CNT film grown without supply of water.

Further study revealed, the growth rate is strongly dependent upon flow rate of reactant
gases. If the gas flow rate is increased, the growth rate will increase with it and so will be the
rate of catalyst poisoning. It means, in order to keep CNTs growing at constant rate, quantity
of water required to keep catalyst active is directly depends upon flow rate of carbon precursor.
In other words, ratio of number of reactant chemical species to that of water molecules per
cubic meter of reaction zone is deciding factor. This ratio has to be constant in order to have
continual growth for desired time. A detailed study evaluating the impact of this ratio on growth
rate is systematically represented in upcoming part of this section. The flow rate of 100 sccm
of ethylene together with 200 ppm of water vapor supply gives rise to maximum achievable
growth rate. Higher flow rate of the precursor gas was avoided as higher flow rate generates
more carbon species. If these species are not utilized for CNTs growth, they may get deposited
on already grown carbon nanotubes in form of an impurity [7, 97]].
The starting temperature has critical impact on formation of catalyst nano particles. Till 500 ◦ C
as a starting temperature, there was no major impact on quality, typology, or even on growth
rate of CNTs. However, past 600 ◦ C absolutely no growth is observed. The possible reason for
it is, till 500 ◦ C aluminum is still in solid state, has got enough time to get reduced and melt
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slowly thereafter. However past 600 ◦ C aluminum layer undergoes thermal stress, melt without
getting reduced, leading to loss of nano particle formation. In absence of catalyst particles, did
not take place.
2.1.1 Characterization of CNTs grown using water assisted CVD method.

As mentioned in introduction part, carbon nanotubes are grown using the WCVD method
consists of 99% crystalline graphitic carbon, free from any amorphous carbon or metal catalyst
impurities. A CNT film grown on 1 cm2 Si - wafer piece for 15 to 20 minutes, i.e. around
half millimeter in height, weighs near about 1 milligram. One of such well grown CNT film is
investigated using Raman spectroscopy using 488 nm wavelength laser (see fig 2.3a).

Figure 2.3: (a) Raman spectrum and (b) thermo gravimetric analysis of CNTs grown using water
assisted chemical vapor deposition method.

The spectrum shows the distinguishing and sharp peak at 1596 wavenumber denoted as
G-band peak. It corresponds to crystalline graphitic nature of carbon nanotubes. The G peak
has one sharp shoulder at lower wavenumber. This shoulder represents the semi conducting
nature of CNTs grown [59]]. Two other peaks at 1352 cm−1 and at 2675 cm−1 are defect band
peak (D band peak) and first overtone of it respectively. The presence of the D band here is
presumed to be due to dangling bonds present at the end of the CNT. This ratio of intensity of
G band to D band peaks (Id / IG ratio) gives qualitative information about crystallinity of CNTs
grown. The ratio in this spectrum is lesser than 0.2. At lower wavenumber (peak at 187 cm−1 )
radial breathing mode (RBM) peaks are seen. The occurrence of RBM peak symbolizes presence
of SWNTs or sometime DWNTs peaks [70]].
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Thermo-gravimetric analysis of carbon nanotubes shows typical oxidation resistance till 500◦ C
in oxygen atmosphere (see figure 2.3b) [7]]. Till 550◦ C, a minor weight lose of 1.5% is seen. This
is due to preferencial attack of oxygen molecules at dangling carbon atoms. Thereafter, as CNTs
grown here are few walled (1 to 3), their oxidation starts at around 550◦ C and till 700◦ C, the
whole mass is completely oxidized.
The characteristic peak for carbon nanotube originates at 26◦ of 2θ from Bragg diffraction
of X-rays from its side walls. This is highest intensity peak and termed as (002) or graphitic
peak. However, when as grown CNT film on silicon wafer is measured in a range 15 to 90◦ of
2θ , no (002) peak was seen (see figure 2.4a spectrum ’x’). Instead peaks corresponding to 100
and 004 planes were observed. This is an effect of their aligned growth on the Si-wafer. As
CNTs have strong alignment, no side wall could interact with X-rays, leading to loss of (002) or
characteristic graphitic peak. This can be proven by measuring the same CNTs after destroying
their alignment. The film is lightly ultra-sonicated in ethanol in order to lose their alignment
and the drop casted on Si wafer. XRD of drop casted film (spectrum ’Y’) has an intense (002)
peak and other peaks (100 and 004 ) were disappeared. The broad (002) peak still shows
signature of microscopic alignment [98]].
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of a single CNT generated using tapping mode is
displayed in figure 2.4b. CNTs with high aspect ratio, can practically stick to the probing tip

Figure 2.4: (a) X-ray diffraction spectrum of as grown aligned CNT film (spectrum ’x’) and unordered
film (spectrum ’Y’) supported on Si-wafer and (b) Atomic force microscopy image of an
individual carbon nanotube. The diameter of CNT is 1.69 nm.
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Figure 2.5: Scanning electron micrographs of (a) a CNT film (b) high resolution image of same film
showing vertically aligned CNTs, (c & d) transmission electron micrographs of DWNTs.

during investigations, therefore, tapping or non contact mode is recommended to generate an
image. The CNT scanned here is measured 1.69 nm in diameter, in which case, it is single walled
carbon nanotube.
A few of well resolved scanning along with transmission electron micrographs of carbon
nanotubes are displayed in figure 2.5. A high resolution SEM micrograph of a CNT film
(2.5b)reveal the vertical alignment of CNTs. More than 90% of CNTs grown on the Si-wafer
are DWNTs and rest is mixture of SWNTs and MWNTs. TEM micrographs of displayed in figure
2.5c & d show double walled carbon nanotubes free from any kind of impurity. TEM can also
be used in scanning mode, called scanning in transmission microscopy (STEM), a versatile tool
delivers high resolved images of the sample even at atomic resolution [30]].
The surface area of a half a millimeter thick the CNT film was measured using BET technique
(see fig. 2.6). The measurement revealed surface area of 344 m2 / g. It is not as high as active
charcoal, but on the other hand, compared to active charcoal, CNTs are biologically, thermally
or chemically more stable. The high surface area can be utilized in catalysis for catalyst support,
and to built micro reactors [99]].
The as grown carbon nanotube film was studied using X-ray photo electron spectroscopy
(XPS). The survey spectrum shows just two major peaks; one for carbon and another for oxygen.
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Figure 2.6: Isotherm linear plot displaying nitrogen adsorption and desorption on a CNT film.

The carbon peak was located at 284.5 eV, standardized for graphitic nature of carbon. The small
shift in binding energy (<0.35 eV) is considered insignificant [100]]. The oxygen peak was
located at 532.6 eV of binding energy. This data will be used often as a reference data during
characterization of CNTs based metal oxide composites. All spectra are displayed in fig. 2.7.

Figure 2.7: XPS spectra of as grown carbon nanotubes (a) carbon C1s and (b) oxygen O1s
spectrum.

2.1.2 Engineering the catalyst to grow geometrically confined CNT structures.

A bimetallic catalyst consisting of aluminum and iron is used to grow CNTs in water assisted CVD
method. If one of the metal among two is missing, growth will not takes place. This process
parameter can be advantageously used in order to grow CNTs as desired location by patterning
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one of the two metals. Aluminum deposited on substrate is relatively thicker compared to
iron. Therefore, patterning of iron was undertaken. This technique leads to growth of various
micro or even macroscopic geometries made up of vertically grown CNTs without aid of costly
processes such as lithography. The process is schematically represented in figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Schematic representation of the method used to grow structured CNT blocks. (a)
cleaned Si - wafer (b) Al deposition & mask adjustment (c) iron deposition through a
perforated mask (d) removing the mask and (e) CNT growth.

Depending upon the application, first Si or SiO2 wafer are cleaned using iso-propanol. After
that a layer of 10 to 11 nm of aluminum is deposited on the wafer using e-beam metal
evaporation. Upon this thin layer of aluminum, a shadow mask i.e. perforated metal foil,
or woven nylon mesh with predetermined mesh size was fixed. There after, a thin layer of
iron 0.8 to 1 nm is deposited by using e-beam technique. Finally, the mask is removed, and
CNTs are grown using standard growth process explained previously. Metal iron is deposited
through holes of the mesh or grid, exactly where CNT growth will take place. Few SEM images
exemplifying perfection and reproducibility of the process are shown in figure 2.9.
Another possibility to structure the iron catalyst is by printing a salt solution or a dispersion
of iron nano particles directly on the aluminum deposited silicon wafer. The ink jet printing
technique is most suitable for this purpose. After depositing 10 nm layer of aluminum, 0.2 mM
concentrated alcohol based solution of iron nitrate (Fe(NO3 )3 · 9H2 O) was directly printed on
silicon wafer using commercially available ink jet printer. This technique eliminates the need of
masks at all and can print any complicated structure. However, the biggest problem associated
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Figure 2.9: SEM micrographs of different CNT block arrays in various shapes and sizes obtained by
using various masks.

with this technique is inhomogeneous distribution of the catalyst (solute) after evaporation of
the solvent. The effect can be minimized by appropriate choice of a solvent or by adding small
amount of a surfactant to the solution. Two SEM micrographs exemplifying the potential of this
process are displayed in figure 2.10.
CNT blocks can be grown in any desired form or shape provided appropriate mask is
available. It forms sharp edges or corners and such structures found immense interest in
various applications fields such as cold field emission, MEMs NEMs actuators as well as a gas or
bio sensors.

Figure 2.10: SEM micrographs of complicated structure grown by printing the catalyst solution on
aluminum deposited silicon wafer with the help of ink-jet printing.
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2.2 Study of different growth parameters in WCVD method

Water assisted chemical vapor deposition technique is a process sensitive method. WCVD
incorporates numerous parameters, and each of them carry a strong influence on the growth rate
as well as on typology of carbon nanotube. Few important parameters those carry noteworthy
influence are aluminum, iron, hydrogen and water vapor. A slight change in any one of them
will lead to fatal consequences. For example, if thickness of iron is increased by 1 nm over
the requisite amount, the process shifts from good growth to no growth conditions. Not only
this, above mentioned parameters are interdependent on each other. It means, if one of the
parameter is varied slightly (if thickness of Al is increased), other one has to be readjusted to
incorporate the change (water vapor amount has to be increased). This increases the degree of
complexity in the system.
The only way to understand such complicated system is to investigate every important growth
parameter separately by keeping all other parameters unchanged. This pragmatic approach
will give inside information about the influence of each parameter, crucial for understanding
the complex process.

The four above mentioned parameters are investigated in series of

experiments as explained below.
2.2.1 Effect of growth parameter : Aluminum

Aluminum plays a vital role in a super long growth of carbon nanotubes.

At beginning,

aluminum is thought to serve only as a buffer layer. As aluminum melts (at 660 ◦ C) below the
CVD temperature, it helps to break the thin layer of the used metal catalyst into small islands,
and these islands catalyze the growth of carbon nanotubes. Also, it wets almost all substrate
materials, there by fixing the catalyst particle hard to substrate and leading to root growth
mechanism. Iron, another component in the bimetallic catalyst, has limited solid solubility and
thus acts as a good catalyst for growth of carbon nanotubes. Important to notice if one of these
two metals, iron or aluminum is absent, growth will not take place. Therefore, it is ambiguous
that aluminum serves only as a buffer layer to form small nano particles of iron and glue them
to the substrate. It must or should serve another and vital role in growth of carbon nanotubes.
The work explained in this section try to focus on this question.
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As stated above, aluminum melts to form small islands and there by the iron film transformed
into a shape of small nano particles. In order to investigate this phenomenon, two wafer pieces
are deposited with 10 nm aluminum layer and one of them further with 1 nm iron layer. Both
pieces are then heated to CVD conditions following the standard procedure. SEM as well as AFM
investigations were carried out on both wafers (see fig 2.11). Investigations reveal formation of
well ordered small nano particles of average particle size 8 to 10 nm in case of wafer containing
layer of aluminum as well as iron. No such particle building took place on a wafer missing the
iron layer. The study indicates, aluminum and iron recombine together to form bimetallic nano
particles.
As a next step, various other metals have been tried in place of aluminum in order to check if
particle formation takes place for other metal combinations as well. For this purpose, titanium,
germanium, molybdenum, niobium, along with few other oxides such as titanium dioxide, zinc
oxide were selected. For every new candidate element, two tests were carried out. On two
pieces of a substrate, 10 nm thick layer of candidate metal was deposited and followed by 1 nm
layer of iron. One out of two pieces was heated to CVD temperature and cooled down, other
was heated and CNT growth was carried out. Most of the candidate metals fail to show any
sort of catalytic activity except titanium and molybdenum. Both metals have shown formation
of nano particles as well as aligned CNT growth to a length of 100 µm. Few representative SEM
images of CNTs grown and catalyst particles are displayed in figure 2.12. It is worth making

Figure 2.11: (a) Scanning electron microscope and (b) atomic force microscopy image of catalyst
nano particles.
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Figure 2.12: Scanning electron microscope of CNTs grown using various other metals as buffer
layer. (a) using titanium , (b) nano particles formed using titanium, (c) molybdenum and
(d) germanium.

it clear here, aligned growth is possible even without supply of water as seen in figure 2.2b
above. However, if CNTs continues to grow past 100 to 150 µm length with the help of water
vapor supplied, the catalyst is said to be active for water assisted growth of carbon nanotubes.
Both metals show growth but not past this limit. Further experiments for these 2 metals were
undertaken for varied thickness (thinner or thicker than 10 nm), different candidate metal to
iron ratio as well as for other gas combinations to check out if these two metals support the
water assisted growth. None of these experiments were fruitful. The growth continued till
maximum film thickness of 100 µm. It enunciates that aluminum plays a vital role in catalytic
activity of bimetallic catalyst used in water assisted chemical vapor deposition method. The
aluminum seems to be responsible for creating a optimal conditions that water can attack the
amorphous carbon which would otherwise poison the catalyst nano particle.
Aluminum and iron have good solid solubility and form numerous inter metallic phases AlX FeY
over the range of temperature. The phase formed depends upon the atomic ratio of metals
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deposited. However, as here thickness (neither weight nor mass) of metal deposited is taken into
account and obviously deposition is seldom mono layer over mono layer, it’s hard to estimate
in which bimetallic phase the catalyst exists. As amount of aluminum is higher compared to
iron; it’s certain that the catalyst composed of aluminum rich Al-Fe bimetallic phase. Keeping
iron thickness same, if aluminum thickness is varied by few nanometers, the probability that
the phase might change is high. It is intriguing to cross check if all phases of Al-Fe bimetallics
support the water assisted growth or only a certain phase does. Thus, for constant thickness of
1 nm of iron, buffer layer thickness was varied from 6 to 15 nm. As a matter of fact, for iron of
1 nm thickness, catalyst particles formed using aluminum in range of 8 to 12 nm show active
behavior during the water assisted growth. A detailed study on elemental composition of metal
catalyst is explained in the following chapter.

Figure 2.13: Electron micrographs (SEM and TEM) showing impact of metal evaporation technique
on (a & b) size of catalyst nano particles and (c & d) typology of CNTs grown on
such particles. Catalyst particles were grown by evaporating 1 nm of iron and 10
nm of aluminum by using two different metal evaporation techniques; (a & c) thermal
evaporation method (b & d) e-beam evaporation.
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As thickness of aluminum is higher compared to that of iron used in standard growth process,
the method of deposition can play a good role in controlling the size of catalyst particles formed
from metal layer deposited. The energy of the evaporated atoms will vary depending upon the
method of evaporation, which in turn will affect the density of the metal film deposited. If the
film is dense enough, atoms having less surface energy will hardly need to relocate themselves.
Therefore, nano particles grown out of dense film will have smaller diameter than those grown
out of less dense film. Such an effect is visualized experimentally if, aluminum evaporated
using two different techniques, thermal evaporation leading to bigger size of catalyst particle
and electron beam evaporation giving rise to smaller catalyst particles. Using both methods, 10
nm of aluminum was evaporated on separate substrates and then 1 nm of iron was sputtered
on both films simultaneously. Using the standard growth conditions, CNTs were grown on the
substrates and SEM investigations are carried out on both samples.

Figure 2.14: Atomic force microscope images of bimetallic catalyst nano particles formed by 1 nm
iron deposited over (a) 6 nm, (b) 8 nm, (c) 10 nm and (d) 12 nm thick aluminum.
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Catalyst particles grown using the thermal evaporation method show average particle size of
30 to 40 nm and CNTs grown on them are multi walled; 4 to 6 walls per tube (see fig. 2.13a&c).
By e-beam method, particles generated have average size in range of 6 to 10 nm and CNTs
grown on them are mostly DWNTs (see fig. 2.13b&d). It confirms the fact that mode of metal
evaporation or density of the film deposited plays a deciding role in determining the size of
catalyst nano particles formed [68]].
The change in the aluminum or iron thickness will certainly create an impact on size of the
catalyst particle and there by on CNT diameter or may on typology. For standard 10 nm Al/ 1
nm iron thickness, average size of catalyst particles was 6 to 10 nm. Few other combinations in
which aluminum varied from 6 to 15 nm in thickness and iron accurately 1 nm were studied.
After deposition of metals, wafers were heated to 800 ◦ C and investigated using AFM technique.
The AFM micrographs for selected samples are displayed in figure 2.14. Catalyst particles grown
by heating in controlled atmosphere found to have same spherical morphology, however strong
change in average size. For smaller thickness of aluminum (6 nm), particles were grown to an
average size of 20 nm. The size decreases with increasing amount of aluminum. For 10 nm
Al thickness, particle size is reduced to as small as 6 nm. Past 10 nm, the particle size starts
building up again. For 12 nm Al thickness, particles as big as 15 nm were recorded. In order
to understand the complete effect of Al and Fe thickness on morphological aspects of bimetallic
catalyst particles, a detailed study was undertaken. Aluminum was varied from 6 to 12 nm and
iron from 0.8 to 2.0 nm. Various samples from this matrix of Al and Fe thickness were scanned
using AFM technique. with increasing amount of iron or aluminum, particle building become
more and more inhomogeneous. A table summarizing the mean size of particles against the
thickness of aluminum and that of iron is given below (see table 2.1).

Table 2.1: A table comparing the size of catalyst nano particles formed for a thickness of aluminum
and iron deposited.

Fe (nm)→

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.6

4
8
4
4

5
6
5
7

6
10
8
13

20
7
6
7

Al (nm)↓
6
8
10
12
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2.2.2 Effect of growth parameter : Iron

Similar to aluminum, an impact of thickness of iron deposited is studied. Iron, in absence of
aluminum, agglomerate forming nano particles due to high temperature annealing. For 1 nm
iron, particles of size 1 to 2 nm were obtained (see fig. 2.15a). However, no aligned water
assisted CNT growth was observed using these particles. On few other wafers, 10 nm thick
layer of aluminum was deposited prior to iron deposition. On it, iron thickness was varied
from 0.4 nm till 2.0 nm. After annealing in hydrogen atmosphere, no particle resembling
morphologies were observed in AFM investigations for iron thickness less than 0.6 nm. Above
0.7 nm particle building starts and particle size grows with increasing amount of iron as seen
in figure 2.15b-e. For iron thickness of 2.0 nm and above, particles were non homogeneously
distributed and a broad size distribution was observed. The CNT growth on such particles was
also inhomogeneous and was not reproducible [101]].

Figure 2.15: Atomic force microscope images of bimetallic catalyst nano particles grown on Si wafer
using (a) just 1 nm iron (no aluminum) while (b) 0.8 nm, (c) 1.0 nm, (d) 1.6 nm and (e)
2.0 nm of iron on 10 nm of aluminum.
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Figure 2.16: XPS spectra of Al layer deposited and heated on Si wafer. (a) AlSi 1s spectrum and (b)
oxygen 1s spectrum.

Aluminum and iron have good affinity towards each other to form inter metallic phases. X-ray
photo electron spectroscopy (XPS) study of aluminum deposited on Si-wafer substrate revealed
the formation of aluminum silicide phase upon heating. Aluminum reacts with the silicon from
the substrate forming aluminum silicide only in absence of iron. If iron is present, no such phase
was detected. Instead aluminum and iron combine with each other forming the catalyst nano
particles as explained above. This is another indication towards necessity of presence of iron
as well as aluminum, if water assisted mechanism has to work successfully. XPS spectra are
displayed in fig. 2.16.
2.2.3 Effect of growth parameter : Hydrogen

Hydrogen gas is one of the most often used reactive gases in chemical vapor deposition method.
Hydrogen has smallest atom size and can behave very reactive element at high temperature;
specially against bi-products generated by decomposition of precursor compound.

These

bi-products if not chemically modified and flushed out of reactive area fast enough, they might
incorporate into deposited material as an impurity. Many speculative studies deduce a role for
hydrogen as a agent controlling the rate of hydrocarbon decomposition in the CVD process.
Some other demonstrative studies reveal hydrogen can preferentially etch the amorphous
carbon [68, 95]]. In order to bring the facts under light, a systematic study is undertaken to
understand the exact role hydrogen plays.
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In order to investigate the role of hydrogen, flow rate of hydrogen is varied stepwise in series
of experiments between 0 to 800 sccm; keeping all other growth parameter constant. Such a
change was found to have a direct impact on the growth rate of CNTs. Therefore, change in
height of CNT film is considered to evaluate the impact of hydrogen gas. Along with it, selected
samples were studied using TEM to see the impact of same on typology and quality of CNTs
grown.
For no hydrogen gas supply (0 sccm), a minimal growth of 20 µm was obtained. With stepwise
rise in amount of hydrogen gas flow, 100 sccm per experiment from 0 to 400 sccm, almost linear
increase in CNT film height (or growth rate) is obtained. The CNT film found to have 540 µm
height for hydrogen flow rate of 400 sccm. In other words for 4 times increase in hydrogen flow
rate, growth rate increased approximately 4 folds. There after, with further increase in the flow
rate of hydrogen, negative impact was observed. At 600 sccm flow rate of hydrogen, the growth
rate declined and film was 290 µm in height. The growth rate sunk further, with further rise in
hydrogen flow rate, however not as drastically as before. The growth rate attends more or less
steady state showing minimal change for further increase of hydrogen flow rate. The graph of
growth rate vs. hydrogen flow rate is presented in figure 2.17.

Figure 2.17: Graphical representation of effect of flow rate of hydrogen on CNT growth rate.
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The hydrogen content has a indirect influence on the decomposition rate of ethylene. Upon
decomposition of ethylene, along with carbon species, hydrogen atoms are released. If the
partial pressure of hydrogen in the system is already high, release of hydrogen species or in
other words, decomposition of ethylene will be suppressed. In this way, generation of carbon
species will be hindered and thus for same amount of water supply, catalyst particles have less
carbon species to react with. It delays the catalyst poisoning effect. This effect propagates
as a substantial increase in the growth rate of CNTs upon increase in the hydrogen flow rate
from 0 to 400 sccm. With further increase in flow rate of hydrogen, decomposition is more
suppressed, reducing the supply of carbon species further. Close to 600 sccm of hydrogen flow
rate, a stage is reached where supply of carbon species is dropped down to a value lower than
requisite for CNTs growth itself. Therefore growth falls down again. Hydrogen can control the
decomposition rate of ethylene but cant suppress completely, that is why past 600 sccm flow

Figure 2.18: TEM micrographs representing the effect of flow rate of hydrogen on CNT typology and
purity. The flow rate of hydrogen gas was (a) 100, (b) 200, (c) 300 and (d) 400 sccm.
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rate, growth doesn’t show any drastic fall in its rate. One can argue, poisoning effect can be
nullified for lower flow rate of hydrogen just by increasing the water supply. It is true that
higher water supply can be used than using higher hydrogen flow rate. However, hydrogen not
only suppress the decomposition of ethylene in order to govern growth rate of CNTs, but also
controls the typology of CNTs. Using higher supply of hydrogen, one can fine tune the number
of walls of CNTs generated and also level of amorphous carbon impurity; as explained below.
From above experiments, CNTs grown using 100, 200, 300, and 400 sccm of hydrogen were
investigated with the help of TEM (see fig.2.18). For lower hydrogen flow rate, a thick layer
of amorphous carbon was seen on the side wall of multi walled CNTs. On the other hand for
400 sccm of hydrogen flow, mostly double walled carbon nanotubes were synthesized. A small
number of SWNTs were also grown along with DWNTs and CNTs were completely free from
amorphous carbon. From TEM micrographs one can confirm, with increase in the hydrogen
content CNTs grown were clean and free from amorphous carbon deposits and composed of few
graphitic walls (1 to 3). From several experiments, a flow rate of 400 sccm of hydrogen is found
to be optimum for the CNT growth.
During heat up the substrate, in order to form nano sized catalyst particles, a flow rate of 600
sccm argon and 400 sccm of hydrogen is used. The flow rate of hydrogen has a minimal effect
on the catalyst particle those grown during ramping up, however if at all no hydrogen gas is
used during heating up, CNT growth doesn’t take place. As explained previously, the thin layer
of aluminum and iron tends to oxidize due to air handling. If the film is not reduced before the
melting point of aluminum is arrived, particle formation will never take place and so does CNT
growth. With higher hydrogen content, lesser will be the reduction time, availing more time for
aluminum film to form smaller island. This might influence the particle size determination.
2.2.4 Effect of growth parameter : Water

Water is playing the role of catalyst activator during the growth of CNTs. The oxygen content
of water helps in eliminating the poisoning effect of amorphous carbon on catalyst particles.
Catalyst stays healthy as long as water supply is on. Inadequate supply of water, more or less,
both conditions have adverse consequence on growth rate of CNTs. This effect is studied in
detail in this section.
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Figure 2.19: Graphical representation of effect of water supply on CNT growth rate.

During the standard growth conditions, 200 ppm of water is supplied by bubbling 30 to 32
sccm of argon through one water bubbler. Using 200 ppm of water, CNTs have been grown with
constant growth rate for more than an hour or up to 3 mm length. Even a minor change;
few tens of ppm of water have adverse impact on growth rate of CNTs. In order to get
experimental evidence, numerous experiments using varying amount of water vapor supply
were carried out. Simply, quantity of argon bubbled through the bubbler was manipulated to
achieve predetermined ppm value. Starting with 200 ppm, the normal value, 3 sets of data
points were obtained on either side. 15 ppm of water content recorded for no argon bubbling
through water, 100, 150 ppm for lower side and 310, 430 and 576 ppm above standard value.
For every experiments height of CNT film was measured using SEM. A graph showing effect of
quantity of water on growth rate of CNTs is as shown in figure 2.19.
From the graph, it is clear that with lower amount of water supply than its needed, at
some stage amorphous carbon corrodes the active surface area of catalyst and growth will
be terminated. with no supply of water, growth is 100 µm and height of film increases as
water amount is increased. At 200 ppm supply, growth rate is modest and catalyst is active for
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longer duration. Past the 200 ppm value, the growth rate starts dropping down and for value
576 ppm of water content, growth falls down below 100 µm value. If water content in the
system is higher than needed, excess amount of water attack the carbon species responsible for
the growth of carbon nanotubes. As carbon species are consumed by excess amount of water;
growth retards. It is worth to mention, from higher supply of water, if supply drops down to
requisite value, growth will recover. However, once catalyst is poisoned due to lower water
supply, it is poisoned and nothing can make it active again. Also apart from the holding catalyst
active for longer time, water plays no other role during the growth of CNTs.
The all four important growth parameters were studied to understand their role in water
assisted chemical vapor deposition method. The important aspects of this study are summarized
below.
• Aluminum not only serves as buffer layer for growth of catalyst nano particles, but also
it creates favorable conditions that water can selectively attack the amorphous carbon to
hold the catalyst clean.
• Iron has influence on the size of the catalyst particle and thereby on the diameter and
typology of CNTs. Thicker iron film will lead to formation of bigger catalyst particles and
thus CNTs grown on them will many walled.
• Thickness of iron as well as aluminum should be within predefined range in order to have
homogeneous growth of catalyst nano particles of known size.
• Partial pressure of hydrogen indirectly controls the ethylene decomposition rate. This way,
it not only supplies requisite amount of carbon for the CNT growth but also controls the
typology and quality of CNTs grown.
• Water, a weak oxidant, selectively etch the amorphous carbon to keep the catalyst clean.
Inadequate amount, higher or lower, of water is detrimental for CNT growth.
2.3 Study of growth mechanism of water assisted CVD method (WCVD)
2.3.1 Study of morphology and chemical state of the catalyst

The bimetallic catalyst consists of iron and aluminum is a key element in the water assisted
chemical vapor deposition method. The detailed study on effect of amount of aluminum, iron
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hydrogen as well as water guide to get primary impression that these bimetallic catalyst nano
particles should be studied in greater detail in order to understand the exact mechanism of
CNT growth. So far it is clear, element aluminum present in the catalyst is responsible for the
keeping the catalyst non poisoned and active for longer time. Also from the study of water as
a experimental parameter it is clear, in controlled amount, water takes care that amorphous
carbon will not corrode the active surface area of catalyst. The question left unanswered is, how
two altogether difference processes proceed simultaneously without any conflict. One of them
is growth of CNTs via VLS process, in which carbon from vapor phase is dissolved in the catalyst
and precipitated from other side in crystalline form. The second process would be preferential
activity of water against the amorphous carbon in order to hold the surface area of the same
catalyst clean. In order to find an answer to above mentioned question elemental composition,
surface chemistry, phase of these catalyst nano-particles should be investigated. To get this
information various characterization techniques such as transmission electron microscopy, x-ray
photo electron spectroscopy, and gracing incidence x-ray diffraction, attenuated total reflection,
Rutherford back scattering tools were employed. Based on these investigations, a growth model
for growth mechanism for water assisted chemical vapor deposition method is deduced.

The information about the elemental composition of such small nano particles can only
be obtained by using transmission electron microscopy. The major hurdle in carrying out
investigation was to find a way with which these particles can be brought on TEM grids. As
stated before, aluminum wets the surface of Si-wafer substrate so good that these particles
are practically welded to the substrate. The only possible way to investigate catalyst particles
in TEM is to grow them directly on TEM sample grids itself. To do so, lacy carbon coated
copper grids were chosen as a substrate. As usual, 10 nm thick layer of aluminum followed
by 1 nm layer of iron were deposited on carbon coated side these grids. One of them was
then inserted inside tubular oven and heated to CVD temperature under same experimental
conditions in order to grow catalyst nano particles. On second such grid, CVD was carried
out in order to demonstrate growth of CNTs using catalyst particles formed on grid is possible.
The demonstration confirming catalytic activity of catalysts particles grown on grid is important
to show that they have same nature as of those grown on Si wafer. Both the grids are first
investigated in scanning electron microscope to check if particle building has taken place.
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Figure 2.20: Scanning electron micrographs of Al/Fe nano particles grown on different TEM grids
(a) on lacy carbon grid (b) on gold grid (c) CNTs grown using Al/Fe particles on TEM
grid.

The SEM investigation reveal nano particles composed of iron and aluminum are indeed
formed on the TEM grid. Another two grids were deposited one by one with 1 nm iron (no
aluminum) and 10 nm thick aluminum (no iron) layer. No particle formation took place in
either case. Also TEM grids have an amorphous layer of carbon, therefore those particles can
only be formed by inter diffusion of aluminum and iron. SEM micrographs were generated using
secondary electrons as well as back scattered electrons. Using back scattered electrons, a good
contrasts against the elemental composition can be achieved. From the micrograph depicted
in figure 2.20(a and b), one can see the bright contrast of nano particles composed of heavier
elements in dark background generated by light carbon. Same particles, if grown on gold grid as
a substrate, appear black in contrast against heavier gold that gives rise to brighter background
(fig. 2.20b). The micrograph (c) in same figure shows CNTs grown on TEM grid.
The grid consisting Al/Fe nano particles and CNTs were further investigated using scanning in
transmission electron microscope (STEM). In TEM machine, the electron beam is generated
using 200 KV gun voltage; 10 times more voltage than in normal SEM machine (∼ 20
KV). This serves excellent atomic resolution which is not at all possible in standard SEM.
Also,EDAX (energy dispersive analysis of X-rays) and EELS (electron energy loss spectroscopy)
were employed to get elemental information about catalyst particles. In addition to them,
tomography of one such well grown particles was carried out. Tomography is explained in
detail shortly.
Catalyst particles were investigated in scanning mode (see fig 2.21). TEM micrographs
revealed a hollow core morphology for the Al/Fe catalyst particles. Each and every particle
consists of a cavity at the center surrounded by a bi metallic thin shell. The hollow core diffracts
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the electron beam to produce darker contrast. More information about the core can be revealed
by producing a dark field image. In dark field mode, image is produced on the screen using the
diffracted beam instead of transmitted beam. As the transmitted beam is obstructed by using
objective aperture, the part of catalyst originally had brighter contrast produced by transmitted
beam, has now darker contrast and the central core part of particle gives rise to brighter contrast.
From both the micrographs, one from scanning and one from dark field, one can confirm the
presence of a cavity similar morphology rather than through hole.

Figure 2.21: Transmission electron micrographs of Al/Fe particles grown on TEM grid (a) bright field
image (b) dark field image. Arrows mark the same particle in two different images.

In tomography mode, series of images were taken from different perspective of an object of
interest to understand the 3D morphology of it. The different perspectives are made available
by tilting the grid holder to a known angle (here over the span of 120 ◦ ). In order to generate
a 3D view of catalyst particle, tomography was carried out on a catalyst particle. A series of
snapshots of the tomography video are displayed in the figure 2.22.
The snapshots were taken from different parts of video that lasts for 4 seconds. In order to
generate a movie, the complete grid so maneuvered under the electron beam that the center of
the solid angle of the grid lies exactly over the center of the particle under attention. Initially
at t=0 seconds, the grid is tilted to right extreme position of 60 ◦ as shown in figure 2.22a. The
pivot point of the tilt is represented by red dot in same figure or red line in snapshot taken
at t=0 seconds. The grid is tilted radians by radians in an anti clockwise direction till −60 ◦
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Figure 2.22: Snapshots of the video generated using the tomography tool in TEM to visualize the
three dimensional morphology of the catalyst particle. Lap time of taking a snapshot
is written on it in milliseconds. (The duration of the video is 4 seconds.) figure (a) is a
schematics depicting tilting of a particle inside the microscope.
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(total tilt = 120 ◦ ) position. for every certain degrees of a tilt, an image is taken. The electron
beam interacts the particle in a direction perpendicular to plane of the paper. Due to perspective
vision, the wall thickness of the particle seem uneven, thinner on left side and thicker on right
side of red line. The thickness on the left side starts rising up and on right side it decreases as
the grid holding the particle was tilted. At around 2000 milliseconds, the particle is perfectly
centered to the electron beam, the axis of particle (white line) and the electron beam are parallel
to each other. At this stage, one can confirm the cavity is located perfectly at the central core
of the particle. With further tilt, the beam and particle axis are again misaligned giving rise
to perspective vision from other side in which wall thickness is thinner on right hand side and
thicker on left. Finally, with any further tilt, particle loses the alignment to beam axis completely
showing only one side wall at t = 4 seconds.
Tomography leads to confirm the location of the cavity right at the central core of the particle.
The formation of such a unique particle morphology is hard to explain and beyond scope of this
present work. However, the chemical composition of the catalyst particle is playing a vital role

Figure 2.23: EDAX measurement of (a) Al/Fe particles, (b) CNT grown on TEM grid and (c & d) TEM
micrographs of same CNTs.
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by assisting the growth of CNTs than its morphology. Therefore, further study concentrates on
understanding the chemical composition of the catalyst particle.
Energy dispersive analysis of x-ray (EDAX) investigation is carried out on catalyst particles
as well as CNTs grown on them. X-rays emitted from the material upon interaction with
electron beam possess material characteristics and thus can be studied to find out the elemental
information of the particle. Elements iron, aluminum, and oxygen were the constituents of
catalysts particles. The other peaks corresponding to elements such as copper are originated
from the TEM grid. The composition was not changed even after growth of CNTs. Along
with EDAX spectra, electron micrographs of CNTs grown on TEM grids are presented in figure
2.23. The EDAX spectrum gives a broad overview of elemental composition for such small nano
particles. Therefore, using a nano probe mode (A mode in which incident electron beam is ∼ 1
nm broad) exact elemental distribution of nano particle across its diameter was obtained.
The grid consists of billions of catalyst nano particles. From various parts of the grid, 6 to 8
different particles were scanned using the nano probe mode. One such well resolved particle is
displayed in the figure 2.24a. The atomic fringes arose in the micrograph confirms the crystalline
nature of the particle. During the measurement, an EELS detector was employed to determine
the elemental composition of part of particle interacting with the electron beam. Following the
line formed by red dot markings in figure 2.24b, at every dot one EELS spectrum is recorded.
The typical EELS spectrum recorded is as shown in fig. 2.24c. From these spectra, a cumulative
graph for the concentration of metal across the particle diameter is plotted (see fig. 2.24d-f).
Profiles showing distribution of elements iron (fig. 2.24e) and aluminum (fig. 2.24f) across the
diameter of a particle are as shown.
The figure 2.24c shows the typical EELS spectrum from numerous catalyst particles for an
element iron.

During the scan, as soon as the beam approaches the particle leaving the

supporting grid, a sudden rise in the intensity of iron and aluminum peaks is observed. The
peak intensity keep on rising till the beam reaches the middle point of the particle ring. Past the
middle point, the intensity starts falling down. The intensity keep on decreasing till the electron
beam reaches the center of the particle. In case of iron, at a center of the particle, energy
intensity falls to half of its highest intensity recorded. While for aluminum, it falls completely
down to zero value. The intensity profile shows same nature for second half of the particle. It
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rises past the center till the middle point of the particle, and then fall down again as and when
beam approaches the end of the particle.

Figure 2.24: (a) High resolution micrograph of Al/Fe particle showing lattice fringes, (b) catalyst
particle with scan path, (c) EELS spectrum at one of the scan positions showing Fe
peak, (d) cumulative graph of EELS intensity obtained from 7 particles for element Fe,
and elemental profile spectra recorded across the particle for elements (e) iron & (f)
aluminum.

The catalyst particle consists of two phases. The core is made up of element iron and is
surrounded by a mixed phase of aluminum and iron. The formation of such a composition
can be a result of complex metallurgical phenomenon. Iron and aluminum both have different
density and melting point. The CVD temperature forces aluminum to melt while iron will be
still in solid state. As the iron and aluminum have good solubility, atoms of both elements
present at intermediate boundary readily form a mixed phase of Al x Fe y [102,103]]. The chemical
composition of present catalyst nano particles might be a result of such readily formed inter
metallic phase.
X-ray photo electron spectroscopy (XPS) tool is employed to understand the chemical
modifications taking place on the surface of these catalyst particles.

For this study three

samples were investigated. On three cleaned SiO2 wafers, a fresh layer of 10 nm of aluminum
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and 1 nm of iron is deposited. These three wafers were treated to 3 different experimental
conditions. Sample No. 1 is heated to CVD temperature and cooled down under standard gas
flow conditions. Sample No. 2 is heated to CVD conditions and treated with 200 ppm of water
at CVD temperature; 800 ◦ C. The difference of sample 2 over 1 is possible reaction of catalyst
particles with water vapor flowing through the system. Third and final sample No. 3 was heated
to CVD temperature, CNTs were grown using standard conditions and cooled down. The film
was gently peeled off the substrate and the substrate retaining catalyst particles was investigated
using XPS technique. All elemental spectra for these three samples are displayed in figure 2.25.
In absence of iron, aluminum reacts with silicon from the substrate wafer to form aluminum
silicide as stated before (see figure 2.16). In presence of iron, no aluminum silicide was detected
as Al combines with Fe, to form Al/Fe nano particles. The first sample, sample no. 1 has

Figure 2.25: X-ray photo electron spectroscopy of Al/Fe catalyst particles supported on Si wafer (a)
Fe 3p (b) C 1s, (c) Al 2p (d) O 1s spectra.
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aluminum in intermixed phase of metallic aluminum and its oxide (see fig. 2.25c). In other
words aluminum is partially oxidized to form Al x O y phase [103]]. The oxygen comes from the
air handling of the sample. The iron peak position is 710.3 eV (see fig. 2.25a) and is also
oxidized [104]] in similar manner as that of aluminum. Two other elements oxygen (see fig.
2.25d) and carbon (see fig. 2.25b) shows peak position at 530.6 eV and 284.8 eV [105]]. The
oxygen peak corresponds to oxide state of aluminum and iron while carbon peak symbolizes the
presence of graphitic impurity.
The second sample has a minute difference over the first and is treatment with 200 ppm of
water before it is cooled down to room temperature. Due to reaction with water, the oxide peak
representing deficient aluminum oxide is completely disappeared giving rise to pure metallic
aluminum peak. Also the oxygen peak is shifted towards lower energy level. The both spectra
ascertain that deficient aluminum oxide reacted with water vapor and is converted to aluminum
hydroxide species. This fact is counter confirmed using gracing incidence x-ray diffraction;
explained shortly. The peak position for aluminum is recorded at 72.3 eV; 0.6 eV lower than
standard value (72.9 eV) [106]]. The decrease in the binding energy has several possible reasons.
From TEM investigation it is clear, aluminum form the inter metallic mixture with iron, leading
to the decrease in the binding energy [107]]. Also, as aluminum layer is very thin, and it tends to
agglomerate to form clusters upon heating. The small clusters induce further shift in the peak
position as well as increase in the peak intensity [103]]. Apart from this, carbon peak which
was previously at graphitic position (284.8 eV) is shifted to metal carbide position with binding
energy of 282.4 eV [108]]. This is another effect of water, in which water helps to chemically
bind the carbon atoms to metal nano particles.
The third sample, on which CNTs growth was carried out, shows enormous rise in the carbon
intensity. The carbon peak, in this case, is composed of two peaks one at 282.6 eV and another
at 283.4 eV. The prior peak corresponds to aluminum carbide as explained before. The new
born shoulder peak is designated as aluminum oxy carbide(Al-O-C) peak [109–111]]. The
energy difference between Al 2p peak and oxygen O1s peak is (529.62-72.3) 457.32 eV; much
higher than value for aluminum oxide (456.9 eV) [112]] confirming the presence of aluminum
oxy carbide instead of aluminum oxide. The oxygen peak in both cases, sample 2 and 3 is
broad representing various oxygen species viz. hydroxide, oxycarbide, oxy hydroxide. Also
the quantitative analysis obtained from XPS spectra give atomic ratio of constituent elements
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for all three samples and is listed in the table 2.2 below. The oxygen content is more than
60% on atomic scale for all three samples. The oxide state of iron and aluminum composed of
much lesser oxygen atoms. The presence of high amount of oxygen can lead to conclusion that
excessive amount of oxygen molecules can only be present in form of adsorbed oxygen species
(such as hydroxide or oxyhydroxide) on the surface of catalyst particles. On the other hand,
iron was alway in oxidic state, however from its binding energy value, its hard to differenciate
whether it is pure oxide or oxy hydroxide. In order to get further clues to confirm the exact
state of oxygen Rutherford back scattering, attenuated total reflection, and x-ray diffraction
tools were employed. First two techniques fail to deliver any result as nano sized catalyst
particles fall below detection limit of these tools. X-ray diffraction in grazing incidence mode
gave information about oxidic state of iron as well as aluminum.

Table 2.2: Quantitative elemental analysis (atomic %) of catalyst particles obtained from X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy

sample No. Iron
1
2
3

2.2
4.6
2.3

Aluminum Carbon Oxygen
25.1
21.6
21.9

8.1
12.4
22.6

64.6
61.4
53.2

The sample 1 and sample 3 are prepared once again as described above. Two samples are
investigated using the gracing incident x-ray diffraction. X-ray diffraction plots are as shown
in figure 2.26. The sample 1 shows nice metallic peaks for aluminum as well as iron. It
indicate both deposited metal layers are more or less still in metallic form. These metallic
peaks were completely disappeared in the sample 3, giving sharp peaks in the range of 50
to 60 ◦ of 2θ . These three peaks corresponding to iron oxyhydroxides, aluminum hydroxide
and oxyhydroxides respectively [113, 114]]. Aluminum was recorded in dual phase; aluminum
hydroxide and aluminum oxyhydroxides. Iron on the other hand, was found only oxyhydroxides
phase. XRD results prove the previous prognosis made about presence of excess of oxygen
molecules in form of hydroxyl group on surface of catalyst particles. These hydroxyl groups
are key players in keeping the active surface area of catalyst clean during the growth of carbon
nanotubes and explanation about their role follows shortly. At first, salient points of TEM, XPS
and XRD investigations are summarized and listed below.
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Figure 2.26: X-ray diffraction plots of Al/Fe catalyst particles supported on Si wafer (a) before CVD
(b) after CVD.

• Catalyst particle are composed of two parts; central part made up of pure rare earth metal
iron and is surrounded by bimetallic phase of iron and aluminum
• Water vapor supplied reacts with catalyst nano particles to form of hydroxyl groups on the
surface of catalyst particles.
• The metal catalyst particles were found to be in phase of metal hydroxide, oxyhydroxides
form.
• Carbon from gas phase(responsible for catalyst poisoning) is found to be chemically
bonded with the catalyst particles by forming surface bonds in form of oxycarbide and
carbide species.
Aluminum present in aluminum oxy carbide phase is often trivalent [109, 110]]. Apart from
having bonds with carbon and oxygen, aluminum is either bonded with neighboring aluminum
or iron atom. Recently, a curious behavior of aluminum clusters at nano scale against the
water molecules is published [115]]. It gives experimental evidence that aluminum indeed
reacts with water molecules to generate the hydroxyl groups on its surface. Donut shaped
small catalyst nanoparticles composed of iron and aluminum should be emulating same nature
as of aluminum clusters against the water molecules. These hydroxyl groups are further utilized
to oxidize unused carbon species and convert them into carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide
molecules. Such activity is often reported in the catalysis literature of gold supported on metal
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oxide particles [116–118]]. During oxidation of CO using gold on metal oxide particles, hydroxyl
groups present on oxide surface helps in binding CO molecules from gas phase. Same way
here, unused carbon species are selectively attacked by hydroxyl groups to convert them into
carbon mono or dioxide molecules. Harutyunyan and coworkers have detected CO and CO2
gas at exhaust during their study on thermodynamics of CNT growth [119]]. Depending upon
all these results; a growth model is put forth demonstrating a continual process of hydrolysis of
the catalyst surface and a precise action of such hydroxyl groups against unused carbon species
to keep the catalyst clean and active for longer time in order to grow carbon nanotubes to
millimeter long length.
2.3.2 Reaction mechanism of water assisted CVD method

Based on the above mentioned results, a growth model explaining the selective activity of water
against the catalyst poisoning is displayed in the figure 2.27. This model demonstrates the
activity of water against the unused carbon which is responsible for the deactivation of the
catalyst. As the catalyst is held clean and active for longer time, the growth of CNT up to a
millimeter length is possible. At beginning, the catalyst particles are not completely free from
oxygen species (as seen in XPS investigations). These oxygen atoms are present either in form of
hydroxyl groups or partial metal oxide form. Upon the supply of carbon precursor (ethene gas),
carbon species are generated by decomposition of ethene. These carbon species are docked on
the surface of the catalyst particles. Out of several docked species, many of them diffuse through
the catalyst and used to grow CNTs. Few, those unused, stay docked reducing the active surface
area of the catalyst. As the process is continuous, the rate at which carbon species interact
with the catalyst particle and the rate of usage to grow the CNT should match. If it doesn’t,
then a alternative method is needed to remove these unused carbon species. By employing an
alternative method, total active surface area of catalyst can be held unchanged.
As shown in the growth model, stage I depicts the condition of the catalyst just before
the start of CNT growth. During CVD conditions, carbon species generated in the gas phase
come in contact with catalyst particle. Most of the carbon species are dissolved in the central
core of rare earth metal and with the help of vapor liquid solid (VLS) mechanism and CNT
grows from the top side of this catalyst particle. At a same time, carbon species those are not
utilized for CNT growth, are bonded to catalyst particles forming carbide and oxycarbide species.
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Figure 2.27: Pictorial representation of possible growth mechanism of carbon nanotubes.
mechanism explains how supplied water vapor keeps catalyst active and clean.

The

Then, these carbon species recombine with oxygen atoms to form carbon monoxide or carbon
dioxide and released from the surface into gas phase. The generation of carbon monoxide and
carbon dioxide molecules by consumption of oxygen from the catalyst particle is experimentally
demonstrated [119]]. The consumption of all oxygen atoms present on the surface in form of
-OH groups leads to the stage II.
The stage II is condition where the catalyst needs urgent supply of fresh water molecules;
those can hydrolyze the catalyst surface creating new -OH groups. In absence of these fresh
hydroxyl groups, the catalyst will not be able to keep its surface free from carbon deposition.
It means sooner or later catalyst will be completely covered with a thin layer of carbon leaving
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behind no place from where new carbon species can diffuse into the catalyst for the growth
of carbon nanotubes. This condition is as shown in stage IV. The condition is often termed as
catalyst poisoning. Once the catalyst is completely poisoned, any amount of water supply can‘t
regenerate it. This is because thin layer of carbon barricade water to hydrolyze the catalyst
surface. The time required to reach the stage IV is 2 to 3 minutes after the start of supply of
ethylene gas. Thus, best possible timing to start supply of water is right from the beginning of
growth process. This is because any delay between start of carbon precursor and water will lead
to lose of active surface area.
On the other hand, at stage II, if adequate amount of water vapor is supplied along with
ethylene, formation of new hydroxyl groups on the surface of catalyst will take place. On one
side, these fresh hydroxyl groups will continue to etch away the unused carbon species from the
catalyst surface and on the other side CNTs keep on growing as carbon continue to diffuse into
the catalyst particle. This is termed as stage III. Even in stage III, if supply of water is lesser than
adequate amount (200 ppm), catalyst will slowly but certainly get poisoned reaching stage IV. In
other case, if water supply is more than 200 ppm, catalyst surface will be excessively hydrolyzed.
This leads to drop in CNT growth rate as excessive -OH groups attack carbon species responsible
for CNT growth. This effect is experimentally demonstrated in previous part "Effect of water as
a growth parameter" (see chapter 2.2.4 above). In order to achieve highest possible CNT growth
rate, following three process should carried out in a balanced manner.
1. Adequate supply of carbon species those will diffuse into the catalyst particle in order to
grow the CNT.
2. Appropriate supply of water that will hydrolyze the catalyst surface forming appropriate
amount of hydroxyl groups.
3. Conversion of non diffused carbon into CO and CO2 molecules by these hydroxyl groups
and there by keeping catalyst surface clean and active.
The growth rate is also depends upon the purity of reactant gases. In an introductory work
from Hata et.al., the growth rate as high as 200 µm per minute (2 mm growth in 10 minutes)
was achieved by using 99.999998% (termed as 8.8) pure reactant gases [7]]. In our case,
growth rate is 30 µm per minute (1 mm in half an hour) as purity of gases used is 99.998%
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(termed as 4.8); four times poor in quality. Ethylene and argon gas contain other long chain
hydrocarbons as an impurity which might decompose to produce other carbon species which
might be detrimental for CNT growth.
The growth model is based upon the results of various investigation carried out on the catalyst
particle. At present there is no complete experimental understanding about which kind of
carbon species are generated and among those generated which species diffuse through the
catalyst for CNT growth. From present study it is clear, type or types of carbon species diffuse
thought catalyst to grow CNTs, same are responsible for the catalyst poisoning. Future studies
should concentrate to understand which kind of chemical state these species bear in order to
form chemical bonds with surface hydroxyl groups. This information will help in understanding
the phase of the catalyst during the transformation from stage I to stage II.
2.3.3 Analytical understanding of the morphology of bimetallic catalyst nano particles

From the present discussion and results of characterization techniques, it is clear that iron and
aluminum film deposited on Si-wafer diffuse to form bimetallic nano particles upon heating.
The thickness of aluminum as well as iron carry a intriguing effect on the formation of these
nano particles. From previous understanding of particle building from the literature one can
vaguely explain the formation of bimetallic nano particles and there by its impact on the growth
of CNTs.
The effect of thermal energy on Fe - Al or Fe - Al2 O3 interfaces is studied by various research
groups [103, 107, 120]]. The iron layer, irrespective of the substrate, tends to agglomerate upon
heating to higher temperature. This is experimentally demonstrated and nice nano particles of
iron obtained from 0.8 nm thick film on the Si-wafer are as shown in figure 2.15a. However, if
iron is deposited on the aluminum film, during deposition itself, iron and aluminum atoms build
up inter metallics layer at the interface. This layer at the interface grow thicker upon heating to
higher temperature [103]]. Aluminum atoms migrate to dissolve into Al/Fe interface and at the
same time, top iron atoms agglomerate to build small nano particles. At certain temperature,
presumably close to melting point of aluminum (660 ◦ C), the Al/Fe interface layer completely
assimilates with the aluminum layer forming Al rich inter metallic phase of iron and aluminum.
This explains the two phase morphology of the catalyst particle with iron core surrounded by
metallic mixture of Al and Fe.
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At this stage, if quantity of any metal deposited, iron or aluminum, changed drastically, the
process of particle building as well as formation of two phases should get affected. To investigate
this, 2 nm thick layer of iron was deposited on the 6, 8, 10 and 15 nm of aluminum. The samples
were heated to CVD conditions and then cooled down to study using AFM technique (see fig.
2.28). With thicker layer of iron, the particles formed up are relatively bigger and even more
importantly inhomogeneous. The particle morphology is inconsistent and instead of regular
nano particles of bimetallic phase large grains with small and spherical nano particles were
seen.

Figure 2.28: AFM micrographs of Al/Fe nano particles obtained by heating bi layer film of
composition (a) 2 nm Fe on 8 nm Al and (b) 2 nm Fe on 15 nm Al.

The increase in thickness of iron will lead to building of thicker Al/Fe interface. Thicker the
interface, lesser are the chances that it will melt and assimilate with rest of the aluminum to
form the homogeneous bimetallic mixture. This is because, compared to previous case, interface
layer will be rich in iron and thus need higher temperature for melting (as melting point of iron
is higher). On the other hand, in case of thicker aluminum, Al/Fe interface will be thinner. It
will melt and assimilate to form Al rich phase. In both cases, requisite composition will not
be met. This will lead to formation of inhomogeneous phases. In a situation of lack of proper
phase, requisite hydrolytic activity of the catalyst will not be met. It means it can be either too
high or too low, which is as explained above detrimental for the CNT growth. Therefore amount
of iron as well as aluminum should be in stipulated range.
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2.4 Study of morphological aspects of carbon nanotubes

Graphite is considered as a reference material for the study of carbon nantoubes. However,
unlike to graphite, CNTs have circular cross section inducing partial sp3 characteristics in sp2
hybridized carbon carbon bonds. Such change lead to intriguing effect on the physical properties
of carbon nanotubes, one most important among all is their electronic nature. CNTs can be thus
metallic or semiconducting in nature; decided by their diameter and chirality. Such an elegant
property is inherited from admixing of sp3 characteristics with sp2 bond inducing known band
gap.
Chirality is another geometrical factor that has strong influence on properties of CNTs.
Armchair, zigzag or chiral; type of chirality that CNTs grow with, is defined by the catalyst
particle. In other words, chirality of CNTs is decided by the orientation of crystal structure of
catalyst particle through which carbon atoms diffuse to form crystalline CNTs. A correlation
explaining the dependence of the chirality over the crystal structure of the catalyst is needed.
The effect of curvature on chemical state of carbon atoms can be investigated using nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) of 13 C enriched carbon nanotube. In addition, selected
iron clusters made up of 30 to 60 atoms per cluster can be used as a catalyst to grow CNTs. These
clusters have defined diameter and crystal structure and thus CNTs grown on such clusters can
be studied for their chirality based upon catalyst size and orientation. The both experiments are
discussed below.
2.4.1 Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) of 13 C doped CNTs

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy exploits information about chemical environment
of an element. Although NMR measurement is dependent on magnetic spin of nuclear entities,
atoms in a molecule can resonate at slightly different frequency depending upon their chemical
environment.
In case of carbon nanotubes, the nucleus of a carbon atom consists of 6 protons and 6 neutrons
and thus the nucleus is invisible in NMR spectroscopy. Therefore, during growth, ethylene gas
with 13 C isotope is used along with 12 C ethylene to enrich the CNTs. CNTs grown here are double
walled and have an average diameter of 6 to 8 nm. Small diameter will lead to curvature effect
explained before, giving rise to change in the σ bond angle. Such change in bond angle will
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lead to departure of bond from sp2 characteristics and add in sp3 properties. With the help of
NMR technique, these changes can be detected in terms of a difference in the chemical shift.
The experiment starts with synthesis of

13

C doped carbon nanotubes. The CNT growth was

carried out using standard procedure (see experimental part) with a minute change. Alike
standard growth conditions, 100 sccm of ethene was used, but in this case, coming from two
different sources. Out of 100 sccm, 68 sccm ethene was normal
sccm ethene was enriched with

13

12

C isotope, while rest 32

C isotope. Prior to entering the reaction zone, 32 sccm part

of ethene was bubbled through a water bubbler to carry required quantity (∼ 200 ppm) of
water vapor. In 20 minutes of growth time, 2.6 mg of CNT mass was synthesized. As 32% of
total carbon supply was from

13

C isotope, CNT mass grown is presumed to have 32% of

13

C

enrichment.
The experiment starts by pulsing the sample at 5 KHz. The measurement was carried out at
15 KHz, utilizing pulse sequence with pre-saturation and various relaxation delays; for example
4seconds, 16s, 32 s etc. The best obtained spectrum along with the Gaussian fit is as shown in
the figure 2.29. The spectrum is superimposed image of various peaks, 8 precisely, recorded at
135, 127, 119, 114, 109, 105, 95 and 82 ppm relative to TMS. Carbon nanotubes synthesized are
mostly (90%) double walled carbon nanotubes with 5 to 10% of single walled CNTs. Also, CNTs
depicts metallic as well as semi conducting electronic characteristics. Therefore, numerous
permutations are generated. The first two permutations would be in case of small percent
single walled carbon nanotubes, those can depicts metallic or semi conducting nature. The
next four permutations are for double walled CNTs; both CNTs of DWNT are metallic, both
are semiconducting, inner metallic with outer semiconducting and vice versa. In this manner,
altogether 6 different permutations are possible. All six permutations are listed in table 2.3. As

Table 2.3: Different permutations for carbon nanotubes grown using water assisted CVD method.
(M - metallic & S - semiconducting)

Type of CNT Inner tube
SWNT
SWNT
DWNT
DWNT
DWNT
DWNT

M
S
M
S
M
S

Outer tube
M
S
S
M
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in case of double or many called CNTs, intertube coupling exists (π − π interactions) and it will
show a pronouced effect on the peak intensity in NMR spectroscopy. Also, not to forget, metallic
nanotubes have shorter relaxation time compared to semiconducting [121]].
Introductory studies of MAS - NMR studies on CNTs have reported isotropic value of 124
ppm for SWNTs [121, 122]]. The peak was deconvoluted in two components, one attributed to
metallic while another for semi conducting with separation of 10 ppm [121]]. As per literature,
two peaks from present spectrum, 127 and 135 ppm , are accounted for single walled carbon
nanotubes. The 135 ppm peak can also be attributing DWNT constituting of two co-axial CNTs
having metallic characteristics. The semi conducting one are found to be contributing to lower
ppm value. Higher the fraction of CNTs those possess semiconducting characters, more will be
the shift towards lower value. Hayashi et.al. presented their work showing peak position at
116 ppm. They conclude the shift is due to higher value of semi conducting component [123]].
The peaks recorded as 119, 109 and 114, 105 corresponds to DWNTs with permutations inner
metallic - outer semiconducting and inner semiconducting - outer metallic respectively. The
lowest intensity peaks 94 and 82 arose from DWNTs comprised of semiconducting CNT. CNTs

Figure 2.29: 13 C MAS-NMR spectrum of carbon nanotubes synthesized using water assisted
chemical vapor deposition method.
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measured here are pristine or as synthesized, containing neither metallic impurity nor functional
groups. Therefore, neither low nor high field peaks are observed corresponding to metal carbide
or outer functional groups [121, 123]].
NMR gave spectroscopic evidence that CNTs are free from amorphous carbon, metal impurity
or even defects. Also from the spectrum obtained, one can confirm that DWNTs have at least
one out of two co-axial tubes semiconducting in nature. The diameter difference between two
co-axial tubes will be 0.68 nm, too small to produce positive effect. Therefore, it leads to
conclusion that, two tubes might have different chirality to depict such altogether different
electrical behavior. It’s intriguing to separate metallic from semiconducting tubes and study
them again in detail. In that case, following experiments are thought out.
As majority of the CNT mass is formed by semiconducting tubes, it would be therefore
interesting to cool CNTs below room temperature (∼ 60 K) to convert semi conducting CNTs
into insulating one and measure the spectrum again. By this way, only metallic CNTs can be
measured. Another possibility would be to deposit nano particles of platinum on CNTs by self
reduction method [47]] and study the sample in MAS-NMR. Such platinum nano particle will
dope the outer CNT, converting them into metallic nature. It would also help to understand
electrical interactions between platinum nano particles and CNTs. Also, CNTs having outer shell
with semi conducting characteristics will be deposited with metallic nano particles leading to
change in electronic behavior or in terms of NMR, relaxation time will decrease. In future, both
experiments will be conducted.
2.4.2 Metal clusters mediated growth of CNTs

Metal clusters with defined number of atoms possess particular geometric shape. Such clusters
are obtained by laser ablation of metal of interest (which is iron in this case) under ultra high
vacuum conditions. These clusters, depending upon their size and number of atoms they
are made up of, can bear positive or negative charge or can be neutral. A schematic of an
experimental setup used for generating clusters is as shown in figure 2.30 [124]]. With the help
of Nd:YAG laser, metal is practically evaporated in a helium atmosphere. The generated clusters
are accelerated with the help of time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOF-MS) [125]]. The velocity
that cluster gains in TOF-MS is directly dependent to their mass. The accelerated stream of
metal clusters was then carried through different lens and selective clusters of predetermined
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size were separated with the help of a electrostratic mirror. The separated clusters were detected
with the help of multi channel plate (MCP) detector and clusters with known number of atoms
were deposited on the desired substrate by diverting the beam using an electrostatic mirror (see
fig 2.30). A mass spectrum of iron clusters of different sizes generated is as shown in figure
2.30b [124]]. Iron clusters deposited on the TEM grids were used to catalyze the growth of
carbon nanotubes. More information about the clusters synthesis, quantification and filtering
methods can be found in numerous articles [115, 124–126]].

Figure 2.30: (a) A schematic of a standard setup for producing metal clusters. In same figure
(1) Nd:YAG laser (2) double skimmer (3) Accelerating grid (4) different lens (5) MCP
detector (6) sample to be deposited and (7) electrostatic mirrors. (b) A mass spectrum
of iron clusters of different sizes generated [124].

The first important task during this work is to deposit a percent of (1 to 5%) mono
layer of these clusters on the substrate and study their behaviour at high temperature (CVD
temperature). As the final aim of this work is to study morphological aspect of CNTs grown on
size selective clusters with the help of electron microscopy, TEM grid was chosen as a substrate.
TEM grids having a thin layer of amorphous carbon or silicon monoxide were selected for
this study. Clusters in a range of 20 to 80 atoms comprising size between 0.4 to 1 nm in
diameter were selectively deposited on the TEM grids. These small clusters with known shape
will catalyze the growth of carbon nanotubes. However, before it, clusters deposited on grid
were tested for their stability against annealing at CVD temperature.
Clusters of definite size deposited on TEM grid were heated to 800 ◦ C following the CVD
condition and cooled down to room temperature. The study shows, clusters are indeed not
stable and tend to agglomerate at higher temperature. TEM investigation show, from clusters
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Figure 2.31: Transmission electron micrographs of iron clusters deposited on TEM grid (a) before
heating, (b) after heating, (c) implanted in Al layer and after heating.

of 0.6 to 0.8 nm diameter, particles as big as 5 to 8 nm were formed (see fig. 2.31b). During
deposition, clusters were accelerated by applying strong electrical field that they practically get
implanted in the substrate surface. However, it didn’t help much to hinder the agglomeration.
As a next step, before depositing clusters on TEM grid, a thin layer of aluminum (10 nm) was
deposited on grid and clusters were then implanted in this Al layer. The grid was studied once
again in TEM to examine tendency of agglomeration. Indeed, clusters were found to be stable
and agglomeration was hindered (see fig. 2.31c). A homogeneous cluster distribution was
seen and no agglomerates or bigger particles of iron were observed. TEM micrographs of iron
clusters, before and after heating, are as shown in figure 2.31.
Following the methodology explained above, six new TEM grids were deposited by a 10 nm
thick layer of aluminum. Upon this layer, clusters of different sizes were deposited. For the
present case study, clusters comprising particle size 0.4 to 0.6 nm, 0.6 to 0.8 nm and 0.8 to 1
nm were deposited on 6 different grids. All grids were heated to 800 ◦ C and CNTs were grown
using water assisted chemical vapor deposition method. All 6 grids are presently under TEM
investigation to study the morphology of CNTs grown on such small clusters.
The diameter as well as chirality of carbon nanotubes grown is strongly influenced by the size
and morphology of the catalyst particle. As clusters have definite size and morphology, with the
help of high resolution TEM studies, one to one correlation could be found between cluster size
and diameter of CNT grown on it. The chirality of CNT grown with the help of catalytic activity
of such small clusters will be definite. It will help to tune the growth condition to grow CNTs of
selective chirality.
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2.5 Horizontal growth of individual carbon nanotubes

Carbon nanotubes depicts semiconducting characteristics with high current carrying capacity
[5]]. CNTs are therefore, ideal material for fabricating transistors and thereby various devices
and sensors. For this purpose, as grown CNTs should be highly crystalline and more important,
semiconducting in nature. Even a small amount of metallic characters will lead to loss of ideal
conditions and thus sensitivity of the device. For this reason, single walled carbon nanotubes
with small diameter (1 to 2 nm) are preferred.

The selective growth of small diameter

semiconducting SWNTs is not possible with usual methods of mass production. Therefore,
either semiconducting CNTs should be separated from metallic ones [127]] or an alternative
method has to be employed to selectively grow semiconducting CNTs at required location.
Also, functional properties of CNT based field effect transistor are strongly dependent upon
contact realization. Non ohmic high resistance contacts demand higher working potential and
lead to hysteresis at metal semiconductor junction (CNT-electrode junction) and therefore can
influence the device characteristics. The good ohmic contact can be realized during the growth
or after the CNT growth. However, the post growth contact realization is a true technical
challenge [26]]. Instead if, CNTs are grown directly between two contact electrodes, CNTs
gain good ohmic contact with electrodes reducing contact resistance and enhancing functional
properties of the device.
A conclusive solution to above mentioned problems is a technique to grow horizontally aligned
CNTs. CNTs are grown between two electrodes, by using "alcohol - CVD" or "methane - CVD"
technique. In both methods, as CNT count is less and diameter distribution of as grown CNTs
fall in narrow range, probability that they show semiconducting nature is relatively high. The
ethanol-CVD method is first demonstrated by Maruyama and coworkers [66]]. By using ethanol
as a carbon source, chemical vapor deposition is carried out to grow CNTs. Another way to
grow relatively more, well ordered horizontal SWNTs segments is iron catalyzed CVD method
by using methane gas. Depending upon the need, one of these two methods is employed to
grow CNTs to miniaturize electronic devices such as field effect transistor. Both methods are
explained in detail in experimental part of this thesis. Few SEM micrographs of CNTs grown
using alcohol - CVD method are displayed in figure 2.32.
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Figure 2.32: Scanning electron micrographs (a, b & c) and (d) atomic force microscope image of
carbon nanotubes grown using ethanol-CVD method. In AFM, the diameter of CNT
was found to be 1.73 nm.

As seen from micrographs, CNTs grow indeed horizontally and in an unorganized manner.
CNTs are grown up to few hundreds of micrometer. It is clear from the figure, most of the
catalyst particles fail to show any growth. Upon many other particles, growth process starts but
doesn’t last longer. Very few catalyst particles could give ultra long CNTs. It concludes not all
the catalyst particles are successful to catalyze the CNT growth. Out of those successful, very
few can lead the growth to ultra long length. This is because, ethanol is serving here a dual
purpose. At 900 ◦ C, ethanol decompose in vicinity of catalyst particle to produce carbon species
and oxygen species. Carbon species diffuse through the catalyst particle to grow the carbon
nanotubes, while oxygen entities are utilized to keep the catalyst clean. As the supply of carbon
species and oxygen entities in comparison to size and surface morphology of catalyst should
match to maximize the growth. Few catalyst particles can satisfy this need and thus very few
CNTs are found to grow longer in length.
In case of methane-CVD, iron is chosen to catalyze the CNT growth process [128, 129]] and
methane as a carbon source. Compared to previous method, here, number of CNTs grown per
square area of the substrate is high (see fig. 2.33a and b). This will help to drop the resistance
between source and drain electrodes and increase the current flowing through the device for
a given applied field. This is quite important in certain applications such as high frequency
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Figure 2.33: Scanning electron micrographs (a, c & d) and (b) AFM micrograph of carbon nanotubes
grown using methane-CVD method. (c& d) are micrographs of CNT bridging the plasma
etched groove in Si-wafer. (white dots in figure (d) are marked along as CNT grown).

transistors. Apart from this, CNTs grown using methane-CVD method are longer in length
compared to one from previous alcohol-CVD method. Therefore, this method can successfully
be used grow CNTs to bridge the cavities or grooves as shown in figure 2.33. This offers a
possibility to miniaturize sensitive devices such as gas sensors, memory storage applications,
motion sensors etc. in the future.
Depending upon the flow rate and carbon source used, using both methods, CNTs depicting
semiconducting characteristics were grown on silicon wafer with gold contacts or on silicon
pillars. Using various structures or form of gold contacts pads, CNTs were grown for various
applications. The introductory work of fabricating CNT based transistors and CNT based gas
sensor modules in discussed in up coming application part of this thesis. The fabrication of the
device and successful testing of the same will be discussed in detail.
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3 Introduction to metal oxides

Nano sized metal oxides exhibit excellent electronic, catalytic and photonic potential. Generally,
oxides were termed as an insulator due to their very high band gap (∼ 3eV or more). But if
synthesized at nano scale, they can be used for harvesting solar energy, as active and stable
catalyst, for controlling the environmental pollution, printed circuits and transparent electronics
devices. Oxides with different doping elements, mixed oxides phases, oxides of alloys and
compounds are gaining interest not only because of their small size inducing profound quantum
effect but also due to their unique structure or shape at such nano size.
Metal oxides can be synthesized as zero (nanoparticles) one (nanotubes or nanorods) or even
two dimensional (thin films) entities. By tuning oxidation conditions, oxides of titanium, zinc,
vanadium and iron can readily be grown as nanoparticles, nanotubes, or nanorods. Peculiarly
in zero and one dimensional materials, the limited size brings in high density of corners and
edge surface sites. These local sites act as a active locations where catalysis, photon absorption
or charge transfer can readily take place. Compared to bulk oxide materials, nano particles
have enormous surface area and thus high amount of surface energy.

The size induced

structural distortion is another important effect and there upon contact with the substrate or
the supporting material can lead to formation of new phase that has not been observed in the
bulk phase [130, 131]].

Figure 3.1: Energy structure and band gap of different metal oxides.

Another important effect of size change (from bulk to nano) in oxide materials is the change in
electronic properties. Due to decrease in the size, a pronounced quantum effect or confinement
effect is seen. The smaller particle size additionally shift the energy of exciton levels or optical
band gap to a higher energy [132, 133]]. The charge redistribution takes place in metal-oxygen
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bonds, and a increase in ionic characters in relevance to decrease in the particle size is estimated
[134–136]]. The decreasing size and changes in chemical nature of the bond carry impact on
physical and chemical properties of the oxide material [137]].
The present interesting oxide materials are high band gap oxides as seen in the figure 3.1
[144]]. The metal - oxygen bond is essentially formed by transfer of valence shell electrons from
metal to oxygen and the magnitude of the band gap is principally governed by electro positivity
as well as out shell configuration of metal. In absence of d-electron effect, electro positive metals
form essentially large band gap oxides behaving as an insulator, for example hafnia or zirconia
as seen in figure 3.1 [137]].
The number of charge carriers responsible for electron conduction can be substantially
enhanced by introducing non stoichiometry either by doping with an impurity of lower valence
(Li in titania) or by controlling the oxygen content (O2 in ZnO) of nano scaled metal oxides
[144–146]].
The synthesis of nano scaled metal oxide can be carried out using chemical, physical or
physiochemical methods. Few commonly used for synthesis of nano particles of oxides are

Figure 3.2: Few illustrative micrographs of metal oxides prepared in different shapes and forms.
(A1 & A2) self synthesized TiO2 nanotubes, (B1 & B2) represents vanadia rods and
nanotubes respectively [138, 139], (C1 & C2) show ZnO nanorods and single crystal
transparent disc (film) [140, 141], and (D1 & D2) represents SnO nanorods and
nanocubes of Cu2 O respectively [142, 143]. suffix 1 stands for SEM and suffix 2 for
TEM micrograph except for C2; an optical image of ZnO disc.
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chemical vapor synthesis, sol-gel method, co-precipitation method [143, 147]], vapor-liquid-solid
(VLS) method, chemical vapor deposition, for one dimensional species such as nanotubes or
nanorods [143,148]] while for thin films, methods such as physical or chemical vapor deposition,
atomic layer deposition etc are advised [141,149]]. Along with it, some of the ordered structures
for example titania nanotubes can be synthesized using electro-oxidation mode [150, 151]]. Few
representative images of various structures of different metal oxides are as shown in the figure
3.2.
3.1 Potential applications of various metal oxides

In past few decades, metal oxides are witnessing importance due to their potential applications
in various fields. This section is a short overview of recent work on metal oxides from their
application point of view.
Numerous high band gap metal oxides are under investigation for potential use in converting
solar energy into usable form [152, 153]]. Titania is one of the most commonly studied for water
splitting applications to generate hydrogen gas [153, 154]]. Similarly, other oxides also gaining
their place in water splitting applications [138, 155, 156]]. Energy in useful form is needed to be
stored and for this purpose metal oxides are used again in lithium ion batteries [143, 157]].
Industrial catalysis is another important field in which different metal oxides are used.
Prominent oxides of this field are titania (TiO2 ), zinc oxide (ZnO), tungsten oxide(WO3 ),
ceria(CeO2 ) cuprous oxide (Cu2 O) etc. [137, 158, 159]]. Photo catalytic studies are normally
carried out using light in range of ultraviolet(UV)-visible energy (300-500 nm) [137]]. The
major problem of present photo catalytic oxide materials is low quantum efficiency (less
than 10%) [137]]. Another important application of photocatalysis is to control the pollution
by compeleting the oxidation of partially oxidized NO x , SO x gases. Also, efforts are taken to
convert carbon mono and dioxide gases back to usable fuel such as methane [160]].
The major contribution of metal oxide semiconductors is towards electronic devices. The
metal oxide films, rods, nanotubes or even nanoparticles are intensely being researched for
their possible applications in printable electronics, flexible circuits, transparent electronics field
emission displays etc [161–163]]. Zinc oxide is one such oxide serving numerous applications
[164]]. Field effect transistors, single crystal ZnO light detectors have been miniaturized [161,
165]]. Tin or indium tin oxides are famous for gas sensing, transparent electrodes, UV light
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detectors [142, 166]]. Apart from these applications, oxides are also used in abrasive coatings,
wear resistance materials, magnetic materials (iron oxide), gas adsorbent and filters etc.
Metal oxides with diverse application potential serve different technological needs. In this
work, nano particles or thin films of titanium dioxide as photo catalysis, zinc oxide for electronic
applications (photon detector and transistor properties) and iron oxide i.e. magnetite for its
magnetic applications are studied. Before elaborating different methods employed to deposit
oxide nano particles on CNT structures, a brief introduction about these three oxides is given
below.
3.2 Titanium dioxide (TiO2 ) as a photo-catalyst

Titania is found to numerous polymorphs among which rutile is most stable polymorph of
titania, although it occurs in brookite, monoclinic and anatase phases. Anatase and rutile are
tetragonal in structure, while brookite is orthorhombic. In anatase and rutile, each titanium
atom is coordinated with 6 oxygen atoms and each oxygen atom surrounded by 3 titanium
atoms. Anatase form TiO6 octahedral with shared edges and rutile tetrahedron [167]]. The
thermodynamic calculations show the metastable polymorph anatase can also be stable at
normal temperature and pressure [168]] as transformation to rutile takes place at 600 ◦ C or
more [169]].
Photo catalytic activity of titania is strongly dependent upon its phase. The anatase phase is
more active phase compared to rutile and has several reasons for such activity. The higher band
gap of anatase (3.2 eV) gives higher redox potential [170]]. In between both phases, anatase has
higher charge carriers resulting in more photo activity compared to rutile [171, 172]]. However
experimentally, powder of titania nano particles composed of both phases yield higher photo
activity. Commercially available titania powder consists of 75-80% of anatase phase and the rest
rutile (Degussa or AEROXIDE P25). Numerous studies from different aspects were carried out
in order to understand the exact reason for the higher photo activity of the mixture [172–174]].
A possible answer for higher activity is attributed to the presence of lattice, interfacial, and
surface-trapping sites as well as the charge-transfer process across the interface from rutile to
anatase [170]]. Also, If recombination is hindered by using proper dye, rutile also has similar
photo - activity [173]]. In most of the photocatalysis or solar energy harvesting studies, anatase
phase of titania is used.
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Alike most of the oxide materials, titania can also be prepared in different morphologies
[170]]. The most often studied form is zero dimensional nanoparticles of standard size 5 to 10
nm. There are numerous methods available to grow nano particles; widely categorized in two
classes, solution methods and gas phase methods [175–181]]. Another form of titania which is
intensively researched is nanotubes of titania. First titania nanotubes were synthesized using the
electro-oxidation of titanium metal foils [151, 182]]. However in this method, dopant insertion
for band gap engineering is hard. However, recent studies pave new routes to produce TiO2
nanotubes with proper doping [153, 183]].
Irrespective of mode of synthesis i.e. the gas phase method or solvent method, effect of
various dopants is successfully studied to tune the band gap of titania [145, 184, 185]]. The
post preparation dopant insertion is also possible [154]]. Activated carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen,
sulphur and metals such as copper, lithium, gold etc have also been tested as a dopants to
increase the photo current [144, 145, 153, 154, 185]].

Figure 3.3: Pictorial representation elucidating different mechanisms for enhanced of photo catalytic
activity of TiO2 - CNT composite [170].

The real hindrance in photo catalytic activity of titania is its high tendency of recombination
of electron-hole pair generated upon incidence of the light. Therefore, a method is needed to
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drive out electrons from the conduction band of titanium dioxide to outer load circuit and holes
into the solution. Carbon nanotubes can play a vital role in this aspect. MWNTs can serve
metallic contact to semi conducting titania and there by driving electrons to outer circuit prior
to recombination. The process works as explained below.
The high surface area of CNTs helps to properly disperse titania nano particles in reaction
environment and also makes it easier to separate the photo active material at the end of the
reaction. By proper handling with reactive acids, side wall or end of CNTs can be functionalized
which can enhance the adsorption of chemical species during photo catalysis. Apart from these
all functions, the real role of carbon nanotubes in TiO2 - CNT composite is to scavenge the
electrons excited in to conduction band of TiO2 by light. There are two possible mechanism
explaining this role in the literature.
The first mechanism is explained by Hoffmann and co-workers in year 1995 [186]]. According
to their theory, the titania nanoparticles deposited on side wall of carbon nanotubes are excited
by UV light. UV photons were absorbed and a electron hole pair is generated. The electron from
this pair is transfered from conduction band of titania to carbon nanotubes while hole is used to
carry out redox reaction. The mechanism is displayed in figure 3.3a. The absorption of electron
from CNTs hinder further recombination of electron with hole.
The second model is based on the study of photo degradation of phenol using TiO2 - CNT
composite under visible light illumination [187]].

The study suggests, under visible light

illumination, CNTs inject an electron in conduction band of titania forcing the formation of
oxygen radicals on surface of TiO2 . Then, the positively charged CNT draws an electron from
the valence band of titania leaving a hole behind. The positively charged titania with oxygen
radicals on its surface lead the catalysis reaction(see fig. 3.3b) [187]].
The third figure 3.3c represent the complex model based on carbon-oxygen-titanium bond that
helps to absorb the photo light of longer wavelength. The formation of Ti-O-C bond is confirmed
by various characterization tools and it also suggest CNTs should possess fewer defects and
higher electrical conductivity. The electronic band structure as well as crystalline nature of
CNTs play a vital role in photo catalytic behavior of the composite. This is the reason for higher
photo efficiency in case of CNTs produced by arc discharge method [170]].
Carbon nanotubes synthesized in this present work, are highly crystalline and (see
characterization part of section 2) few walled. The structure of CNTs is uniform, consists of
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less amount of defects. CNT - TiO2 composite was synthesized using three different methods
viz. chemical vapor deposition method, sol-gel method and metal oxidation method. Every
method has unique advantage. Using chemical vapor deposition, nano particles of TiO2 were
deposited on side wall of CNTs. Sol-gel method gives a complete coverage of CNT side wall while
metal oxidation method is used to grow bi-layer film of TiO2 and CNTs. The composite prepared
by these three methods are being tested for photo catalysis as well as for the application in field
emission.
3.3 Zinc oxide (ZnO) as light sensor

Zinc oxide is binary (II b -VI) compound of zinc metal and oxygen. The semiconductor crystalline
compound takes three different structures namely wurtzite, zinc blend and rock salt. Except
wurtzite which has hexagonal unit cell, later two polymorphs typically form cubic arrangement
(see fig. 3.4). Wurtzite is thermodynamically most stable phase with two lattice parameters
a and c in the ratio c/a = 1.633 cell structure. The ZnO has a substantial ionic characters
admixed with covalent bonding, shifting the bond characters on the border of ionic and covalent
semiconductors. Therefore the band gap of zinc oxide is as high as 3.424eV [141, 188]].
The zinc oxide is direct and large band gap semiconductor. ZnO is transparent to optical light,
can operate at high temperature, suitable for high power operations, sustain higher break down
voltage and can be used in large electric fields. Undoped ZnO with wurtzite structure behaves
as n-type semiconductor with electron density as high as 1021 cm−3 [141, 189]]. Commonly

Figure 3.4: Crystal structures of ZnO polymorphs. (a) cubic rocksalt, (b) zinc blende, and (c)
hexagonal wurtzite [141].
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used n-type dopants are Al, Ga, In and they substitute the zinc atom from the crystal structure.
Parallely, modulation of band gap is achieved by bimetallic oxides of zinc with magnesium,
Beryllium, cadmium (A x Zn1−x O while A = Mg, Cd, Be)etc. Mg and Be tends to increase the
band gap to higher value while Cadmium tends to bring it down [149,190,191]]. The first p-type
ZnO is synthesized in year 1997 [192]]. The common doping elements used to make ZnO p-type
are N, P, As. The nitrogen is most common dopant as ionic radius of nitrogen is same as that
of oxygen [193, 194]]. However, the major problem with p-type ZnO is lower hole concentration
and mobility [192]].
One of the interesting property that zinc oxide exhibit is piezoelectric effect. Every zinc ion
in wurtzite crystal of zinc oxide is surrounded by tetrahedra of oxygen ions. This creates
polar symmetry (in other words Zn-O bonds aligned along C-direction) and such polarity is
responsible for piezoelectric behaviour of zinc oxide [195]]. Numerous studies utilized this effect
as a tool to convert the small motions or vibrations into electrical energy or vice versa [196,197]].
ZnO is semiconducting and transperent in the optical region. ZnO is thus a potential candidate
for transperent electronics, solar cells [198]], for developing flexible displays [161, 199]] etc. For
this purpose, zinc oxide nanoparticles [200]], thin films or even nanorods [201]] can be used.
Zinc oxide in various form serves as a material for blue laser, LEDs, photo diodes. The electro
luminescence properties of ZnO can be exploited using metal-insulator-semiconductor(MIS)
structures. Using MIS structures green as well as UV emission is obtained at room temperature
[202]].

ZnO -polymer based light emitting diodes emitting over a broad range is also

demonstrated [199]].

ZnO nanowires or rods are intensely investigated for field emission

properties [162]]. Apart from these major applications ZnO is also considered as potential
material for catalysis, gas sensing applications [203]].
Similar to tiantia - CNT composite, ZnO - CNT composite is also synthesized using various
means. The composite was prepared by depositing zinc oxide on carbon nanotubes using
chemical vapor deposition, precursor method and metal deposition and oxidation method. The
major aim of such composite material is to fabricate a device able to sense different gases and
detect the light of different wavelength.
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3.4 Iron oxide (Fe3 O4 ) as a magnetic material

Iron oxide appears to have many polymorphs viz. Hematite(α - Fe2 O3 ), Maghemite (γ - Fe2 O3 ),
Magnetite (Fe3 O4 ). Hematite weakly or even anti ferromagnetic, maghemite is ferrimagnetic
and magnetite exhibits strong ferromagnetic properties [204]]. Magnetite has an inverse spinel
structure [205, 206]] with chemical formula Fe3 O4 . It consists of a mixture of ferrous (Fe2+ ) and
ferric(Fe3+ ) ions, held at a ratio 1:2 [207]]. Magnetite has extremely high curie temperature
of order 860K [206]]. This polymorph is considered as a potential material for biomedical
applications, memory storage, catalysis, sensors etc.
Often magnetic materials are tested for its capability by using a tool abbreviated as SQUID
technique. SQUID stands for Superconducting Quantum Interface Device. The measurement
begins with application of an external field (H) on target material of magnetic strength (M).
The value M increases with increase in H, till the saturation point MS arrives. Thereafter, upon
gradual decrease in the external field (H), if all domains do not return to their original state,
a remnant magnetization (MR ) is said to be induced in the material. This is the reason, the
measurement reveal standard hysteresis loop as shown in figure 3.5. This effect can only be
reversed by applying a coercive field (HC ) in a opposite direction to that of previous field [208]].
Based on the value of coercivity, magnets are classified as either soft (for lower value), semi
hard (storage media) or hard (permanent) magnet.
The particle size of magnet material has strong influence on its magnetic properties. Smaller
the average size of the magnetite, smaller will be its domain size. Magnetite with particle
size below 15-20 nm exhibits super paramagnetic behavior at room temperature.

Super

paramagnetic materials have no hysteresis loop (HC ∼ 0) that means, their magnetic domains
can quickly realign or change its orientation under the influence of an external magnetic field.
This effect is extremely important in certain applications such as magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI). Upon rise in the temperature, due to increase in thermal vibrations, loss in magnetic
moment is observed. At a certain temperature, termed as Curie temperature, the material
becomes completely disordered losing its magnetization.
Magnets are used in varieties of applications such as magnetic seals, inks, magnetic recording
media, catalysts, ferro fluids, sensors, high performance magnetic resonance imaging, targeted
drug delivery, and various other biological applications [208,210,211]]. In catalysis applications,
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Figure 3.5: Standard hysteresis curve measured for a magnetic material [208] and different shapes
of hysteresis curve depicting different kinds of magnets [209].

magnetic property can be well utilized to separate it from the end product. Noble metal
decorated magnetic nanoparticles are presently investigated for various catalyst mechanisms
[211]]. Semi hard magnets can serve as optimal material for multi-tera bit storage devices [212]].
The magnetic nanoparticles are typically thought for the purpose of generating a contrast in
magnetic resonance imaging [210]]. Magnetite nanoparticles are especially attractive for such
biological applications due to their super paramagnetic nature at room temperature. The idea
behind such usage is targeted drug delivery or for hyperthermia cancer therapy. In alternating
magnetic fields, these particles can heat the cancer cells to 41-45 ◦ C introducing irreversible
damage in tumor cells.
Various routes have been developed in last few decades to grow magnetite nanoparticles.
Majority of methods use chemical or physical method for growing the nanoparticles or thin
films. The physical methods are magnetron sputtering, pulsed laser deposition, molecular beam
epitaxy etc. On the other hand, chemical modes to prepare the magnetite nanoparticles are
co-precipitation [210]], hydrothermal [213]], micro emulsion technique or thermal decomposition
of organic precursors [207]]. The chemical routes often use chemical end groups such as amines,
sucrose, proteins in order to stabilize nano particles. However, most of the processes needed to
be carried out in oxygen free atmosphere. Also, pH of solution, ion concentrations, surfactants
carry a critical role during the synthesis [214]].
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In the present work, super paramagnetic magnetite nanoparticles are synthesized via single
step decomposition of iron oximato (Tri[2-(methoxyimino)propanoato]iron(III)) precursor
using either UV light or thermal energy. Magnetite nano particles prepared have average
size of a order 10 nm. This process eliminates the need of an inert atmosphere, functional
end groups or complex synthesis steps. As obtained nano particles will be deposited on carbon
nanotubes and material will be characterized for its magnetic properties using SQUID technique
and potential use in catalytic applications.
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4 Synthesis and characterization of carbon nanotube based hybrid materials

This chapter concentrates on synthesis methodology and characterization of carbon nanotubes
based hybrid materials. CNT structures were blended using three metal oxides namely, zinc
oxide, titanium dioxide and iron oxide. Apart from metal oxides, carbon nanotubes were
combined with biomaterials such as neuron, or cardiac cells as well as noble metals nano
particles; platinum for example. Neuron cells were allowed to grow on carbon nanotubes
films/blocks in a systematic manner to develop a methodology to study drug delivery
applications and miniaturization of bio sensors in future. Carbon nanotube films decorated
with platinum nano particles were assembled on either side of nafion membrane to study their
potential use in fuel cells applications.
4.1 Deposition of zinc oxide on carbon nanotubes

Carbon nanotubes were grown using the standard technique of water assisted chemical vapor
deposition method as explained before. Block structure or film structure, in both cases, the
deposition was carried out on CNTs having length of about 400 to 500 µm. In short, the CNT
- ZnO composite was synthesized using two different methods. The first method employs a
classical CVD technique to deposit ZnO nano particles on the side wall of carbon nanotubes.
An alternative solution method using a molecular zinc oximato precursor is also employed. In
the CVD technique, zinc acetylacetonate is used as a precursor. In second method, zinc oxide
-carbon nanotube bi-layer film is synthesized using metal oxidation method. To achieve bi-layer
film, nanometer thick zinc layer was deposited on the CNT film and oxidized in controlled
atmosphere. CNT-ZnO hybrid materials prepared here are potential candidates for • CNT-ZnO for stable field emission properties
• CNT-ZnO for photon detector & gas sensing
• CNT-ZnO for electro-actuator
4.1.1 Characterization of CNT - ZnO composite material

Using zinc acetylacetonate as a precursor in chemical vapor deposition technique, zinc oxide
nano particles were deposited on carbon nanotubes at various deposition temperature. The
precursor temperature was held at 135± 5 ◦ C i.e. at its sublimation temperature and argon flow
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Figure 4.1: (a) UV-Vis spectroscopy and (b) X-ray diffraction of CNT-ZnO composite.

of 100 sccm is used to carry the sublimated precursor inside the oven. On the other hand, CVD
temperature was varied from 500 to 800◦ C, to study its impact on quality of ZnO deposited.
The optimal temperature was found to be around 700◦ C at which homogeneous deposition of
zinc oxide with moderate particle size takes place.
The composite material (termed as ’ZnCN-1’) synthesized using CVD technique was
characterized for the extent of deposition and quality of zinc oxide nano particles.

As a

preliminary examination, the composite material was examined using UV-Vis spectroscopy and
x-ray diffraction. The alcohol based dispersion of ZnCN-1 was examined in UV-Vis range for
photon absorption. The spectrum is displayed in figure 4.1a. The spectrum shows sharp
absorption edge in UV range; at 355 nm wavenumber. The absorption edge is exactly in a
range of band gap of zinc oxide (3.4 eV). The band gap of CNTs is too small (0.7 to 0.8 eV for
SWNTs) and therefore pristine CNTs have no absorption in optical or UV region. The blue line
spectrum represents pristine CNTs dispersed in same solvent. X-ray Diffractrogram depicted as
figure 4.1b having three important major intensity peaks positioned at 31.7, 34.3 and 36.2 ◦ of
2θ represent <100>, <002> and <101> crystal planes of wurtzite crystal structure of ZnO
nano particles. The broad peak marked by letter ’G’ represents the graphitic peak characteristics
for microscopic bundles of carbon nanotubes.
Electron microscopy of ZnCN-1 sample reveal zinc oxide is completely covering the side walls
of carbon nanotubes. Scanning electron micrographs of ZnO - CNT composite are as shown
in figure 4.2a & b. Carbon nanotubes were grown in block forms simply by structuring iron
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metal on aluminum film (see section 2.1.2 of this thesis). CNT blocks were found to have
homogeneous deposition of zinc oxide nano particles across the side wall of carbon nanotubes.
A single block consists of around about 1600 nanotubes per µm2 of area. The inter tube distance
between two nanotubes is around 15 to 20 nm. This makes the structure sufficiently porous
allowing zinc oxide species to enter in the inter tube voids. The species tend to nucleate on
each and every CNT located anywhere in the innermost volume of the block to grow zinc oxide
nano particles. The TEM investigation confirm this fact as carbon nanotube without zinc oxide
particle nucleated on its side wall were rarely found. The average size of ZnO particle deposited
on side wall of CNT was in range of 15 to 20 nm (see fig. 4.2c & d).
As seen from the TEM micrographs, CNTs are indeed covered with ZnO nano particles,
however, ZnO particles are not covering the side wall of CNTs in uniform manner. Instead,

Figure 4.2: (a & b) SEM (c & d) TEM micrographs of CNT-ZnO composite. The inset in (b) is high
resolution image of CNT covered with ZnO nano particles and one in (d) shows lattice
fringes of ZnO nano particle.
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ZnO nano particles seems to have build small clusters type morphology along the length of CNT.
The particle are crystalline in nature. The high resolution image obtained from TEM studies
shows well ordered lattice fringes of the zinc oxide. The ZnO deposited here is on CNT block
structures, however, same results can be obtained with CNT film.
Field emission characteristics of such composite shows, at beginning, electron emission from
carbon nanotubes. The testing at higher voltage results in burn out of CNT apex and emission
from zinc oxide along with CNTs is observed. The results are explained in detail in upcoming
application part of this thesis.
4.1.2 Characterization of CNT - ZnO bilayer material

The bilayer material consists of a carbon nanotube film as a bottom layer and a zinc oxide
film as top layer. In order to prepare such bilayer material, zinc metal was evaporated on
previously grown carbon nanotube film and oxidized subsequently. The oxidation was carried
out under different conditions viz. in open air, in oven under controlled amount of oxygen
supply. Depending on oxidation conditions and substrate used, the bilayer film behave photo
active and can be used to detect light of different wavelengths.
A thin layer of zinc metal of varying thickness (100 to 200 nm) was deposited on carbon
nanotube film as well as glass substrate. The reason of using glass substrate is to investigate
the role of porous CNT film over the dense nonporous glass substrate during oxidation and its
impact on physical properties of zinc oxide synthesized. During the study four different samples
were tested. The nomenclature of those four samples is as follows.
Table 4.1: Synthesis conditions for various bilayer material.

Sample
ZnCN-2a
ZnCN-2b
ZnCN-2c
ZnCN-2d

Oxidation substrate
in air
in oven
in air
in oven

CNT film
CNT film
Glass
Glass

O2 supply
air
100sccm O2 +200sccm Ar
air
100sccm O2 +200sccm Ar

Zinc films were oxidized in different atmospheres as stated above. Zinc metal was found to be
readily oxidizing at temperatures above 250 ◦ C; however most of the experiments were carried
out in range of 400 to 500 ◦ C. The upper temperature was limited to 500 ◦ C as otherwise, the
CNT film will be oxidized. The dark brown metallic film turns to light blue color upon oxidation.
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Figure 4.3: (a) UV-Vis spectrum of zinc oxide grown. In same figure, spectrum (x) is for ZnO
on CNT, (y) is for ZnO on glass and (z) of pristine CNTs. Also, Photoluminescence
spectroscopy of zinc oxide grown (b) on CNTs (c) on glass substrate. In figure (b and c)
suffix represents oxidation conditions; 1 in oven while 2 in air.

UV-Vis spectroscopy (see fig. 4.3a) of ZnO grown on different substrates shows an absorption
edge in range of 350 to 370 nm. For same experimental conditions, if Zn is oxidized on porous
CNTs film instead of glass piece (sample ZnCN-2a and b), the absorption edge was at relatively
lower wavelength, at 349 nm. However for ZnO on glass substrate (sample ZnCN-2c and d), the
absorption was at 364 nm as seen in figure 4.3. The blue shift in case of ZnO on CNT indicates
formation of smaller particle size on CNT film compared to those formed on glass.
As a next step same samples were investigated using photo luminescence (PL) spectroscopy.
All four samples listed above were analyzed using xenon lamp as a light source. All spectra
are displayed in figure 4.3b & c. Irrespective of oxidation conditions, ZnO grown on CNT film
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Figure 4.4: X-ray diffraction of ZnO grown on (a) glass substrate and (b) on CNT film. The circle
markings denote ZnO peaks while square markings represents respective substrate.

produce strong green luminescence compared to one on glass substrate. In other words, charge
carriers in zinc oxide can be easily excited to higher energy level, if CNT film was used as a
substrate. The spectrum C2 is from zinc oxidized on CNT film in ambient atmosphere. Although
the PL spectrum has almost no difference between two samples (C1 and C2); open air oxidation
has a qualitative impact on quality of zinc oxide as explained below.
X-ray diffraction plot of ZnO grown on various substrates helps to visualize impact of substrate
on orientation of ZnO nano crystals. Zinc oxide shows three major intensity peaks positioned
at 31.7, 34.3 and 36.2◦ of 2θ corresponding to (100), (002) and (001) crystal orientations.
The ZnO film on glass substrate (figure 4.4a) has majority of its crystals orientated along (002)
direction while the ZnO grown on carbon nanotubes (figure 4.4b), was polycrystalline in nature
showing all three major intensity peaks. In diffractogram of ZnO on CNTs, the broad peak
positioned at 26◦ of 2θ is a graphitic peak (002) arises from carbon nanotubes along with peaks
at 43◦ and 79◦ of 2θ . The main graphitic peak (002) is broad due to well aligned growth of
CNTs.
During oxidation of zinc metal deposited on amorphous glass substrate, energy needed for
crystallization of ZnO is quite high compared to that needed by film oxidized on crystalline
carbon nanotubes. This is because crystalline substrates promote the nucleation and crystal
growth which is not possible in case of amorphous substrates such as glass.

The higher

requirement of crystallization energy forces zinc on glass substrate to get aligned in an
orientation procuring lowest possible nucleation energy. This results into major alignment in
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(002) direction. On the other hand, crystalline CNT film helps zinc oxide to crystallize at lower
nucleation energy, gaining alignment in all possible directions. The full width half maximum
(FWHM) of reasonably narrow (002) peaks of ZnO grown on CNT and glass substrate are 0.005
and 0.013 radians respectively. According to Deybe-Scherrer formula, average crystal size is
smaller for zinc oxide grown on CNT film. It resembles well with the blue shift observed in the
UV-Vis spectrum. Smaller particle size of the ZnO crystals leads to generation of higher amount
of counters and edges. Such locations accounts for interaction with incident photons or behave
as active sites for catalysis [137]].
The formation of zinc oxide is cross confirmed using Raman spectroscopy and energy
dispersive analysis of x-rays (EDAX) during SEM investigations (see fig 4.5a and b). Raman
spectroscopy has recorded distinct peaks at lower wavenumber 98, 330 and 437 cm−1 represents
zinc oxide phase. Two peaks recorded at 1350 and 1595 cm−1 represent the defect (D) and
the graphitic band (G) peaks for CNTs. The EDAX analysis shows characteristic K-line x-ray
intensities for zinc, oxygen, silicon and carbon. The elemental peaks Zn and O arise from zinc
oxide while carbon symbolizes carbon nanotubes and silicon from the substrate used for CNT
growth.
Scanning electron micrographs of both films are as shown in figure 4.6a to d. ZnO film on glass
substrate is almost flat and composed of small plate like morphology of 200 to 300 nm average
size (see fig 4.6a and b). On the other hand, zinc oxide film on CNT seem to be composed of
smaller particles, either round or dumbbell shaped morphologies (fig 4.6c and d). In either case,
the film was densely packed and small particles or flakes constitute to form bigger particles.

Figure 4.5: (a) Raman spectroscopy and (b) EDAX of ZnO grown on the CNT film.
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Transmission electron micrographs (see figure 4.6e & f) confirm the agglomeration of smaller
particles building up bigger ones. The agglomeration was hard to hinder. The SAED (inserted as
an inset) shows hexagonal pattern for crystalline zinc oxide nano particles evolved from wurtzite
type crystal structure. In figure, fig. 4.6f a TEM micrograph shows single crystalline particle of

Figure 4.6: SEM investigation of ZnO film grown on (a and b) glass substrate and (c and d) CNT film
and (e and f) are TEM micrographs of ZnO grown on CNT film.
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Figure 4.7: X-ray photo electron spectroscopy of ZnO film grown on CNT film (a) Zn 2p3/2 and (b)
O 1s spectra.

size 20 to 30 nm in diameter. The inset shows well ordered lattice fringes with an inter planer
distance of 1.90 Å perfectly matching with (102) plane of wurtzite crystal structure.
The extent of oxidation, i.e. fact that the zinc metal is oxidized partially or completely across
its depth, is still unaccounted. This is important to investigate, as properties of zinc oxide are
determined by its oxygen content [141, 146]]. In order to find out effectiveness of oxidation
treatment, x-ray photo electron spectroscopy (XPS) of all four samples of ZnO was carried out
(see fig. 4.7a & b). The survey spectrum of all four samples include major peaks corresponding
to zinc, oxygen, carbon (in case of CNT film as substrate). The characteristic zinc 2p3/2 peak
was measured at 1021.8 eV for all samples. The 1s carbon peak was recorded for CNT film as
substrate at 284.8 eV binding energy; a standard value for graphitic structure of CNTs. The
oxygen O1s peak intensity was found to be different for samples prepared under different
atmosphere. The binding energy of oxygen atoms in metal oxide compound is reported at
531.6 eV. In case of zinc oxide grown on glass substrate (ZNCN-2c and 2d), O1s peak was
recorded at 530.9 eV; about ∼ 0.7 eV lesser. In case of ZnO on CNT films (samples ZnCN-2a and
2b), the peak was measured at 531.8 eV matching well with the literature value [161, 203]].
A quantitative elemental analysis giving the atomic ratio of elements present in every sample
is listed in the table 4.2. Elemental analysis shows ZnO film grown on CNT and oxidized in
open air (sample ZnCN-2a) is thoroughly oxidized and such zinc oxide film has stoichiometric
amount (1:1) of zinc and oxygen atoms. In case of all other samples (samples ZnCN-2b,2c
and 2d), oxidation of zinc metal was never been completed. Curiously, zinc metal on the glass
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substrate was alway found to be partially oxidized; irrespective of its oxidation conditions or
time of oxidation. A possible explanation for such substrate dependent oxidation mechanism is
as follows.
Table 4.2: Elemental analysis of zinc oxide film grown on various substrate.

Sample

Zinc
Oxygen
% atoms Binding energy (eV) % atoms Binding energy (eV)
ZnCN-2a
49.44
1021.8
50.55
531.8
ZnCN-2b
26.25
1021.8
73.74
530.9
ZnCN-2c & 2d
37.60
1021.8
64.40
530.8

In comparison to porous CNT film, glass substrate is a dense and non porous medium. During
oxidation, oxygen can diffuse into zinc film deposited on the glass substrate only from top
side. The diffusion rate is controlled by porous nature of zinc oxide film that is being formed.
As and when top layer of Zn is completely oxidized, oxidized layer becomes more and more
impermeable for further oxygen diffusion. In absence of proper amount of oxygen supply, high
amount of oxygen deficient grains are produced. The oxygen content in ZnO formed on glass
does not change much, if oxidation is carried out for longer time or in air or pure oxygen
atmosphere. However, in case of zinc metal deposited on the CNT film, case is totally reversed.
In contrast to glass, the CNT film is composed of equidistant carbon nanotubes grown with
regular intermediate spacing. During oxidation the film acts as a porous medium and supply of
oxygen take place from top as well as from the bottom side. Oxygen can diffuse through zinc
film from all sides and under better supply of oxygen the zinc metal is oxidized to stoichiometric
zinc oxide.
The zinc oxide formed on the CNT film is composed of small nano particles of zinc oxide. The
transformation of zinc oxide particles into small nanotubes of zinc oxide can easily be carried
out by low temperature solution route reported by [215]]. The oxidized Zinc film on carbon
nanotubes was immersed into 5% formamide aqueas solution along with small piece of zinc foil
and heated to 65 ◦ C for couple of hours. The SEM micrographs of recovered ZnO film reveal
formation of small nanotubes of zinc oxide. The micrographs are as shown in figure 4.8.
All four samples were tested for their electrical behavior and light sensitivity. The films grown
on glass substrate behave metallic in nature, while those on CNT film are semiconducting and
optically active. The bi-layer film of zinc oxide and carbon nanotube is tested for light detection
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Figure 4.8: SEM micrograph of ZnO nanotubes formed by re oxidation of ZnO film CNTs. Previous
particle morphology (see figure 4.6d) is completely disappeared.

application by using low energy lasers of definite wavelength. The electrical characterization of
all four films is reported in the application part of this thesis.
4.2 Deposition of titanium dioxide on carbon nanotubes

Titanium dioxide is intensely researched photo catalytic transition metal oxide. The anatase
phase with 3.2 eV of energy band gap is most active phase of titania in photo catalytic activity.
Due to its high band, an electron hole pair generated by induced photons tends to recombine.
A composite with carbon nanotubes will hinder such recombination by driving electrons from
conduction band of titania out. However, synthesis of such composite is intriguing process
and upon close control of parameters such as quality of CNTs, their electrical behavior, their
electrical junction with titania, phase and morphology of titania, its loading rate etc. will results
into favorable outcome [170, 187]]. Here in this part, a process to synthesize titania - CNT
composite by three different ways is explained. The composite prepared in different form, will
be further studied for various applications such as water splitting, dye sensitized solar cells, field
emission studies etc.
As grown carbon nanotubes of average height 400 to 500 µm were deposited by titania in
form of nano particles, a film or a layer using various methods such as chemical vapor deposition
method, sol - gel and by metal evaporation and oxidation in suitable atmosphere. The detailed
procedure for titania deposition is described in the experimental section.
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4.2.1 Characterization of CNT - TiO2 composite material

The photo catalytic activity of titania depends upon its nano size as well as phase of the
nano material [184, 187]].

Both factors are important and strongly dependent on process

parameters. The particle size and homogeneity depend upon the precursor temperature as
well as the synthesis temperature. Numerous experiments were conducted by varying the
synthesis temperature and the precursor temperature to gain control over particle size and
crystal structure of TiO2 nano particles deposited on CNTs. Starting experiments from 300 ◦ C,
CVD temperature as high as 800 ◦ C was tried. The rutile polymorph is metastable phase of
titania and at higher temperature other phases such as anatase or brookite, are converted into
rutile by releasing the excess of oxygen. If decomposition of titania precursor is carried out at
higher temperature and in presence of oxygen, smaller particle size can be obtained [181, 184]].
However, in present case, usage of oxygen will lead to oxidation of CNTs. Therefore, the process
was optimized by tuning synthesis and precursor temperatures in order to gain desired quality
of titania.
The study starts with CVD temperature of 300 ◦ C and precursor evaporating at 100 ◦ C.
Below 500 ◦ C (CVD temperature), amorphous layer of TiO2 was found to be deposited on
the CNT blocks/film. All carbon nanotubes present in the film or block were found to have
a homogeneous amorphous layer of titanium dioxide on their side wall. The amorphous layer
acts as a barrier film; reducing the conductivity of the CNT film across its width drastically. Each
CNT is insulated from each other, showing film resistance of order 500MΩ. On the contrary,
as grown CNT film shows conductivity of order 2 to 4 S/cm [216]]. The electron micrograph
of CNTs with amorphous layer of titania deposited on their side walls is as shown in fig. 4.11.
Such composite films can be a potential future material for micro level interconnects [217]].
The titania nano particles start nucleating on sidewalls of CNTs at a temperature of about
500 ◦ C. At this temperature, the gas flow rate was kept same, and precursor temperature was
varied from 90 ◦ C till 140 ◦ C over series of experiments. With the rise in precursor temperature,
more and more dense vapors were generated. The rise in precursor temperature fail to show
any major impact on the particle size or the loading rate of titania for temperature below 120 ◦ C.
On the other hand, a good homogeneous growth of titanium nano particles began for precursor
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Figure 4.9: Raman spectroscopy of titania-CNT composite prepared by depositing titania at (a)
550 ◦ C and (b)750 ◦ C.

temperature in the range of 130 to 140 ◦ C. SEM investigations reveal that CNTs are uniformly
decorated with nano particles of titania.
In order to get homogeneous loading, of crystalline nano particles on side wall of CNT, the
precursor temperature and argon flow rate was held constant, and CVD temperature was raised
in step of 50 to 100 ◦ C per experiment. Each sample was investigated using Raman spectroscopy.
Two samples, synthesized at 550 and 750 ◦ C were investigated for quality of the titania phase.
Raman spectroscopy is an optimal nondestructive way for such investigations and spectrum of
two samples revealing the exact phase of TiO2 formed were as shown in figure 4.9. At 550 ◦ C,
anatase phase is predominant and results in peak intensities at 144, 399 519 and 639 cm−1
(see fig 4.9a). These peaks are attributed to active raman modes of anatase phase symmetries
of Eg, B1g, A1g, and Eg, respectively [218]]. On the other hand, rutile phase formed above
700 ◦ C, shows peaks corresponding same Raman active modes but at 143, 235, 447, and 612
cm−1 wavenumber (refer fig 4.9b). The peak intensity of 144 cm−1 is lower in case of rutile in
comparison to anatase which is in accord with the literature [218]] .
The increase in CVD temperature past 600 ◦ C gives rise to mixed phase of titania composed
of anatase and rutile. The percentage of anatase and rutile formed is hard to determine,
however, rutile content increases with rise in temperature. At temperature of 700 ◦ C or above,
the rutile phase is predominant. Almost at any value of CVD temperature and for given gas flow
conditions, the average size of titania nano particles was found to be 5 to 10 nm, confirmed by
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TEM investigations described below (see figure 4.11). At standard growth conditions, a good
loading rate of titania i.e. in range of 15 to 20 wt % of CNTs was achieved by using 100 sccm
of argon flow through the precursor heated at 135 ◦ C. The loading rate was experimentally
determined by weighing the CNT film before and after the titania deposition.
Scanning electron micrographs of the composite material confirm uniform loading of titania
nano particles on CNT blocks (see figure 4.10). High resolution micrographs reveal uniform
deposition of titania nano particles on aligned CNTs. Each CNT block or film structure is
composed of uniformly distributed ultra long CNTs. Each nanotube is placed at a distance
of 10 to 15 nm, forming a well ordered nano porous micro or even macroscopic film. As the
growth of CNT is carried out at atmospheric conditions, and the growth is homogeneous across
the film or block structure; the gas flow is certainly reaching the innermost part of such a
macroscopic film. Therefore, vapor of titania precursor also be entering the innermost part of

Figure 4.10: Scanning electron microscopy of titania-CNT composite. (a and b) low resolution
images of CNTs block structure deposited using titania nano particles (c) top surface of
CNT film and (d) high resolution images showing titania nano particle decorated CNTs.
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the such CNT blocks depositing more or less same amount and quality of titania as if on outer
wall of the block.
In order to determine the size and crystalline nature of titania particles deposited on CNTs,
various samples prepared at 300, 550 and 750 ◦ C were individually studied using TEM.
The micrographs presenting the morphology of titania deposited at varying temperature are
displayed in figure 4.11. As stated before, for CVD temperature below 500 ◦ C, no particulate

Figure 4.11: Transmission electron microscopy of titania-CNT composite prepared at (a and b) 300,
(c and d) 550 and (e and f) 750 ◦ C. Insets in figure (d and f) shows crystalline lattice
fringes of respective titania phase.
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morphology was seen. Instead, a amorphous layer of titania was uniformly deposited on the
side walls of CNTs as seen in fig. 4.11a & b. Upon increase in the growth temperature,
nano particles of titania were found to be nucleating with well ordered crystallinity even at
temperature as low as 550 ◦ C. TEM micrographs displayed in figures (4.11c & d) and (4.11e
& f) show CNTs deposited with titania at 550 and 750 ◦ C respectively. In both cases, the gas
flow rate and the precursor temperature was held constant, and therefore CNTs were found
to have homogeneous deposition of titania nano particles having more or less the same size.
The average particle size obtained is 5 to 10 nm. However, at 550 ◦ C, the anatase phase is
predominant while higher temperature gives rise to rutile phase. The inset in the figure 4.11d
shows well ordered lattice fringes of titania nano particle. The inter planer distance between
lattice fringes was found to be 3.5 Å and 2.50 Å in figures e and f respectively. The inter planer
distance matches well for anatase plane (101) in case of samples prepared at 550 ◦ C and for
rutile also (101) plane for sample synthesized at 750 ◦ C. The average particle size is in range of
5 to 10 nm.
As anatase phase is more photo active, further study concentrates on titania deposited in
anatase phase. X-ray diffraction of the sample synthesized at 550 ◦ C, shows distinguishing
peaks of anatase phase. In case of sample prepared at lower temperature, x-ray plot shows peak
positions at 25.8, 48.05 and 53.9 ◦ of 2θ corresponding to crystal planes (101), (200) and (105)
of anatase phase and relatively small intensity peaks at 54.2 and 83.2 represents graphitic CNTs.

Figure 4.12: X-ray diffraction of titania-CNT composite prepared at 550 ◦ C. The prominent anatase
peaks are seen.
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Figure 4.13: XPS spectra of titania - CNT composite (a) survey spectrum (b) titanium (2p3/2) (c)
oxygen (O1s) and (d) carbon (C1s) spectrum.

The high degree of alignment is responsible for the absence of high intensity peak or graphitic
(002) peak of carbon nanotubes. The spectrum is as shown in figure 4.12.
A composite of titania with CNTs enhances its photo catalytic activity. The titania phase as
well as its composite formation with CNTs is cross examined by XPS spectroscopy (see figure
4.13). The survey spectrum obtained from XPS spectroscopy shows peaks for elements titanium,
carbon and oxygen. The elemental peak of titanium (2p3/2) was recorded at 458.76 eV of
binding energy and represent its tetra valent oxidized state. The oxygen peaks recorded at
532.02 eV of binding energy confirms the formation of titanium dioxide(TiO2 ). Two peaks,
carbon C1s at a binding energy of 284.5 eV and oxygen O1s shoulder peak at 530.15 eV, present
graphitic carbon nanotubes from the support material.
4.2.2 Characterization of CNT - TiO2 bilayer material

Similar to zinc oxide - CNT bilayer material, titanium dioxide CNT bilayer material composed
of top layer of 100 to 200 nm oxidized film of titanium supported by carbon nanotube film
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underneath. The metal was evaporated on glass substrate as well as on CNT film. Similar to
zinc oxide process, film was oxidized in oven and as well in air. The upper limit for oxidation
temperature was regulated to 500 ◦ C, in order to avoid CNT oxidation as well as formation of
rutile phase.

Figure 4.14: X-ray diffraction of titanium film oxidized on (a) glass and (b) CNT film. The red line is
a smooth fit for better visualization.

As a preliminary step, 100 nm titanium was evaporated on glass and CNT film. These two
films were then oxidized at 500 ◦ C in air and investigated using x-ray diffraction. The oxidized
film on glass substrate was light blue in color and one on CNT film was completely white.
X-ray diffraction of both films, shows different phases clearly demonstrating predominant effect
of porous nature CNT film as a substrate. On glass, the film was forced to undergo incomplete
oxidation leading to formation of rutile phase. On the other hand, under better supply of oxygen

Figure 4.15: (a) Raman spectroscopy and (b) EDAX analysis of titania film grown on CNT film.
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through nano porous CNT film, titanium film supported on carbon nanotube was oxidized to
anatase phase. Both XRD plots are as shown in figure 4.14. Experiments were repeated in
an oven under controlled oxygen atmosphere. Along with 100 sccm argon, oxygen in varied
amount ( 5 to 100 sccm) was supplied. None of them could deliver a fruitful result. The CNT
film used here as a substrate not only helps to form anatase phase, but also might helpful for
better electron transport. The CNT film can act as a nano porous membrane helping to enhance
the contact between the ruthenium dye and the photo active titania film in dye sensitized solar
cell applications.
The phase of titania film grown on CNT is confirmed to be anatase by x-ray diffraction. Raman
spectroscopy of same sample gives rise to peaks corresponding to anatase phase as shown in
figure 4.15a. In the same spectrum, peaks marked with gray circles are originating from CNTs
and represent defect and graphitic band peaks of carbon nanotubes. Parallely, EDAX analysis
shows peaks for elements titanium, oxygen, carbon and silicon (see fig 4.15b). Titanium and

Figure 4.16: Electron micrographs of titania film grown on CNTs blocks. (a, b & c) SEM images and
(d & e) TEM images.
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oxygen peaks confirm the oxidation of titanium metal while carbon and silicon are from CNT
and the Si-wafer substrate respectively.
The morphology of titania film as well as its average particle size plays a deciding role in photo
catalysis or dye sensitized solar cells. If particles are too big, electron hole pair generated could
not leave the particle fast enough increasing the risk of electron-hole recombination. SEM and
TEM micrographs of titania film are displayed in figure 4.16. The low resolution image reveals
titania on CNT film is indeed a porous film made up of nano crystalline titania. If resolved
to higher magnification, titania film found to be made up of small particles similar to that of
zinc oxide morphology explained before. In presence of nano porous and crystalline CNT film,
supply of oxygen through these nano sized pores leads to uniform oxidation of titanium film and
oxidation takes place at numerous places building up small nano particles. Similar to zinc oxide,
titania nanoparticles also agglomerate together to build up bigger particles (see fig 4.16d). It
might be advantageous as while oxidation, particles surely get intimate contact with each other
necessary for better electron transport. TEM micrograph 4.16e reveal, film indeed made up of
small titania nano particles interconnected to each other to form a bigger particle. The average
size of single titania nano particle obtained from transmission electron microscopy is of order
5 to 10 nm. Titania nano particles were crystalline with major arrangement in direction (101)
plane.
4.2.3 Characterization of TiO2 thin film on CNT blocks

The sol - gel method is a solution based method and uses a titania sol in alcohol (iso-propanol)
solvent. During infiltration the liquid sol can enter and cover the complete circumference of

Figure 4.17: SEM micrographs of titania film deposited on CNTs blocks. (a and b) show low
magnification images of composite, while (c) is high magnification image showing CNTs
embedded in titania film.
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individual carbon nanotube as well as the outer periphery of block structure. The viscosity of
the solution and rate of evaporation of solvent after deposition on CNT are deciding factors to
avoid the complete collapse of the CNT structure. The nano porous CNT structure can shrink
upon solution evaporation leading to a complete destruction of the structure. However, if the
viscosity of the sol is well controlled and solvent is evaporated in a controlled manner, the
collapse of the CNT structure can be hindered. The method gives unique advantage to control
the crystalline nature and possibility of dopant insertion.
The titania - CNT composite was characterized using using XRD and Raman spectroscopy.
The extent of titania deposition was visualized with the help of SEM investigations (see figure
4.17). Titania is uniformly coated on the block and structure is intact even after crystallization
of titania by thermal treatment. The high magnification image (figure 4.17c) of side wall of
block confirms, CNTs are embedded inside the titania layer.

Figure 4.18: UV-Vis total reflectance of (a) TiO2 -CNT composite and (b) TiO2 -CNT bilayer material.

Titania - CNTs composite material synthesized using different methodologies was tested as a
material for potential applications such as dye sensitized solar cells, photo catalysis and cold
cathode emitters etc. CNT block structures coated by titania in the gas phase or by metal
oxidation technique are quite suitable material for such applications due to narrow particle
size distribution at nano scale. Efforts were taken to transfer CNT blocks on a transparent
glass electrode after titania deposition. The titania particles will be then sensitized using a
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commercially available ruthenium based dye and will be tested for harvesting the solar energy.
The UV-Vis total reflectance of the composite as well as bilayer film of TiO2 -CNT is as shown in
figure 4.18. Unlike to pristine CNT film, various samples prepared under different conditions
show drop in total reflectance in range 350 to 450 nm. Also, primary tests to study the photo
catalytic activity and enhanced stability in field emission applications have been successfully
studied. Preliminary results are discussed in application part of this thesis.
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4.3 Deposition of iron oxide on carbon nanotubes

Iron oxide, in magnetite form (Fe3 O4 ) is a most interesting magnetic material. Below certain
size, (∼ <20 nm) magnetite behave super paramagnetic in nature. Various solution based
reduction techniques using iron salts and appropriate surface functional groups are available to
grow nano particles of magnetite [204, 210, 219]]. These processes deliver optimal particle size,
however, need critical control over experimental conditions (pH, inert atmosphere etc.), making
the process complicated and tedious to control.
A molecular precursor Tri[2-(methoxyimino)propanoato]iron(III) also known as iron oximato
was prepared in lab and used to grow nano particles of magnetite [220]]. The precursor not only
delivers optimal size in range of 5 to 15 nm, but also eliminates process complications such
as working under inert atmosphere, surface functionalization, pH control etc. The precursor
readily decomposes at relatively low temperature or by under UV radiations. The detailed
preparation procedure for precursor is explained in experimental section of this thesis.
4.3.1 Characterization of iron oxide obtained from oximato precursor

The chemical structure as well as reaction path way explaining the decomposition of iron
oximato precursor and formation of iron oxide nano particles is as shown in figure 4.19. The
oximato precursor can be decomposed using thermal energy as well as by using UV radiations.
The decomposition is clean, almost free of any chemical impurity. The thermal decomposition
of the precursor was studied using thermogravimetric - mass spectrometry (TG - MS)analysis.
The major product of the decomposition process is iron oxide in magnetite form. Along with

Figure 4.19: Decomposition of oximato(Tri[2-(methoxyimino)propanoato]iron(III)) precursor yielding
iron oxide of magnetite phase [220].
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Figure 4.20: (a) Thermogravimetric - mass spectrometry analysis of oximato precursor yielding iron
oxide (a) X-ray diffraction plot showing temperature dependent phases of iron oxide
synthesized from same precursor.

it, carbon mono and dioxide gas, methyl cyanide and water are released as bi-products as
a result of decomposition of the ligand. The decomposition follows second order Beckmann
route [161, 221]].
The TG - MS analysis of precursor (see fig 4.20a) carried out in helium atmosphere shows
loss of water of crystallization below 100◦ C. At around 150 to 160◦ C, the precursor decomposes
almost instantly leading to formation of iron oxide. The decomposition of precursor reaches
final stage at around 200◦ C giving crystalline magnetite particles. During decomposition, bi products such as acetonitrile, formic acid, methanol, formaldehyde, carbon mono and dioxide
were detected using mass spectrometry. Acetonitrile and carbon dioxide were released simply
by decomposition of oximato ligand where as formic acid and formaldehyde were presumed to
be oxidative products of methanol generated by decomposition of oximato ligand itself. The
oxidation of methanol can be co-related to the reduction of iron from Fe3+ (in oximato) to
Fe2+ state [220]]. Such reduction occurs partially as a mixture of Fe3+ and Fe2+ ion forming
Fe3 O4 is obtained as a final product. Past 200◦ C, a further loss in weight was observed and
the process is complete with weight lose of about 70 to 75%. Past 400◦ C, magnetite become
unstable transforming into hematite (α - iron oxide); explained as follows.
The temperature dependent phase transformation from magnetite to hematite was followed
using x-ray diffraction technique (see fig 4.20b). The precursor was decomposed by heating to
200◦ C for an hour in air. Next, part of the product was heated to 400, 500 and 600◦ C for an
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Figure 4.21: High temperature X-ray diffraction showing temperature induced phase transformation
of iron oxide from magnetite to hematite.

hour. The decomposition carried out at 200◦ C, reveal formation of magnetite phase, however
the peaks are broad and are of less intensity. It might be due to incomplete decomposition
or presence of organic residue. Further heating to higher temperature leads to formation of
crystalline nano particles of magnetite. This phase of iron oxide is found to be stable till a
temperature up to 400◦ C. X-ray diffractogram of a sample heated to 500◦ C shows nice sharp
peaks from the newly formed hematite phase of iron oxide. The exact temperature at which

Figure 4.22: IR spectroscopy of oximato precursor, magnetite at 300◦ C and hematite 500◦ C.
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change in crystal structure takes place is estimated by using high temperature X-ray diffraction
method.
The measurement was carried out between the temperature range 29◦ C to 600◦ C and X-ray
diffraction scan in range of 28 to 38◦ of 2θ (see figure 4.21). The region 28 to 38◦ of 2θ includes
two peaks of magnetite and of hematite. Magnetite peaks at 35.05 and 41.36◦ of 2θ originating
from (220) and (311) crystal planes. On the other hand, in case of hematite peaks at 38.69
and 41.59◦ of 2θ representing (104) and (110) crystal planes were seen. Till 400◦ C, magnetite
peaks were recorded. With further rise in the temperature, the intensity of magnetite peaks
starts decreasing with unanimous rise in hematite peaks. The complete lose of major intensity

Figure 4.23: AFM micrographs of magnetite nano particles. (a and b) are micrographs of
agglomerated magnetite particle. Big lumps in figure (a) are seen. (c) well dispersed
single nano particles on substrate and (d) shows profile of particles in Z direction along
the line marked in figure (c).
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(311) peak of magnetite was recorded at temperature ∼ 460 ◦ C. Therefore the transformation
temperature of magnetite to hematite is confirmed to be ∼ 460 ◦ C.
Iron oxide nano particles obtained by decomposition of the precursor at various temperatures
were studied using the IR - spectroscopy (see figure 4.22). The decomposition product obtained
at 300 and 500◦ C, both have almost negligible amount of organic contamination. The sample
heated to 300◦ C, shows an absorption band at 562 cm−1 assigned to Fe-O stretching modes of
magnetite lattice [207, 222]]. On the other hand, at 500◦ C, nano particles have hematite phase
giving rise to Fe-O absorption edge at wavenumber 549 and 455 cm−1 [222]].
The size and the morphology of magnetite nano particles were determined with the help
of atomic microscopy tool (See figure 4.23). Magnetite particles are obtained by thermal
decomposition of precursor in air. In absence of proper surfactant, particles tend to agglomerate
building bigger one or even a film over the silicon wafer. However, nano particles can be well
dispersed in an alcohol solution by light ultra-sonication. The AFM image of well dispersed
individual nano particles reveal spherical morphology and diameter of order 10 nm. The profile
of particles in z direction is measured for three free standing particles is as shown in figure
4.23d. All three particles have diameter in range mentioned above.
4.3.2 Characterization of CNTs - Fe3 O4 composite material

Magnetite nano particles of same size and morphology were deposited on carbon nanotubes.
In order to do so, a CNT film was dipped into the oximato precursor solution in ethanol,
dried and heated to 300◦ C or treated using UV-radiation to grow magnetite nano particles.
In order to control the particle size and morphology, a ethanol based oximato solutions of
different concentration (1.11, 2.23, 3.34, 4.45 and 8.91 mM) were tried. In ever solution,
a CNT film (0.5x1 cm or 0.5 mg in weight) was dipped and solvent was evaporated. The
process was repeated at least for 2 times. Finally, the semi-dried film was heated or treated
using UV-radiations in order to decompose the precursor to form nano particles of magnetite.
Composites prepared using different precursor concentrations were dispersed separately into a
ethanol medium and drop casted on Si wafers for further examination.
Scanning electron microscopy was employed to examine the morphology, distribution and
homogeneity of magnetite nano particles in each composite. SEM investigations of all samples
using a solution concentration higher than 4.45 mM reveal formation of large agglomerate
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Figure 4.24: SEM micrographs of magnetite nano particles decorated CNTs. (a and b) are
micrographs of CNTs hidden beneath aggregates of magnetite particles. (c) fiber
structured magnetite - CNT composite, (d e & f) are well dispersed CNTs decorated
by magnetite nano particles. (a,b & c) with solution concentration 4.45 mM and (c,d &
e) from 1.11 mM solution.

of magnetite on the side wall of CNTs. CNTs were completely covered by bigger particles or
aggregates of magnetite nano particles. The size determination of magnetite nano particle is a
non trivial task due to lack of possibility of transmission electron microscopy because of their
magnetic nature. For concentration lower than 4.45 mM, evenly distributed nano particle of
magnetite were observed. The average particle size was found to be optimal (∼ 10 nm) for
the sample prepared by using 2.23 mM concentrated oximato solution. SEM micrographs of the
CNT-magnetite composite prepared using various concentration are as shown in figure 4.24. For
concentration lower than 2.23 mM, particles formed had average size below 10 nm, practically
below resolution of SEM. SEM micrographs are displayed in figure 4.24e & f. The sample
prepared using 2.23 mM solution concentration show optimal distribution of magnetite nano
particles on side wall of CNT and this sample is chosen for SQUID measurement and referred as
"FeCN-2a".
For solutions of concentration lower than 2.23 mM, the observed size of magnetite particles
in the composite was very fine. Therefore, composites prepared using lower concentrations
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(1.11, 2.23, and 3.34 mM) were examined using AFM to estimate the average size of magnetite
nano particles. Same as before, the composite was dispersed in ethanol to form a very dilute
dispersion, and one drop of such dispersion was deposited on Si-wafer and dried. Using AFM
in non contact mode, the sample was scanned over different areas of drop casted composite.
The AFM study confirms the observations of SEM investigations and it reveal that the size of
nano particles as well as distribution over CNT decreases with decrease in the concentration of
the solution (see figure 4.25). Using Z-scan technique, average size of the particle in various

Figure 4.25: AFM micrographs of magnetite nano particles decorated CNTs. (a) an overview of
composite, composite prepared using solution concentrations (b) 3.34 mM, (c) 2.23 mM
and (d) 1.11 mM. Notice the decrease in average particle distribution with decrease in
solution concentration.
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Figure 4.26: XPS spectra of magnetite - CNT composite (a) survey spectrum (b) iron (Fe2p3/2) (c)
oxygen (O1s) and (d) carbon C1s spectrum.

solution was determined. The optimal particle size of an order 5 to 10 nm was found for samples
prepared using a solution 1.11 and 2.23 mM. Although the particle size obtained from 3.34 mM
solution had nearly the same mean distribution, particles were covering the CNT completely by
forming a homogeneous layer on it. Such layered deposition will reduce the effective CNT magnetite contact area which are optimal sites at which catalytic reactions can proceed.
The XPS spectrum (survey) of the composite (FeCN-2a) further confirms the elemental
composition of the composite (figure 4.26). The survey spectrum had distinguishing peaks
of iron and oxygen originating from magnetite along with a carbon peak originating from
carbon nanotubes. The high resolution iron 2p3/2 signal has binary peak position. Peaks
recorded at 707.7 eV and 720.3 eV of binding energy correspond magnetite composition of
iron [223, 224]]. The oxygen peak is broad encapsulating different oxygen species. Two major
peaks of oxygen were recorded at 530.5 and 531.7 eV. The prior peak represents the oxygen
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from magnetite [224]] while the later one is assigned oxygen species present on CNTs [100]]. The
precursor deposited on CNTs was thermally decomposed at 300 ◦ C in air. This might lead to
oxidation of carbon atom presents at dangling sites. The carbon peak was positioned at 284.5
eV, attributed to graphitic structure of carbon, i.e. CNTs (see XPS study of CNTs in section 2).
4.3.3 SQUID investigation of Fe3 O4 and CNT - Fe3 O4 composite

The hysteresis loop obtained in SQUID measurement is basically a x-y plot of volume averaged
magnetization against applied external magnetic field.

The iron oxide obtained from the

precursor is magnetite in phase (below 400 ◦ C), and heating it to higher temperature will
lead to formation hematite (at 500 ◦ C or above). The hysteresis plot for the both phases is
as shown in the figure 4.27a.

Figure 4.27: Magnetic hysteresis curves (a) of magnetite and hematite at 300 ◦ C and (b) of magnetite
at 300 and 5 K.

The particle size of magnetite is small enough to be made up of a single domain depicting
super paramagnetic behavior [219]]. Figure 4.27a shows the standard ‘S’ shaped hysteresis
curve for magnetite (sample FeCN-1) and hematite (sample FeCN-1a). Both curves have no
coercivity. The red curve, representing magnetite phase, do not reach the saturated state
of magnetization even under strong external magnetic field (∼ 60000 Oersted). The lack of
coercivity and remanence in the hysteresis loop corroborate the super paramagnetic nature of
the as synthesized nano particles. On the other hand, although hematite has nearly the same
particle size as it is obtained by air oxidation of magnetite nano particles, it reaches a state of
magnetic saturation in presence of a very small external magnetic field (∼ 4000 Oersted).
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The hysteresis curves of magnetite sample (FeCN-1) cooled down to 5 K using liquid helium
and at room temperature are as shown in the figure 4.27b. The hysteresis curve at 300 K
shows nice super paramagnetic behavior, however at 5 K, small coercivity was recorded. The
appearance of the coercivity is due to lack of enough thermal energy to over come complete
thermal equilibrium with the applied field during the time required for the measurement. The
same effect is quite possible to observe if, at a given temperature, size of the particle is increased
[209, 219]]. The room temperature magnetic coercive field is 59 Oe, which is significantly small.
The magnetization curve of magnetite nano particles deposited on side walls of CNTs (sample
FeCN-2a) using thermal decomposition of the precursor is as shown in figure 4.28. As the size
and morphology of magnetite nano particles deposited on carbon nanotubes is more or less
same as that of pure magnetite nano particles, they depict same super paramagnetic nature at
room temperature. The average particle size obtained on CNTs was 6 to 10 nm. The coercivity
of the magnetite nano particles obtained in powder form was measured to be 59 Oe. The
magnetization curve of the composite FeCN-2a shows no traceable coercivity (see inset in figure
4.28). This indicates that, CNTs might help nano particles to get aligned to external magnetic
field more easily compared to unsupported magnetite nano particles.
The magnetite - CNT composite shows good super paramagnetic properties.

Thus the

composite can be advantageously used to prepare a magnetic field induced micro actuator. For
this, magnetite nano particles will be deposited on CNT blocks by using same method explained

Figure 4.28: Magnetization curve for magnetite decorated CNTs composite.
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before. The block will be subjected to reversible magnetic field using commercially available
solenoids. A pictorial representation of magnetite - CNT actuator along 2 solenoids is as shown
in figure 4.29. The as grown CNT blocks will be held fixed on Si wafer. Magnetite nano particles
are deposited on CNT using molecular precursor. Upon the application of an external magnetic
field, the magnetite particles adhered to CNT side walls will force the CNT block to bend towards
the solenoid under the attractive force. If the direction of external magnetic field is continuously
changed with a certain frequency, CNT block will tend to vibrate to and fro to form an actuator.
Work in this direction is under progress.

Figure 4.29: Pictorial representation of magnetite - CNT actuator. In figure (A) electro magnets and
(B) magnetite - CNT composite supported on Si wafer.

The method explained here to prepare magnetite nano particles is straight forward, simple
and effective. This process works under ambient conditions, eliminates critical control of work
conditions and the need of surface functional groups to stabilize the size of magnetite nano
particle and avoid agglomeration.
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4.4 Platinum nano particle decorated carbon nanotubes film for PEM fuel cells

Proton exchange membrane (PEM) is one of the intensely researched low temperature fuel
cell system. The membrane electrode assembly (MEA) is the heart of a PEM fuel cell. It
incorporates central electrolyte film made up of nafion membrane sandwiched between two
layers of platinum loaded electrodes. For a homogeneous dispersion, particle size control
and enhanced electrical conductivity, carbon nanotubes are used as a principle part of these
electrodes. The MEA is assembled between gas diffusion layers and end plates supplying
hydrogen and oxygen gases (see figure 4.30). Hydrogen gas is oxidized by platinum nano
particles and electrons generated during this process are carried to the outer circuit by carbon
nanotubes. Protons generated during this process diffuse through the nafion film to anode side
and combine with oxygen to generate water.
Platinum nano particles are often loaded on carbon nanotubes by employing a chemical route.
Usage of a chemical method to deposit platinum nano particles from its salt solution demands
functionalization of CNTs. Such a functionalization will lead to damage of CNTs structure and
thereby increase in net electrical resistance of the cell. Apart from this, optimal size of platinum
nano particles should be in range of 2 to 4 nm, which is hard to control. Normally, Pt decorated
CNTs are drop casted on nafion film without any preferred orientation. With such a lack of
orientation its hard to control the porosity of the film leading to loss of gas pressure, ineffective

Figure 4.30: Schematic showing an exploded view of a PEM fuel cell stack.
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use of platinum catalyst. CNT films grown using WCVD method can possibly be a solution two
above mentioned problems in PEM fuel cell. The perfect CNTs alignment will not only improve
the gas flow conditions, effective usage of the catalyst but also can lead to enhanced electrical
conductivity. The process of MEA preparation incorporating a film of aligned CNTs is discussed
below.
Carbon nanotube film grown on silicon wafer consists of 2 - dimensional arrangement of
CNTs. CNTs as they grow perpendicular to the substrate, form a membrane with enormous
nano porosity and high surface area. Also, due to their nano size, they readily form a redox pair
with platinum in its salt solution, reducing platinum to its metallic state. By this way, platinum
particles of an average size 2 to 4 nm is easily obtained. These properties can fruitfully used to
build up membrane electrode assembly for fuel cell studies. The MEA for fuel cell can be build
up by two ways as follows.

1. Two CNT films grown on si wafer were transferred to either side of a nafion membrane.
Self reduction technique will be utilized to deposit platinum particles on CNTs. The cell is
then ready for testing.

2. CNTs were grown on commercial carbon paper. Platinum nano particles were deposited
on CNTs to build up a test cell.
4.4.1 Characterization of membrane electrode assembly (MEA)

Carbon nanotube film was grown on Si wafer using standard water assisted chemical vapor
deposition method to a height of about 300 to 400 µm. The film was softly peeled off from
the substrate and dipped in platinum salt solution. The film was kept swimming in the solution
for an hour and then taken out, washed with distilled water and dried. During this one hour,
platinum (Pt+4 ) ion concentration will continuously decrease. This was monitored using the
UV-VIS spectroscopy. The UV-VIS absorbance spectroscopy of the salt solution at initial time,
after half an hour and at one hour is as shown in the figure 4.31a. The concentration of the
solution decreases with the passage of time which is clearly seen in terms of drop in absorbance
intensity of the salt solution. The drop in absorbance intensity can be directly correlated to
reduction of platinum ions to its metallic state and getting deposited on CNTs.
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The CNT film deposited by platinum nano particles was analyzed by using thermogravimetric
analysis technique to find out the extent of platinum loading (see fig. 4.31b). The standard
platinum loading used for fuel cell applications is of order 0.2 to 0.5 mg/cm2 . The CNTs film
used in this study has exactly 1 cm2 of surface area. 10 mg mass of platinum decorated CNTs
was oxidized in oxygen atmosphere. CNTs grown using WCVD technique are clean and free
from any impurity and sustain temperature as high as 550 ◦ C without undergoing oxidation.
However, platinum nano particles promote or catalyze the oxidation of CNTs at a temperature
of about 400 ◦ C. The mass left over after the complete oxidation of CNTs was around ∼ 57%,
which in this case accounts for the platinum nano particles deposited.
A single CNT film possessing dimensions (1cm x 1cm x 500 µm) weighs approximately 1
milligram. Therefore the platinum loading on 1 cm2 CNT film would be 0.57 mg which is in
range of conventional amount of platinum loading for fuel cell applications. If necessary, a
slightly diluted platinum salt solution or lower reaction time will be used to tune the loading
rate of platinum.
Carbon nanotubes decorated using platinum nano particles were investigated using electron
microscopy. For this purpose, a CNT film was halved into two parts, and then dipped in the
platinum salt solution. First halve was taken out after a half an hour of reaction time and the
second halve after an hour. Both films were washed, dried and studied using SEM. CNTs from
both films found with very small nano particles of platinum on their side walls. The average size

Figure 4.31: (a) UV-VIS spectroscopy of platinum salt solution during self-reduction and (b)
thermogravimetric analysis of platinum decorated CNTs to confirm the loading rate.
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Figure 4.32: SEM micrographs of CNTs film loaded with platinum nano particles.

of platinum nano particles was of order 2 to 4 nm (confirmed using TEM), below the resolution
limit of SEM machine. However, compared to CNTs, platinum atoms are much heavier and more
conductive in nature. Thus, regular small white dots resembling morphologies on side walls of
CNTs are confirmed to be platinum nano particles (see fig. 4.32). The bigger white particles (∼
100 nm) are of coarse agglomerates of platinum. During SEM investigation no major difference
was found between two samples or halves of CNT film. The difference, naturally would be the
size of platinum nano particle loaded. This can be only determined by using TEM investigations.
Transmission electron micrographs displayed in figure 4.33 elaborate the efficiency of the
process. In the micrograph 4.33a, a blanket of CNTs decorated by small nano particles of
platinum (black dots) can be easily seen. Due to huge difference between atomic sizes of Pt
and carbon, its hard to gain a better contrast for CNTs which are composed of few atoms of

Figure 4.33: TEM micrographs of CNTs loaded with platinum nano particles. Inset in figure (a) show
lattice fringes of platinum particle 2 nm in size.
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lighter element carbon. The average size of platinum nano particles was about 2 nm. The inter
planar distance of atomic fringes is about 0.196 nm, revealing crystal planes with (200) lattice
parameters. Figure 4.33b show dark small nano particles of platinum on side wall of CNTs. The
image is taken from the first halve sample dipped in salt solution for half an hour. The particles
size is of order 1 to 2 nm. The rate of reaction is dependent upon the solution concentration. For
optimal loading rate, reaction time of 1 complete hour is utilized. This make platinum particle
size in a range of 2 to 5 nm.

Figure 4.34: (a) SEM micrograph of nafion - CNT film forming a MEA assembly and (a) an optical
image of the same assembly.

Finally, the membrane electrode assembly is prepared using fresh CNT films. CNT films of 1
cm2 size were grown on silicon wafer. A 3 x 3 cm piece of nafion membrane was sandwiched
between two fresh CNT films grown on silicon wafer in a way CNTs films will be located right at
the center of nafion film. The whole assembly was clamped between glass plates and heated to
160 ◦ C for half an hour. the nafion film, due to heat, melts and two CNT films on either sides get
welded to this membrane upon cooling. The low magnification SEM micrograph of MEA along
with its optical image is as shown in the figure 4.34. The complete assembly is then dipped in
the platinum salt solution to deposit platinum nano particles on CNTs. The purpose of attaching
CNT film first to nafion and then carrying out platinum deposition is to avoid the collapse of
CNT film after removal from the salt solution. The nafion film will hold the CNT film intact not
letting it shrink. After platinum deposition, a thin homogeneous layer of nafion solution will be
sprayed on platinum deposited CNT film. The assembly is ready for testing its performance in a
fuel cell test station.
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4.4.2 Characterization of CNT growth on carbon paper

In a fuel cell, water is generated after the completion of a reaction cycle. The water generated
will hamper the performance of the cell, if not drained out in time. The commonly used gas
diffusion layer (GDL) materials such as carbon cloth or paper needed to be modified to increase
their water handling capability. It can be achieved by growing carbon nanotubes directly on the
paper itself. Such modification will not only help to drive the generated water efficiently out of
the cell but the same paper can directly serve as a gas diffusion electrode. As an effort in this
direction, CNTs were grown directly on the carbon paper. Carbon paper was deposited using
bimetallic catalyst and growth was carried out at 750 to 800 ◦ C for duration of 15 to 30 minutes
and then system is cooled down to the room temperature. The samples were investigated in
scanning electron microscope (4.35).
Scanning electron micrographs show a homogeneous growth of CNTs covering the complete
graphite fiber of carbon paper. CNTs grown on graphite fibers have no particular alignment. The
lack of proper alignment compared to the growth on silicon wafer is due to uneven morphology
of graphite fibers present of the carbon paper. Therefore, after growth CNTs were found to be
rolled along the graphite fibers. This results in dense layer of carbon nanotubes on the graphite
fibers of carbon paper. Carbon nanotubes grown on graphite fibers have a uniform diameter of
order 10 to 20 nm. The diameter of CNTs is bigger than those grown on Si wafer, as the uneven
morphology of graphite fibers lead to building up bigger size of catalyst nano particle.
The modified carbon paper and MEA assembly composed of CNT film on nafion membrane
were tested for their performance in a test cells. The carbon paper was first tested for its
water handling capability, i.e. for its hydrophobic nature. To gain a better hydrophobic nature,

Figure 4.35: SEM micrographs of CNTs grown on carbon paper. CNTs grown were 1 to 5 µm in
length.
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CNT growth conditions were tuned to control the size and quality of CNTs synthesized. The
carbon paper with growth optimized of CNTs were tested for their hydrophobic nature simply
by measuring the contact angle of water droplet seating on it (Sessile drop technique). The
contact angle of untreated carbon paper is around 100◦ . The growth of carbon nanotubes was
carried out at two different temperatures, 750 and 800◦ C and for 15 and 30 minutes at each
temperature. The contact angle measured for all four growth conditions is displayed in form of
histogram in figure 4.36a. The contact angle measured for the sample grown under conditions
750◦ C and 15 minute show nominal rise in hydrophobicity with increase of 8◦ in contact angle.
However for half an hour growth at 750◦ C, contact angle was found to increase to a value of
138◦ . The same amount of hydrophobicity was obtained in 15 minutes, if growth is carried out
at 800◦ C. The further rise in growth temperature was ineffective. The growth temperature was
limited to 800◦ C, as at higher temperature risk of amorphous carbon deposition will increase.

Figure 4.36: Histogram showing (a) increase in contact angle, demonstrating higher hydrophobicity
(b) at same time, no major rise in electrical resistivity of carbon paper.

The rise of contact angle demonstrates the higher hydrophobicity of carbon paper. However,
at same time, the resistance of carbon paper should not increase. As rise in electrical resistance
will be accounted as a hindrance in electron path which will lead to a poor performance of the
cell. Figure 4.36b shows a histogram of resistivity of same carbon papers. The resistivity, in any
case, show no major change indicating that the growth of CNTs will not induce any negative
impact on the performance of a cell. In ongoing work, platinum nano particles will be deposited
on carbon nanotubes grown on carbon paper and the assembly will be tested for its performance
in fuel cell test station.
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4.5 Growth of neuron cells on structured carbon nanotubes blocks or films

The creativity and intelligence is gifted to the human race by its well developed brain. Different
tasks such as daily activities, thought process, decision making ability are taken care by complex
nervous system. In a network, millions of neurons interconnected to each other carry out these
tasks. Depending upon its application, same network of neuron cells can store data, control
important functions of the body, generate or even transfer signals. Although considerable
information over the genetic codes of human is gathered, still it is insufficient to understand
the functional behaviour of the central nervous system [225]]. Therefore, an alternative way is
necessary to unravel this information.

Figure 4.37: Schematic demonstrating functional behaviour of sensory neuron. Neuron cell working
to transfer a stimulus into an electrical impulse [226]. (b) optical image of commonly
used multi electrode array. Round dots are electrodes while lines are insulated leads.
(c) Complimentary CNT block structure which can acts as a MEA.
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The information is carried within or between neurons with the help of electrical or chemical
signals. Electrical impulses control ion channels in the cell membrane [226]]. Therefore, if the
electrical signals and their role in a cell mechanism is scrutinized, it will help to understand the
cell transport mechanism. Figure 4.37(a) shows a schematic, describing how the neuron cell
converts physical stimulus into electrical activity in the cell. The input signal from the muscle
(A) is graded in amplitude and duration, which is then transfered into frequency code of cation
potential. This leads to release of chemical neurotransmitter that serves the output signal [226]].
The possible option to study cell transport mechanism is to use multi electrode arrays (MEA)
helping to investigate electrical signals, cells transfer between each other. As name signifies, In
MEA, numerous electrodes are arranged in a matrix over which a neuronal network is grown.
With the help of MEA, one can study not only electrical impulses between cells but also can
stimulate cells using external power source. Often these electrodes are made up of noble metals.
However, carbon nanotubes due to their bio-compatibility and high electrical conductivity can
be an alternative option. If a structured growth is carried out, CNTs can perform task of MEA
and can easily be modified for various bio-medical applications; neural prosthesis for example.
Various initiative studies in this direction have already been taken place. A successful growth
of neuron cells on carbon nanotube film is demonstrated. Neuronal Cells show good affinity
towards CNTs by forming a neurite branching at a local site.

However, unaligned CNTs,

their purity, lack of structure might question the reproducibility of results, signal sensitivity
or detection ability.
The aim of the present work here is to demonstrate the growth of perfect neuronal network by
using a film or block structure of aligned CNTs. Thereafter, fabrication of a device of consisting
arrays of CNT electrodes inter-bridged by using a neuronal network will be demonstrated.
4.5.1 Characterization of neuron cells growth on structured CNT blocks or films

Neuronal cells used in present work are purchased or obtained from a chicken fetus. The details
of experimental procedure are given in experimental part of this thesis. After the deposition
of the cells, growth of neuron cells on carbon nanotubes is regularly monitored using a
blind substrate. The optimal growth means regular inter branching between neuron cells by
regeneration of axons. After complete regeneration of axons, the silicon wafer supporting CNT
blocks and neuron cells on it, was taken out of the medium solution and washed carefully
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using ethanol for numerous times. The repetitive washing will remove traces of medium
solution. Neuron cells are then fixed on CNT blocks using a thin layer of polymer. This step
is necessary to hold the cells right at their position to ease the investigation of samples using
various characterization techniques. If the electrical measurement is to be carried out, this step
will be simply avoided as it leads to death of cells. The ready samples are investigated using
scanning electron microscopy.

Figure 4.38: Neuron cell growth on a CNT film.
interconnecting neighboring neurons.

As clearly seen, well developed axons are

For primary investigation, an unstructured CNT film was used for neuron cell growth. SEM
images show a sustainable growth of neuron cells on the CNT film (see fig. 4.38). The cell
body, also referred as ’soma’ was found to be well adhered to the CNT film. The oval shaped
cells bodies have got nourished in a medium solution and axons from each cell have been
grown connecting one cell to another. The length of a single axon or neurite do vary from
nominal length of about 15 to 30 µm till 70 to 90 µm. The fact that cells are dead during the
SEM investigation plays no major role in observed morphology of the neuronal network. To
confirm this, a neuronal network of live cells grown under similar conditions was studied using
Environmental SEM recommended for biological investigations. Matter of fact, similar network
of cells was seen with no major difference in its structure and morphology.
The major point of this case study is, unlike to various previous reports using functionalized
carbon nanotubes, nerve cells found to be growing on pristine CNTs [49, 227]]. Also, nerve cells
found to have absolutely no problem in growing either on the top of CNT film (i.e. on apex
of CNTs) or on side wall of CNTs. It might be possible that functionalization of CNTs might
improve the out growth and branching of axons. This would also be interesting to study. As a
next step, CNT film was replaced by block structures of CNTs in order to visualize the growth of
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neuron cells. Under optimal growth conditions, it would be intriguing to see if neuron cells can
bridge two spatially divided CNT blocks.
For such study, CNT blocks with different aspect ratio and separation were utilized. Using
the same procedure, cells were cultivated on CNT blocks for same duration. Scanning electron
micrographs of neuron cells grown on CNT blocks are as shown in the figure 4.39. Initial visual
conclusion from micrographs is preferential affinity of neuron cells towards CNTs. A dense
growth of neuron cells was found on CNT blocks and rarely any cell was seen on the silicon

Figure 4.39: SEM micrographs of neuronal cells grown on CNT blocks. (a to d) growth of neuron
cells on various CNT structures, (d and e) formation of numerous axons on each soma
and (f) inter - bridging of CNT blocks with neuron cells network is clearly seen.
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surface. Neuron cells have found their home not only on top of the CNT block but also on the
side walls of CNTs. The figure 4.39a shows a single CNT block with numerous cells on the top
as well as on the side wall. High magnification image of cells (see fig. 4.39b) adhered to side
wall of CNTs shows distinguishing growth of axons originating from every soma. Neuron cells
had number of neurites growing. A single soma is found to have on an average 3 to 5 neurites
grown. Somas were connected with each other forming excellent network of cells.
In numerous cases, neuron cells were bridging the two neighboring CNT blocks. One of such
splendid network of cells in between CNT blocks is displayed in figure 4.39d & f. In figure
4.39f, distance between two blocks is 5 folds bigger than in figure 4.39d. The inset in figure
4.39f shows high magnification image of cell bridge between two CNT blocks revealing with two
inter connected somas. After comparing two above mentioned micrographs , one can see that
the bridging took place favorably irrespective of distance between two blocks. If the distance
between blocks is too big to bridge with single axon from one cell, two or more cells constitutes
a single bridging network. Naturally, for this, the cell density deposited on CNT blocks plays
a vital role. The bridging might have been carried out by the cells, those were swimming in
medium solution and there by extending the regenerating axons to CNT blocks on either side.
Another possibility would be, the actual migration of numerous somas from one block to another
through the solution medium. Such phenomenon was observed in case of neuron cells present
in spheroids, explained below.
Neuron cells or somas not only regenerate various axons but also their axons were often seen
sub branched. The high magnification image of the somas displayed in figure 4.39e show proper
sub-branching of axons forming a dense network. The formation of subbranches exemplifies the
favorable conditions cells possess while growing on CNT blocks. It might be more interesting
to see and learn the behavior of cells during their growth on CNTs functionalized by various
functional end groups. For this purpose neuron cells with fluorescent tags or gold quantum dots
could be used.
As a next part of study, instead of neuron cells, spheroids made up of neurons were allowed
to settle on CNT blocks. For this purpose, CNT blocks with varying inter block distance were
chosen. The standard diameter of such spheroids is about 200 µm. Therefore CNT structures
with block spacing smaller and bigger than 200 µm were chosen. The micrographs of spheroids
seating on CNT blocks is as shown in figure 4.40. In this case even, neuron cells have clear
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Figure 4.40: SEM micrographs showing adhered spheroids of neuron cells to carbon nanotubes
blocks. (a and c) Selectivity of neuron cells towards CNT block is clearly seen, (b)
bridging of CNT blocks by spheroids, inset show migration of cells from spheroid to
CNT blocks (d) High resolution image of spheroids.

inclination towards the CNTs than towards the silicon wafer (see fig. 4.40a & c). Each and every
spheroid deposited through the solution was found to be adhered to CNT blocks. Depending
upon the time given for adhesion, neuron cells found migrating to CNT blocks leaving spheroid
structure made up of purely neuron cells. The insets in figure 4.40a and b show migrated cells
on the top of CNT blocks. The cells have grown good sub-branched neurite structures. They
have extended their axons to CNT blocks in order to gain good adhesion. These neurites should
have formed good bonds with carbon nanotubes to support such a mass of neuron cells adhered
vertically to CNT block. It is quite possible only because these blocks consists of nano sized bio
compatible carbon nanotubes.
Neuron cell spheroids bridge one or many carbon nanotube blocks as seen in micrographs
displayed in figure 4.40b & c. This would be an ideal growth condition. Numerous CNT
blocks can act as a individual electrode and a complete assembly can function to deliver
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more knowledge about the cell transport mechanism or effect of various neuro-toxin drugs
on human nervous system. Such device can be visualized by modifying present CNT block
structure supported on a silicon wafer. In order to use single CNT block as one electrode, each
block should be contacted individually from the bottom side. An initial plan to miniaturize such
device structure is explained below.
4.5.2 Miniaturization of MEA for CNT - neuron cells structure

The important next step in this work is to develop a special multi electrode arrays (MEA) using
each CNTs block as a individual electrode. This can be visualized only by growing or transferring
the CNTs blocks on well insulated individual metal electrodes, lithographed on an insulating
substrate. The growth of CNTs blocks having CNTs of same quality and typology on metal
electrodes would be difficult as surface properties should match for water assisted growth of
CNTs. Although CNTs can be grown on various metal foils, INCONEL foil for example [228]].
However, bio compatibility of such alloys is questionable. Therefore, transfer of CNT blocks
using a bio-compatible conducting adhesive paste would be the feasible option. A schematic
of cross sectional view of such an electrode assembly is as shown in the figure 4.41. After a
successful transfer CNT blocks on metal electrode, cells can be grown in usual manner and
testing can be carried out using external ends of metal electrodes. The work in this direction is
under progress.

Figure 4.41: Schematic of a proposed multi electrode assembly (MEA) employing CNT blocks as
individual electrodes.
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The successful development of CNT-MEA device will give an option of testing of the
CNT-neuron cell hybrid material. The next most intriguing problem would be to control the
density of neuron cells per CNT block. With a high density of cells, the measured signal would
result as noise signal as every cell from the bulk will contribute to the signal.
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5 Studies towards functional applications of carbon nanotubes and its hybrid materials

Carbon nanotubes and their hybrid materials are investigated for their functional properties
such as field emission, light sensors, gas sensor, field effect transistors. Preliminary results of
obtained in various studies, methods used for studying the materials as well as device fabrication
theories are discussed here.
5.1 Carbon nanotubes and their metal oxide composite for field emission applications.

Carbon nanotubes can have a very high aspect ratio up to 106 . Apart from this, CNTs are
electrically conductive, possess low threshold voltage, good emission stability and long emitter
lifetime [229]]. These properties make CNTs a potential candidate for field emission. Numerous
studies have exemplified the potential of CNTs as field emitter [228]]. As SWNT possesses only
one layer of carbon atoms, it is prone to oxidation much easier upon application of high electrical
field. Therefore, CNTs with two or few walls are considered ideal material for such applications
[101]]. Nonetheless, structured CNT growth and thereby possibility to tune size, shape and
intermediate distance between two emitters is still a challenge.
Field emission studies were carried out in cooperation with University Wuppertal in Germany.
Emission studies were carried out using a sophisticated setup built for studying emission of
numerous field emitting materials. CNT block structures were studied for their homogeneous
field emission properties as well as a single CNT block is examined using a locater anode tip

Figure 5.1: Optical images of (a) luminescent screen (IMLS) during the emission study of CNTs and
(b) locater anode tip used for studying individual CNT block.
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as shown in the figure 5.1b. This way, current emission studies starting from the threshold
emission till the destruction of an emitter at higher current rates was undertaken.
Pristine CNT blocks were studied for field emission applications. CNT blocks of different size
and varying intermediate distance were examined for field emission. Apart from this, metal
oxides nano particles of ZnO and TiO2 were deposited on CNT blocks, and composites were
studied for emission stability and for emission at high oxygen pressure. The purpose of metal
oxide deposition on CNTs is to enhance the life time stability of CNTs in presence of hight fields
and lower operating vacuum. At first, field emission properties of pristine CNTs is reported,
followed by emission studies of CNT metal oxide composite.
5.1.1 Field emission of CNT blocks.

Carbon nanotubes are synthesized in form of small blocks or pillars on Si wafer using a mask
technique (see section 2.1.2). Three structures having different block dimensions and varying
intermediate distance (as shown in the figure 5.2) were used for field emission studies. Three
different structures consist of square shaped CNTs blocks of size 150x150 (sample 1), 100x100
(sample 2) and 50x50 (sample 3) µm2 separated by distance 50 150 and 250 µm respectively.
All three samples were tested individually for their emission characteristics. The size of a block

Figure 5.2: SEM micrographs of pristine CNTs blocks investigated for field emission characteristics.
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as well as distance between two blocks carry importance in field emission studies as these two
dimension determine the local enhancement in the field, referred as field enhancement factor,
represented by symbol β. All three samples were found to emitting at fairly low on field voltage.
The block with smaller intermediate distance (see figure 5.2a and d) starts emitting with turn
on field in between 5-10 V/µm while for other two samples this value was in between 3-6
V/µm. All three structures were able to emit current up to an average value of 300 µA. During
every up cycle (a cycle during which electron emission was increased from from 0 to 300 µA),
occasionally partial destruction of the emitter was observed, however, complete destruction was
never seen.
The voltage maps for two out of three samples are shown in figure 5.3. Using an anode of tip
diameter 100 µm and located at distance of about 100µm from the emitting block, complete
sample was scanned for its emission behavior. As it is seen from the voltage map, almost every
emitter (CNT block) shows electrons emission. The maximum emission takes place from edges
or contours of an emitter. This possibly explains the partial destruction of the emitter at higher
emission currents. In order to avoid such destructions, instead of present CNT structures with
sharp corners, round or conical blocks should be used. The another important point is, loss of
emission from the emitters located close to edge of the Si substrate. At the periphery of the
substrate, the field enhancement is not enough or requisite, leading to higher on set field. The
quite possible reason for such a behavior would be inhomogeneous growth of CNTs at the edge
of the substrate. As CNT growth is carried out at atmospheric condition, the improper fluid
dynamics conditions at the edge of the substrate leads to loss of growth rate. Therefore, CNT

Figure 5.3: Voltage map of CNT block emitters (a) for sample 1 and (b) for sample 2 as well as 3.
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blocks grown close to the edge of the substrate will have a height (or CNT length) bit smaller
than those located at the middle of the wafer. Smaller height reduces the field enhancement
factor, demanding higher applied field.
The height of a block in each structure was in range of 100 to 300 µm. Higher height of
each block, helps to gain higher field enhancement factor (β). However, If the block height is
increased enormously in order to gain higher β factor, blocks will become mechanically unstable
and tends to bend. This will lead to inhomogeneous restructuring of blocks, decrease in the
intermediate distance and upon all loss in emission, as from bent structures emission will take
place from the side wall of CNTs rather than from their tip.
The current voltage (I - V) plot and Fowler - Nordheim (FN) plots of all three structures
are a shown in the figure 5.4. The I - V plot shows the emission characteristics of an emitter.
The Fowler - Nordheim plot on the other hand, is most the commonly used theory to model
the emission of cold electrons. It explains the dependence of emitter current on local electric
field and the work function (φ) of the emitter [230]]. Consequently, a minute change in emitter
geometry, chemical state or even in surrounding of an emitter carries a strong impact on its
emission property. The FN plot is obtained by plotting ln(I/V2 ) versus (1/V). The standard FN
plot for carbon nanotube is a straight line. The work function of the carbon nanotubes is φ = 5
eV, similar to graphite or fullerene (C60 ) [230, 231]].
For every sample the I-V as well as FN plot are recorded for up and down cycles for emission
of 50 µA. The FN plot shows straight line function for all three samples. Sample 1 shows
the maximum emission of current up to 300 µA while the sample 2 up to 800 µA and the
one with smallest tip diameter up to 1.46 mA. These emission values were obtained for each
sample by testing the individual CNT block for their maximum emission ability before complete
destruction of the emitter. The emitted current value shows that, smaller the emitter tip and
larger the intermediate distance, higher will be the emission.
The local measurement carried out by using the tip sized anode shows the stepwise destruction
of the emitter during up and down cycle, fluctuation in emitted current as well as activation and
deactivation of the emission. The measured value of applied field required for the extraction of
100 µA of current varies from 35 to 65 MV/m for sample 2 and 25 to 110 MV/m for sample
3. These two sample shows more stable FN behavior and higher emission currents compared
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to the first sample. Therefore these two samples were selected for the deposition of the metal
oxides to study its impact on the field emission characteristics of the samples.

Figure 5.4: I-V plots (left) and Fowler - Nordheim plots (right) for above displayed CNT blocks. (a
and b) for sample 1, (c and d) for sample 2 and (e and f) for sample 3 respectively.
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5.1.2 Field emission of CNT - metal oxide composite blocks.

The purpose of studying titania and zinc oxide coated CNT block structures is to examine the
emission characteristics of these composites materials, investigate the extend of insulating role
oxide coatings can play, their impact on emission current during operation at lower vacuum.
ZnO show nice individual field emission characteristics [162]], therefore a composite of CNT and
ZnO will have emission from both emitter materials. Titania, on the other hand, can protect the
CNTs against oxidation during emission in lower vacuum conditions. As both oxides are photo
active in nature, the emission can perhaps be controlled (or enhanced) by UV radiation.
The CNT - ZnO composite (sample ZnCN-1, see page No. 73) was prepared by depositing nano
particles of ZnO using chemical vapor deposition method. In absence of ZnO nano particles, CNT
blocks shows emission properties with a turn-on voltage of 0.36 V/µm. The on set field value
for composite material is higher than that of pure CNT blocks. The sample ZnCN-1 shows on
set field voltage value in range of 0.75 V/µm. The values are recorded for current emission of
1µ/cm2 . The oxide layer deposited on CNTs demands higher on set emission potential for the
same amount of current. The I-V curve and FN curve recorded for sample ZnCN-1 is as shown
in figure 5.5.
Upon application in potential between sample and anode, as observed often, the emission
takes place from the tip of the emitter. The tip of composite material in this case is composed
of nano particles of ZnO and carbon nanotubes. However electrons were tunneled through
the CNTs with high aspect ratio to reach the apex of the block. With ongoing emission, partial

Figure 5.5: (a) I-V and (b) FN plot of CNT-ZnO field emission characteristics.
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destruction of primarily emitting tips takes place and ZnO nano particles start emitting electrons.
It is intriguing to investigate the exact reason of such a destruction. It might be due to the
emission of high current or might be due to high density electron transfer between the ZnO CNT through a small nano sized contact area.
The characteristic FN behavior indicates either partial but repetitive destruction of emitting
tip or electron transfer barrier between the CNT and ZnO nano particles. Upon emission of
electrons from ZnO, a small time lapse is occurring due to non continuous electron supply to
ZnO nano particles from CNTs to refill the scavenged electrons. Further experiments are needed
to conclude exact reason of such emission characteristics.
On the other hand, titanium dioxide coating seems to stabilize the emission characteristics of
CNT blocks. The stability in field emission is observed for CNT - TiO2 blocks for currents as high
as 20 µm. For emission higher than this value, no major contribution from TiO2 coating is seen.
Also, the stability is gained at a cost of lose in emission current; 2 to 3 factors less than that of
pristine CNT emission. The field emission for CNT - TiO2 blocks was tested for varying oxygen
pressure (see figure 5.6b). The emission at higher oxygen pressure was more of less stable but
as stated before, at a cost of loss in emission current.
The stability during field electron emission is another important study parameter for emitting
cathode. The emission seems to be stable after the conditioning effect. The emission behavior
depicts stable FN behavior with a field emission factor almost same for currents from 1nA
up to 50µA. The field required for stable emission of 100µA current for sample 2 and 3 is

Figure 5.6: (a) Histogram representing field requirement for emission of 100µA current and (b) Plot
showing emission stability of CNT-TiO2 composite for varying oxygen pressure.
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presented by histogram in figure 5.6a. Beside it, an emission stability measurement of the one
of three emitters coated with titania is displayed (see fig. 5.6b). Long time emission stability
measurements are under progress.
5.2 Carbon nanotubes based field effect transistors

Thin film transistors (TFTs) devices gaining important in electronic industries. TFTs are special
kind of field effect transistors made by depositing a thin layer of semiconducting material,
dielectric layer and metal contacts. As a semiconducting material, thin layer of micro crystalline
silicon or polysilicon is used while, indium tin oxide is famous transperent electrodes. The
research on TFTs is gaining speed in a demand of flexible displays. Apart from this, they are
vital for touch screens displays and equally important in bio or chemio - sensors and solar
cell technologies. Carbon nanotubes with flexible structure and semiconducting nature are
interesting candidate for thin film transistors. Despite numerous demonstrations of successful
use of CNTs for TFTs, majors challenges in this work are diameter selective growth of CNTs,
alignment and reproducibility [27,128]]. Using classical CVD technique, CNTs are grown directly
on and between two contact pads deposited on silicon wafer. Using various techniques reported
in literature, after the growth, CNTs can be easily transfered to transperent and flexible
substrates such as plastic. Among them, Ethanol - CVD [66]] and Methane - CVD techniques
[128, 129]] not only ease the selective growth of semiconducting CNTs but also offer alignment
during the growth itself. Apart from this, for applications such as chemical or biological sensors,
selective growth of individual CNT can be easily achieved with the help of these tow synthesis
techniques. Out of above mentioned two methods, depending upon requirement, either of them
is used to grow CNTs for fabricating field effect transistors. The characterization of CNT based
FET device is discussed here.
The horizontal growth process was used for growing CNTs between two gold pads. Using
optical lithography, gold pads separated by a distance of 5 or 10 µm were deposited on SiO2
layer. On these gold pads cobalt of 0.6 to 0.8 nm thickness was deposited. The substrate heated
to 900 ◦ C to grow the CNTs using vapors of ethanol as carbon source. Detailed growth process
is explained in synthesis part of the thesis. Arrays of source - drain electrodes deposited on
SiO2 wafer is as shown in figure 5.7a and a high resolution image of one of such electrode
pair is displayed in figure 5.7b. CNTs grown between two electrodes are single walled carbon
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nanotubes. The average diameter was found to be in range of 1 to 2 nm (confirmed by using
AFM technique). SEM micrographs of CNTs grown between two electrodes are displayed in
figure 5.7c and 5.7d. CNTs lack in alignment and average length CNTs grow is about 10 to 20
µm. The exact length is hard to determine as CNTs rarely growth along a straight line.
After a successful growth , arrays where tested for their transistor characteristics. A varying
voltage from -4 to +4 volts is applied between two electrodes, and the drain current is recorded.
Next, for a given potential applied on gate electrode, change in drain current was recorded. A
cumulative plot of drain current against source drain voltage and applied gate voltage is as
shown in the figure 5.8.
The plot shows current - voltage (Ids - Vds ) response of a transistor for different values of gate
voltage (V g ). The plot (a) shows a gate effect for positive as well as negative drain voltage
indicating smooth ohmic contacts on source and drain side. This is a result of in situ growth
of CNTs on gold contact pads. During growth, as a consequence of atom by atom growth,

Figure 5.7: CNT based field effect transistor device. (a) Transistor source drain structure on Si wafer,
(b) high resolution image of one such device and (c & d) semi conducting single walled
CNTs grown between these two electrodes.
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CNTs gain good ohmic contact. The drain voltage response is a consistent curve, offering
moderate current output even at lower operating voltages. The current output can be tuned
simply by increasing the number of CNTs per channel. The device is sensitive enough to
respond to small change in the gate voltage. The good modulation is seen by using a gate
voltage in a value of small fraction of applied drain voltage. In general CNTs, can have p type or
n type semi conducting characteristics depending on the presence or absence of adsorbed oxygen
molecules [232,233]]. The present device demonstrates p - type of characteristics as measured in
air (oxygen) atmosphere. In p-type, holes are the charge carriers. Upon application of a source
drain voltage, charge carriers form a conductive channel in semi conducting material (in CNTs)
leading to a charge transport. This channel will deplete upon the application of positive gate
voltage leading to lose of drain current. The effect can be reversed i.e. the drain current will
increase, if a negative gate voltage is applied. Both effects are successfully demonstrated here
for a CNT based transistor. The present transistor shows ON/OFF ratio of an order 2000 to
5000. The value can be further improved by reducing metallic CNTs count.
Carbon nanotube based transistors can be utilized as a memory storage applications. Such
device can deliver high operational speed [29]]. The standard hysteresis loop representing
transfer characteristics for such a memory device is as shown in figure 5.9. The stable hysteresis
loop has ON and OFF states separated by more than 2 orders of magnitude. It can be further
enhanced by post growth top gate miniaturization. The work in this direction is under progress.

Figure 5.8: Current (in µA) - voltage (in volts) characteristics of CNT-based Field effect transistor.
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Further tests to electrically characterize the transistor device for high on - off values,
high frequency applications are under way. The device will be soon tested for gas sensing
applications. In future, CNTs will be decorated using metal oxide nano particles, or biological
molecules to visualize the advanced bio sensor, chemical sensors, and various other electronic
devices.

Figure 5.9: Hysteresis loop of a typical SWNT-FET device.

5.3 Carbon nanotubes or their block structures for gas sensing

Carbon nanotubes bundles or individual CNTs, show promising gas sensing characteristics
[5,229,234]]. For this purpose single walled or at least few wall (2 to 4 walled) CNTs are optimal
choice. The reason behind such choice is their strong gas adsorption capacity exemplifying
strong sensitivity against the gas, it needs to detect. The detection of the gas is accounted
in terms of change in resistance of the complete system [234, 235]]. Also, seldom studies
demonstrate utilization of field ionization potential of the gas in order to detect it [236]]. It
is presumed that gas species to be detected get physio or chemio - adsorbed on the surface of
the sensing material which leads to a localized charge transfer or shift in fermi level [229]]. Such
charge transfer across the length of CNTs leads to change in total resistance of the system.
Number of CNTs constituting a single device is an important factor. With increasing number
of CNTs, net conductance of the module increases, or in other words total resistance decreases.
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Smaller the resistance, smaller will be the net change in resistance upon adsorption of the gas
making the measurement critical. On same path, relaxation time of a device depends upon
number of CNTs in a device. In order to resolve both issues, a systematic study is undertaken.
Two different gas sensing modules are idealized. Instead of a dense CNT film, numerous CNT
blocks were utilized. This will not only limit the number of CNTs per module but also will give
optimal gas flow path. In another case, individual CNT is grown between two silicon pillars. It
will help in studying CNT gas adsorption properties to get more insight of gas sensing behaviour
of carbon nanotubes.
Two sensor modules incorporating either CNT block structures or a individual CNT grown
between nano pillars of silicon. Both modules are successfully fabricated and being tested for
gas sensitivity and selectivity.
5.3.1 Palladium deposited CNT blocks as a gas sensing module

Each CNT block is composed of CNTs with average density of 1600 CNTs / µm2 .

Each

macroscopic CNT block can act as a single sensor element dedicated to a certain gas. The
preferential detection is possible by decorating CNTs with different metals such as gold or
platinum nano particles or with metal oxides nano particles. Therefore a single module consists
of numerous CNT blocks those can detect various gases or chemicals.

Figure 5.10: Schematics of CNT blocks as a gas sensing module. Numbers 1 and 2 define different
modules for different gases.
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The pictorial representation of one such module is as shown in figure 5.10. As grown CNTs
blocks were deposited with thin layer of palladium using electron beam evaporation method.
On well grown block structure, a 100 to 200 nm thick palladium layer was deposited on the tip
of each block using metal evaporation technique. There after, complete module was annealed
in argon atmosphere for 1 hour at 250 ◦ C. The choice of palladium is obvious due to its ability
to establish good ohmic contact with CNTs [26]].
The block structure is grown on Si wafer by depositing the metal catalyst. The in situ growth
of CNTs over nano particles of metal catalyst delivers a good (ohmic) contact between CNTs and
Si wafer or substrate. The resistance between two blocks or across several blocks was measured
simply by contacting two or more palladium pads using contact whiskers (see fig. 5.10). The
resistance is found to be of order 150 to 300 Ω. The total resistance between two blocks is the
sum of resistances between CNT-Pd, CNT-Si wafer and the Si wafer itself. The CNT-palladium
is a ohmic contact and so does the CNT-wafer contacts. The substrate i.e. Si-wafer itself has

Figure 5.11: (a-c)CNT blocks deposited with palladium as a gas sensing module and (d) EDAX of
palladium deposited on the CNT block tip.
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standard resistance of 10 to 20 Ω-cm. Therefore, the total resistance is mostly contributed by
CNT blocks. The resistance of CNT blocks can be further increased by depositing metal oxide
nano particles of zinc oxide and can be decreased by depositing noble metal nano particles of
platinum or gold. By doing so, a single substrate with can incorporate different sensor elements
having a different selectivity for different gases.
Scanning electron micrographs of palladium deposited CNT blocks are as shown in figure
5.11. The top view as well as side view show the well ordered arrangement of CNTs blocks
offering perfect canal system for the gas flow. This helps in gaining better contact between gas
to be detected and the sensing element (CNTs). EDAX shows the presence of palladium at the
tip of the CNT blocks (see fig 5.11d). The element concentration of Pd on CNTs falls below the
detection limit if measurement was carried out at the bottom of the block, instead of at tip.
One of such well characterized block structure was tested for gas sensitivity at room
temperature. In dry nitrogen atmosphere, the module was tested for sensitivity against 400
ppm of carbon monoxide and 475 ppm of hydrogen gas. The preliminary response of the
gas sensing module is as shown in the figure 5.12. In nitrogen atmosphere (oxygen free
atmosphere), CNTs shows n-type semiconducting characteristics. Therefore, upon coming in
contact with CO, the gas will be chemisorbed on the side walls of CNTs. This will shift the Fermi
level closer to valence band resulting a noticeable drop in resistance (increase in conductance)

Figure 5.12: Preliminary gas sensing response of the CNT block module against carbon monoxide
and hydrogen gas at room temperature.
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of the module [237]]. On the other hand, if module is tested for hydrogen gas, the resistance was
found to be increasing. The rise or fall in resistance is majorly contributed by chemisorption
of the detecting gases on the surface of carbon nanotubes and not by metal-CNT junction. The
testing of other gases and at elevated temperature is under progress. At higher temperature,
at about 200 to 300 ◦ C detecting limit as well as sensitivity will increase reducing the response
time.
5.3.2 Growth of individual CNTs on silicon nano pillars

The growth of individual CNT was carried on silicon pillars using horizontal growth technique
employing Alcohol - CVD method. Silicon wafers etched in form of nano pillars were received
from the RWTH Aachen University. The commercially available silicon wafer was etched in form
of arrays of nano pillars using a nanosphere lithography technique [238]]. SEM micrographs of
Si wafer with nano sized pillars are displayed in figure 5.13 (a and b). On the tip of these
pillars, cobalt (0.7 to 0.9 nm) is deposited which will acts as a catalyst for CNT growth. The
temperature and duration of growth was 900 ◦ C and 1 hour respectively.
CNTs are grown using different combinations of gas flow. The gas flow consists of hydrogen
and argon and the mixture was was bubbled through a technical grade ethanol solution. The
total gas flow rate was 300 sccm with argon to hydrogen ratio varying from 3 to 4:1. Although,
the change in ratio of gas flow is minute, it carries a strong impact on the growth rate of CNTs.
With higher argon content in the total gas flow, conditions are optimal to grow a dense network
of CNTs on these silicon pillars.
The argon flow rate was optimized in order to grow very few CNTs (230 sccm argon + 70
sccm hydrogen). Argon gas has a higher molar mass compared that of to hydrogen, carrying
more ethanol vapor in to the reaction zone. By decreasing the flow rate of argon and increasing
that of hydrogen, favorable conditions were met to grow CNTs from one block to another. The
growth of CNTs starts from one pillar and it continues to grow horizontally to reach another or
even more silicon pillars in vicinity. In this case a single CNT is hanging between two Si pillars,
an ideal condition for studying individual CNT for gas sensitivity. The gas can flow through nano
channel between two pillars gaining better contact with CNTs, i.e. sensing element. Few well
resolved SEM images of such CNTs is as shown in the figure 5.13c,d and e. Electron micrograph
b and d are of same substrate, however, before and after the growth of carbon nanotubes. Single
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CNT supported by Si pillars are marked with colors dots in figure 5.13d. CNTs are slender having
average length of 1 to 5 µm. A high resolution image of CNTs bridging two si pillars or more is
displayed in figure 5.13e.

Figure 5.13: Horizontal growth of CNTs on silicon pillars. (a and b) as received pillar [238], (c)
dense growth of CNTs on pillars (d and e) individual CNTs grown between two pillars
(f) electrical contacting pillars using whiskers.
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Using contact whiskers, two pillars incorporating single CNT were contacted and measurement
is carried out(see figure 5.13f). The resistance between two pillars is of order several kilo ohms,
majority of it is contributed by CNTs. The ready substrates are being tested for their sensitivity
and selectivity at RWTH Aachen.
5.4 Carbon nanotubes - ZnO bilayer film as a light sensor

All four ZnO-CNT bilayer films (ZnCN-1 to ZnCN-4) obtained by evaporation and oxidation
of zinc metal on CNT film were tested first for their electrical characteristics. The films were
measured using four point method. The oxide film exemplify substrate dependent electrical
behavior. The film on a glass substrate shows ohmic behavior. For a given applied field, the
current tends to increase in a linear manner. On the other hand, the CNT-ZnO film delivers a
non linear Schottky response. This is due to a contact between semi conducting zinc oxide and
metallic nanotubes. The CNT film is a mixture of metallic and semi conducting CNTs, in which
case, often metallic CNTs will be used as the charge carriers. The plot is as shown in the figure
5.14.

Figure 5.14: I-V characteristics of zinc oxide on glass (red curve) and on CNT (blue curve).

The exact reason of the such a change in the electrical character is unknown. The zinc oxide
on glass substrate possess ZnO crystals oriented in one direction while the one on CNT film is
poly-crystalline. Also, the size of crystal measured using Debye - Scherrer formula and x-ray
diffraction, was relatively small in case of ZnO on CNT. This accounts for a higher amount of
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edges and facets of crystals in zinc oxide compared to one on a glass substrate. Smaller crystal
size and poly crystalline nature will automatically have a higher amount of grain boundaries.
Such material will have higher work function demanding higher potential to conduct the charge
carriers through the film.
The all four samples show strong green illumination in photo luminescence measurements.
Therefore, samples were tested for possible light sensitivity by using various light sources. Few
5mW intensity laser diodes emitting light of predefined wavelength were used. Also, samples
were tested against white incandescent light room light. Lasers emitting 365 nm, 530 nm, 650
and 780 nm were used. The first one is in ultraviolet zone, 530 is green laser, and 780 nm laser
emits light in infra red range, invisible for human eye. The testing was carried out by measuring
the sample first in dark conditions and alternately illuminated using various light sources. The
I-V characteristics are as shown below (see figure 5.15)
The zinc oxide grown on glass substrate (ZnCN-2a and b) show no sensitivity against any kind
of light. The CNT-ZnO bilayer film oxidized in oven (ZnCN-2c) also fail to show any sensitivity
against incident photons. The only sample, sample ZnCN-4 was photo active against all light
sources. The zinc oxide film grown on CNT film was contacted using whiskers and first measured
in dark conditions (black curve in figure 5.15a). If the light was incidence of photons of various
wavelength, a three to five fold rise in the current was seen. As the intensity of laser was too
low, no wavelength dependent change in current flow was observed.

Figure 5.15: I-V characteristics of various ZnO-CNT bilayer film.
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The ZnCN-2d was synthesized by oxidation time of 1 hour in open air. Instead the film was
oxidized over night at 400 ◦ C. After cooling down to room temperature the film was tested for
photon sensitivity. The film was still sensitive against light of all wavelength. However, the film
show strong rise in current in response to photons from the incandescent lamp emitting white
light. The incandescent white light has spectrum similar to that of sun light. The bilayer film
can be thus a good candidate for solar energy harvesting. The film of size 1x1cm was prepared
and being tested for photo conversion efficiency.
A CNT-ZnO bilayer film offers light sensitivity over a broad spectrum. It is also possible to
dope the zinc metal simply by replacing the zinc target by alloy of zinc and dopant materials;
magnesium for example. The doping with appropriate elements might lead to increase in the
observed photo conversion efficiency.
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6 Summary and conclusion

The present work comprises a novel method for selective growth of carbon nanotubes, study of
their growth mechanism as well as synthesis and application of their various hybrid materials.
An experimental setup is established to grow carbon nanotubes using water assisted chemical
vapor deposition method. Various growth parameters were scrutinized carefully and a growth
mechanism is put forth for the same method.

A new methodology to prepare different

hybrid materials of aligned carbon nanotubes together with nano sized metal oxides particles,
biological nerve cell, noble metal nano particles is demonstrated.
Growth of carbon nanotubes and study of its growth mechanism:
Carbon nanotubes are synthesized using water assisted chemical vapor deposition method, in
which water acts as a weak oxidant. CNTs are crystalline, aligned, double walled and impurity
free. The standard growth rate obtained was 30 to 40 µm per minute and the growth rate,
quality and typology of the CNTs can be fine tuned by controlling hydrogen flow rate, quantity
of iron and aluminum deposited and their deposition method. The present study confirms the
precise role of hydrogen and aluminum in WCVD growth mechanism. The process follows the
root growth mechanism with bimetallic catalyst composed of iron and aluminum. The small
quantity of water acts as weak oxidant, held responsible for keeping catalyst active for longer
time.
By employing advanced techniques such as EELS, tomography in transmission electron
microscopy, catalyst nano particles were analyzed for their chemical composition. Each catalyst
nano particle is made up of two phases; the central core made up of pure iron surrounded by
intermixed phase of iron and aluminum. The two-phase catalyst was continuously hydrolyzed
by supplied water vapor; confirmed by XRD and XPS measurements. Hydroxyl groups produced
on surface of the catalyst utilized to selectively etch the amorphous carbon from the surface to
keep the catalyst clean. Therefore, catalyst stays active for longer time leading the CNT growth
up to millimeter long length.
Solid state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy of pristine CNTs show majority of CNTs
are double walled along with a small percentage of single walled carbon nanotubes. The shift
to lower energy indicates most of the CNTs possess semiconducting characteristics. A split of 10
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Pictorial overview exemplifying the present work undertaken in direction of growth, modification and various potential applications of carbon
nanotubes and its hybrid materials.

ppm was recorded for DWNTs consisting one metallic and one semi conducting tube. Smaller
tube diameter or metallic nature of CNTs shift the peak position to higher ppm.
Electronic applications of carbon nanotubes:
Carbon nanotubes can be grown vertically or even horizontally as required. The horizontally
grown carbon nanotubes were used to fabricate field effect transistors. CNTs are single walled,
semiconducting, p-type in nature delivering a device with high (2000 to 5000) on off ratio.
Transistor is sensitive enough to depict good modulation of current for small value of gate
voltage; ideal to realize various sensors. Also, using alcohol-CVD method, growth of single
CNT bridging two silicon pillars is demonstrated. The CNT bridging two Si-pillars will be
studied to gas sensor applications. On the other hand, vertically grown CNT blocks have
already been tested for room temperature gas sensing. Vertically grown structured blocks of
aligned carbon nanotubes exhibit excellent field emission characteristics. Current emission in
milliampere range, stable emission and constant enhancement factor for up and down cycle are
salient features. CNT blocks with appropriate size and intermediate distance are proposed for
cold cathode applications.
Synthesis of metal oxide - CNT hybrid materials:
A new methodology is developed to prepare hybrid materials of metal oxides and carbon
nanotubes. Using various techniques, metal oxide nano particles or film are deposited on
previously grown carbon nanotubes blocks or films. In the present study, the ordered structure
of carbon nanotubes is modified with nano particles of titanium dioxide, zinc oxide and iron
oxide. The average distribution of particle size is of order 5 to 10 nm, covering the side walls of
carbon nanotubes.
CNT blocks deposited with ZnO and TiO2 particles show excellent field emission properties.
Zinc oxide - CNT bilayer film is demonstrated as a light sensor. The bi-layer film is sensitive
to light of different wavelength. A single step process to form magnetic composite of CNT and
iron oxide is introduced. The particle size of iron oxide is small enough (5 to 15 nm) that
the composite exhibits super paramagnetic properties. As the CNT and iron oxide both are
bio compatible, composite shows potential in bio medical applications. Ordered CNT blocks
deposited using ZnO and TiO2 can serve as a potential material for solar energy harvesting or
hydrogen generation by water splitting.
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The electrode membrane assembly of as grown film of carbon nanotubes decorated using
platinum nano particles is fabricated and being tested for fuel cell applications. The average
size of the platinum nano particle is of order 2 to 4nm, obtained by self reduction technique.
Growth of Neuron cells on CNT blocks:
Carbon nanotube blocks are used as substrate to grow varieties of nerve cells. The growth
takes place selectively on carbon nanotubes demonstrating affinity of cells towards CNTs. Unlike
previous reports, growth is demonstrated on pristine CNTs. Somas found to have numerous
neurites with several sub branching i.e. axons forming interconnects. Not only this, cells
interconnect each other forming a cell bridge between two CNT blocks. The investigation using
spheroids made up of neurons affirms the affinity of cells towards CNTs as many of the somas
migrate to CNT blocks leaving spheroids. The complete study corroborates the potential of
CNT structure as a electrode for the growth of neuron cell. CNTs are biocompatible, nano-sized
and electrically conducting; in short, an ideal electrode for studying cell transport mechanism,
neuron cell signaling and can even be a promising material for developing neuronal prosthesis.
As a center point of this work, water assisted chemical vapor deposition method is proved
to be an optimal growth technique for multi-dimensional field of carbon nanotubes. This
method not only offers the possibility to grow good quality CNTs of different typology or
morphology, but also ease of maneuvering the experimental parameter to visualize different
forms or architectures serving devices with high order sensitivity at sub micron scale. The
study on composite of metal oxides and CNTs demonstrates the diversity of this field. Few
potential applications were successfully demonstrated while many more can be thought of. The
introductory work on growth of nerve cells shows exquisite potential of CNTs in the field of
bio-nano-technology. By combining two fields; CNT based FET devices and growth of biological
cells on CNTs; together, biosensors can be visualized. Nonetheless, CNTs put forth a wide
range of properties addressing the constant demand of new or better materials to sustain the
technological development.
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6a Zusammenfassung

Die vorliegende Arbeit behandelt eine neuartige Methode zum selektiven Wachstum von
Kohlenstoffnanoröhren (CNT), die Untersuchung des Wachstumsmechanismus sowie die
Synthese und Anwendung verschiedener Hybrid-Materialien aus CNTs, Metalloxiden, Metallen
und Biomaterialien.
Herstellung und Untersuchung des Wachstumsmechanismus von Kohlenstoffnanoröhren
Kohlenstoffnanröhren wurden mit dem Verfahren der Wasser unterstützten chemischen
Gasphasenabscheidung (WCVD) synthetisiert, wobei das Wasser die Rolle eines schwachen
Oxidationsmittel übernimmt.

Die erhaltenen CNTs sind kristallin, vertikal angeordnet,

zweiwandig und frei von amorphen Kohlenstoff. Die erzielte Wachstumsrate liegt bei 30 bis
40 µm pro Minute und die Wachstumsrate, die Qualität und Typologie der CNTs werden
durch die Flußrate des Wasserstoffs, die Schichtdicke des Eisens und Aluminiums, die
als Katalysatormetalle dienen, bestimmt.

Der Wachstumsprozess erfolgt an bimetallischen

Katalysatorpartikeln bestehend aus Eisen und Aluminium.

Das zugegebene Wasser wirkt

als schwaches Oxidationsmittel und ist verantwortlich für eine hohe Katalysatoraktivität und
-standzeit. Die chemische Zusammensetzung und Morphologie der Katalysatornanopartikel
wurden u.a. mittels EELS und mittels TEM Tomographie analysiert. Die Katalysatorpartikel
bestehen aus zwei Phasen. Der Kern der Katalysatorpartikel besteht aus reinem Eisen, umgeben
von einem intermetallischen Gemisch aus Eisen und Aluminium. Der zweiphasige Katalysator
wird im Prozess durch den zugeführten Wasserdampf an der Oberfläche kontinuierlich
verändert.

Die dadruch erzeugten Hydroxyl-Gruppen auf der Oberfläche des Katalysators

werden zu selektiven ätzung des amorphen Kohlenstoffs genutzt, wodurch die aktive Oberfläche
des Katalysators im Prozess gereinigt wird. Festkörper-Kernspinresonanzspektroskopie (13 C NMR - MAS) an

13

C angereicherten CNTs zeigt, dass die erhaltenen CNTs einen zweiwandigen

Aufbau haben. Daneben liegt ein geringer Anteil an einwandigen CNTs vor. Ebenso gelang mit
dieser Methode der Nachweis halbleitender, neben metallisch leitenden CNTs.
Untersuchungen zu den elektronischen Funktionseigenschaften von geordneten CNTs
CNTs können sowohl horizontal oder auch vertikal ausgerichtet wachsen.

Horizontal

gewachsene Kohlenstoffnanoröhren wurden verwendet um ein Feldeffekttransistor Bauteil
(FET) herzustellen.

Die erzeugten CNTs sind einwandig, halbleitend (p-Typ) und liefern
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Schematische Darstellung der vorliegenden Arbeit in Bezug auf das Wachstum, Modifikation und verschiedener Anwendungen von CNTs
und ihrer Hybridmaterialien.

FETs mit hohem ON/OFF Verhältnis. Die damit erzeugten FETs zeigen eine gute Modulation
mit einer kleiner Gate Spannung in einer Transitorschaltung.

Sie eignen sich daher

prinzipiell zur Herstellung von sensorischen Bauteilen. Darüberhinaus wird unter Anwendung
eines modifizierten CVD-Prozesses unter Verwendung von Ethanol als Kohlenstoffquelle das
horizontale Wachstum von einzelnen CNTs zwischen isolierten Si-Säulen demonstriert. Die
Eignung dieser vertikal gewachsenen CNTs für die Gassensorik wird derzeit untersucht.
Vertikale CNT Blöcke, die ebenfalls im Rahmen dieser Arbeit erzeugt wurden, weisen
hervorragende Feldemissionseigenschaften auf. Der nachgewiesene Feldemissioneffekt liegt im
Bereich von einigen mA, die stabile Emission und der erzielte, konstante Feldüberhöhungsfaktor
(β) der CNT Blockstrukturen, sind hervorstechende Ergebnisse dieser Untersuchungen.
Herstellung von Metalloxid/ und Metall/CNT-Hybridmaterialien
Eine neue Methode zur Herstellung von Hybridmaterialien bestehend aus Metalloxiden und
CNTs konnte im Rahmen dieser Arbeit entwickelt werden. Dazu wurden CNT-Blöcke oder
großflächige CNT-Filme mit Metalloxid-Nanopartikeln oder Metalloxid-Filmen beschichtet. Es
konnten so angeordnete CNT/Metalloxid Kompositstrukturen mit nanoskaligen Titan-, Zinkoder Eisenoxidpartikeln erhalten werden.

Der mittlere Durchmesser der abgeschiedenen

Nanopartikel beträgt 5 bis 10 nm.
CNT Blockstrukturen, beschichtet mit TiO2 und ZnO zeigen ebenfalls ausgezeichnete
elektrische Feldemissionseigenschaften. Hybridische CNT/ZnO Filmstrukturen weisen zudem
licht-abhängige Sensoreigenschaften über einen größeren Wellenlängenbereich auf.

Diese

konnten im Rahmen dieser Arbeit erstmals charakterisiert werden. Ein einstufiger Prozess
zur Darstellung eines Hybridmaterials bestehend aus CNTs und Eisenoxidpartikeln führte zur
Herstellung eines superparamagnetischen Materials auf Basis CNT/Fe3 O4 bzw. CNT/Fe2 O3 . Die
Größe der abgeschiedenen Eisenoxidpartikel liegt im Bereich zwischen 5 bis 15 nm.
CNT Filmstrukturen, die mit nanoskaligen Platinpartikeln beschichtet wurden, konnten als
Elektrodenmaterialien in Niedertemperaturbrennstoffzellen getestet.

Die Durchmesser der

abgeschiedenen Partikel liegt im Bereich von 2 bis 4 nm.
Adherierung und Wachstum von Nervenzellen auf Kohlenstoffnanoröhren
Geordnete Blockstrukturen von Kohlenstoffnanröhren auf einkristallinen, planaren Siliciumsubstraten dienen als Substrate für das Wachstum von Nervenzellen.

Das Wachstum

der eingesetzten Zellen findet ausschließlich auf den CNT-Strukturen und nicht auf dem
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Siliciumsubstrat statt. Im Unterschied zu bisherigen Untersuchungen wurde das Wachstum
auf nativen, d.h. unbehandelten CNTs durchgeführt. Die verwendeten Nervenzellen zeigen
ein verzweigtes Neuritenwachstum, welches die Zellen untereinander verbindet. Auf diese
Art bilden Zellen eine Brücke aus mehreren Zellen, wenn der Abstand zwischen den CNT
Blöcke zu groß gewählt wird.

Untersuchungen mit Zellkugeln weisen die Affinität der

Zellen zu den CNTs nach, wobei einzelne Zellen sogar die Zellkugeln verlassen, um auf den
Blockstrukturen der CNTs gezielt weiterzuwachsen. Diese Untersuchungen zeigen erstmals
direkt die Verwendbarkeit solcher CNT Blöcke zur Ausbildung eines Neuronalnetzwerkes auf
der Basis von CNTs. Wegen der prinzipiellen Bioverträglichkeit und der guten elektrischen
Leitfähigkeit von CNT-Strukturen sind diese ideale Elektroden für die zukünftige Untersuchung
von Zelltransportmechanismen.

Die Kombination der in dieser Arbeiten aufgezeigten

Möglichkeit zur Herstellung von FETs, gekoppelt mit dem Wachstum von Neuriten auf CNT
Blockstrukturen zeigt das große Potenzial dieser Materialkombination für zukünftige, neuratige
Forschungen auf dem Gebiet der Biosensorik.
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7 Experimental procedure
7.1 Growth of CNTs using water assisted chemical vapor deposition method

Carbon nanotubes were synthesized using a water assisted chemical vapor deposition method
using silicon wafer as a substrate. The growth process starts with preparation of the substrate.
The substrate used was single crystalline silicon wafer with < 100 > crystal orientation. The
wafer was p-type, light boron doped (Si-Mat,Silicon Materials). In present work, two types
of such wafers were used. First one was called Si-wafer; without any oxide layer on it and
another with 600 nm thick SiO2 layer on it. This oxide layer was thermally grown and also has
same orientation as that of Si-wafer. In order to prepare the substrate, on 1 cm2 piece of Si
or SiO2 wafer a 10 nm thick layer of aluminum was deposited followed by 1 nm layer of iron.
The deposition of metal was carried out using electron beam evaporation system (e-beam), and
thickness of monitored using commercially available micro balance (Cressington MTM 10).

Figure 7.1: Schematic layout of experimental setup used for growing carbon nanotubes.

The CNT growth was carried out at temperature 800 ◦ C using hydrogen (99.9990%), argon
(99.996%), ethene (C2 H4 ) (99.90%)) and small amount of water vapor. The complete process
works at standard ambient (STP) conditions. The gas flow was controlled using commercially
available mass flow controllers (MKS Instruments, 179B type flow meters with controller unit
647B). Four dedicated mass flow controllers were used for this purpose; one each for hydrogen,
argon, ethene and fourth one for argon used to carry water vapor. Water vapor was carried
inside the oven by bubbling small amount of carrier gas through a deionized water bubbler
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built into the system. The gas bubbling through water was so controlled that it carries water
vapor in amount 190 to 210 ppm (parts per million) of total gas flow rate. All the flowing gases
were mixed together before supplying to an oven. A water sensor (Easidew transmitter EA2,
range -100/+20, Michell Instrument) was built in the sytem just before the entrance to an oven
in order to monitor the water vapor content. The reading was displayed in dew points of water,
which was recalculated to ppm value. 190 to 210 ppm of water corresponds to dew point of -31
to -32 ◦ C.
Carbon nanotubes were grown using a total gas flow rate of 1130 standard cm3 /min (sccm).
Out of it, 600 sccm was argon, 400 sccm was hydrogen, 100 sccm ethene and 30±2 sccm argon
through water bubbler. The ready substrate was heated to growth temperature (800 ◦ C) in a
circular quartz glass oven (30 mm in diameter) consists of three zones, independent of each
other. The sample was placed in another small quartz tube and inserted in side the oven tube.
The purpose behind using the quartz tube as a sample holder was to minimize boundary layer
conditions due to laminar flow of gases. The sample was heated to 800 ◦ C in 20 minutes using
constant heating ramp and under flow of argon (600 sccm) and hydrogen (400 sccm). At 800
◦

C, flow or 100 sccm ethylene along with 30 to 32 sccm of argon through water bubbler was

started. Using this combination, a constant CNT growth rate of 30 to 40 µm/min was obtained.
At the end of growth step, the flow of ethylene and water vapor was turned off and hydrogen
flow was reduced to 100 sccm. The flow of hydrogen and argon was kept on for about 10
minutes and then the sample was cooled down to room temperature under nominal flow of 50
sccm of argon. This post growth hydrogen treatment will ease the peeling off of the CNT film
from the substrate.
7.1.1 Growth of 13 C enriched CNTs for NMR studies
13

C enriched CNTs were synthesized using normal growth process explained above. On a

standard SiO2 wafer, 10 nm thick layer of aluminum and 0.8 nm thick iron layer on the top of
aluminum layer was deposited. The ready substrate was then heated to CVD temperature under
current of hydrogen and argon gas to form small catalyst nano particles. At CVD temperature,
growth of CNTs was carried out using water assisted chemical vapor deposition method. A
mixture of 400 sccm hydrogen and 600 sccm of argon gas was used as a carrier gas. Alike
standard growth conditions, 100 sccm of ethene was used as a carbon source but coming from
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two different sources; 68 sccm of 1 2C ethene together with 32 sccm of

13

C ethene (purchased

from sigma aldrich 99.99% pure). Instead of argon gas, the 32 sccm part of ethene gas was
bubbled through water bubbler. The change has no influence on the growth process and was
made due to constraint in experimental setup, as at a time only four mass flow controllers can
be operated simultaniously. In time span of 20 minutes, about 2.6 mg of 13 C enriched CNT mass
was synthesized.
7.1.2 Growth of horizontally aligned CNTs

Horizontally aligned carbon nanotubes were grown using two different techniques; alcohol CVD method and methane - CVD method. Both processes are explained as below.
Using alcohol - CVD method, CNT growth was carried out at 900 ◦ C. The process begins as
usual with substrate preparation. In this method, SiO2 -wafer having 230 nm thick oxide layer
was used. Using optical lithography technique or standard masking method, contact electrodes
made up of 100 nm thick gold film were deposited on the substrate. On such gold pads, 0.6
to 0.8 nm, cobalt was deposited using e-beam technique. The ready substrate was heated to
growth temperature under the flow of argon (520 sccm) and hydrogen (65 sccm). At desired
temperature, the gas flow was shifted to 230 sccm of argon and 70 sccm of hydrogen. The total
gas flow was bubbled through a ethanol bubbler cooled using ice bath. The gas flow will carry
ethanol vapor inside the oven and was used for the growth of carbon nanotubes catalyzed by
cobalt nano particles. The growth period lasts for 1 hour, and then sample was cooled to room
temperature under flow of argon.
In methane - CVD technique, 0.5 to 0.8 nm thick layer of iron was used instead of cobalt
as a catalyst. The ready substrate was heated to 900 ◦ C under flow of argon (100 sccm) and
hydrogen (400 sccm). At 900 ◦ C, gas flow was shifted to 1500 sccm of methane and 200 sccm
of hydrogen. The standard duration of growth phase was about half an hour and then sample
was cooled down to room temperature.
Both methods deliver good quality of single walled semiconducting carbon nanotubes. The
average diameter of the SWNT was 1.5 to 1.7 nm. However, CNTs grown using ethanol - CVD
method were less in number compared those grown using methane - CVD method. Suitable
method was incorporated depending upon the need.
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7.2 Modification of as grown carbon nanotubes

As grown carbon nanotubes were deposited using zinc oxide, titanium dioxide, iron oxide, nerve
cells and platinum nano particles. The methodology to deposit various material on CNTs is as
explained below.
7.2.1 Preparation of zinc oxide - CNTs hybrid material

Zinc oxide was deposited on as grown carbon nanotubes. The carbon nanotubes were grown
using a standard technique of water assisted chemical vapor deposition method as explained
before. Block structure or film structure, in both cases, the deposition was carried out on CNTs
having length of about 400 to 500 µm. The experimental procedure is as follow.
• Deposition of zinc oxide nano particles on carbon nanotube blocks
Carbon nanotubes in film or block structures, were inserted into a quartz tube oven
and heated under the stream of argon to 500 to 700 ◦ C within half an hour.

Zinc

acetylacetonate (Merck KGaA, 95% pure), precursor for zinc oxide, was placed in small
around bottom flask and heated to 130 to 140 ◦ C in same time using an oil bath. The flask
was connected to quartz tube via a two way valve. Upon arrival of CVD temperature the
argon flow was diverted into the flask and vapors of sublimated precursor were carried
inside the reaction zone by using a gas flow. The precursor was decomposed immidiately
after coming in contact with hot walls of an oven forming zinc oxide species and finally
depositing a particulate layer of ZnO nano particles on side wall of carbon nanotubes.
In solution method, zinc oximato precursor was dissolved into commonly available
alcohols such as ethanol or iso-propanol forming a solution of 5 to 10 weight %
concentration. The clear solution was dropped on CNT blocks grown on Si / SiO2 wafer
and let the solution to evaporate. After a while, the structure was heated to 250 to 300 ◦ C
to decompose the oximato precursor forming small nano particles of zinc oxide on the side
wall of carbon nanotubes.
Zinc oxide nano particles grown by chemical vapor deposition method were relatively
bigger compared to that of by solution processing. However, solution processing impedes
the shrinkage of CNT block structure.
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• Deposition and oxidation of zinc metal on carbon nanotube film
Pure zinc granules (sigma - aldrich 99.9%) were used as a starting material.

A

homogeneous layer of zinc metal was evaporated using electron beam metal evaporation
system. 100 to 200 nm thick layer of zinc was deposited at a constant rate of 0.5 to 1
nm per second on previously grown CNT film or cleaned glass substrates. At standard
evaporation conditions, zinc metal evaporates readily and uniformly at 2 to 2.5 KV of
energy between two electrodes.
Zinc film deposited on the various substrates was oxidized at temperature of 400 ◦ C in
open air or in a tubular oven under controlled supply of oxygen rich atmosphere. In both
cases, the sample was placed in alumina petry dish and inserted in oven. The oven was
heated to desired temperature with constant heating rate of 15 to 20 ◦ C per minute. The
films were held at oxidation temperature minimum for an hour in order to ensure enough
time to oxidize the nanometer thick metal film. During oxidation in oven, the flow rate
of oxygen and argon was controlled using commercially available mass flow controllers
(MKS instruments). A gas flow consisting 100 sccm of argon and oxygen in varied amount
of 5 to 100 sccm was supplied depending upon experimental conditions. Depending on
the oxidation conditions, gray metallic zinc film was oxidized to form dark or light blue
colored second layer on carbon nanotube or glass substrate.

The sample prepared using CVD method is termed as ’ZnCN-1’, using solution method as
’ZnCN-2’ and bilayer film of ZnO on CNT is designated as ’ZnCN-3’. The suffix a,b,c... after
respective nomenclature represent same sample with minor change in experimental procedure
defined as per need at proper time.
7.2.2 Preparation of titania - CNTs composite material

As grown carbon nanotubes were deposited with titania nano particles, a TiO2 film or a layer
using various methods. Chemical vapor deposition method was suitable to decorate CNTs with
small nano particles of titania using a suitable titanium precursor. A sol-gel technique was
used to deposit a film of titania on CNTs and evaporation of metal layer and oxidation in
suitable atmosphere forms titania - CNT bilayer film. For all studies, as grown CNTs in form
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of block structure or film structure of average height in range of 400 to 500 µm were used. The
experimental procedure for titania deposition is explained as below.
• Deposition of titania nano particles on Carbon nanotube film/blocks
Titanium iso-propoxide (Titanium tetra(isopropoxide)) (Merck, 99% pure) was used as
a precursor to deposit titania nanoparticles on side walls of CNTs. As grown carbon
nanotubes, film or blocked structure, was inserted into a quartz tube oven. The oven
was heated to desired temperature under the flow of argon gas in order to avoid CNT
burning at temperature above 550 ◦ C. Few milliliters of precursor compound was poured
a bubbler which was attached to quartz tube via two way valve. The flow of argon was
diverted directly to an oven using two way valve and meanwhile, oven as well as precursor
was heated to predetermined temperature. Upon arrival of desired temperature, argon
gas (50 to 100 sccm) was bubbled to precursor heated using an oil bath. The gas flow
carry vapors of the precursor into an oven depositing nano particles of titania on CNTs.
In order to achieve appropriate loading rate, desired form and phase of titania, CVD
temperature from 300 to 800 ◦ C and precursor temperature from 90 to 140 ◦ C were tried.
The deposition time in every experiment was stipulated to an hour.
• Deposition of titania film using sol-gel technique
A thin layer of titania film was deposited on carbon nanotubes in way a complete surface of
CNT was covered using titania film. For this purpose, previously prepared titania sol was
used. The process of sol preparation was adopted from [177]]. The process utilizes titanium
tetra(isopropoxide), iso-propanol, water along with hydrochloric acid and polyethylene
glycol (PEG) as starting materials. 8 ml of titania precursor was added drop after drop
into a 50 ml of iso-propanol containing 8 ml HCl. The solution was vigorously stirred
for 10 minutes. Thereafter, iso-propanol quantity was increased to arrive final volume of
100 ml. Then, PEG (having 400 g/mol molecular weight) was added to the solution in a
quantity 0.75 to 1 g per 100 ml of solution. The sample was stirred for minimum of two
days prior usage at perfectly covered and ambient conditions.
The sol with appropriate viscosity was drop casted on film or block structures of carbon
nanotube. The solution was evaporated steadily under controlled conditions. Then the
composite was calcinated in air at temperature 300 to 500 ◦ C in order to crystallize the
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titania sol. The upper end temperature of crystallization was kept below 550 ◦ C in order
to avoid oxidation of carbon nanotubes. Also, temperature above 600 ◦ C increases risk of
rutile phase formation.
• Deposition of titania layer by thermal oxidation method
Similar to process explained in case of zinc oxide, titanium metal was evaporated using
electron beam evaporation technique on CNT films as well as on glass substrates. The film
was thereafter oxidized in an oven or simply in air at 400 to 500 ◦ C. Every film was held at
oxidation temperature minimum for an hour in order to ensure enough time to oxidize the
nanometer thick metal film. During oxidation carried out inside an oven, the flow rate of
oxygen and argon was controlled using commercially available mass flow controllers (MKS
instruments). A gas flow consisting 100 sccm of argon and oxygen in varied amount from
5 sccm till 100 sccm was supplied depending upon experimental conditions. Depending
on the oxidation condition, gray metallic titania film was turned into bluish or completely
white oxidized film.
7.2.3 Synthesis of magnetite - CNTs composite material

• Synthesis of iron oximato (Tri[2-(methoxyimino)propanoato]iron(III)) precursor
Synthesis of iron oximato began with synthesis of ligand, for which sodium pyruvate
(C3 H3 NaO3 , 4.09g) and methoxyamine hydrochloride (CH3 ONH2 · HCl, 3.10g) were
added in to 50 ml volume of distilled water in a molar ratio 1:1. Sodium bicarbonate
(NaHCO3 , 3.68g) was added to same solution stepwise there after. The solution was stirred
vigorously for an hour and product was dried using rotary evaporator under vacuum. The
white colored ligand scratched off from the wall of a round bottom flask and dispersed
into tetrahydrofuran (THF). To this, iron nitrate (Fe(NO3 )3 · 9H2 O, 5g) dissolved again in
THF, was added. The reaction began immediately forming reddish brown iron oximato as
the final product. The solution was stirred overnight to ensure completion of the reaction.
The solvent (THF) was removed from the product using rotary evaporator and to left
over dried compound, dichloromethane (CH2 Cl2 ) together with 10% xylene (C6 H4 C2 H6
or C8 H10 ) was added. If the product was not crystallized upon cooling, solution was
replaced by toluol and the product was precipitated out by adding hexane. Finally, iron
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oximate precursor was centrifuged out from the solution and redish yellow powder was
obtained by drying overnight at 60◦ C. The typical yield of the process was ∼ 60% having
mole mass of 403.84 grams. The precursor easily dissolves in alcholic solution forming a
dark red solution. The powder sample containing magnetite nano particles obtained by
decomposition of the precursor was termed as FeCN-1.

• Synthesis of CNT-magnetite composite
A alcohol based 5 wt% (89.1 mM) solution of oximato precursor was used for preparing
the CNT-magnetite composite.

Carbon nanotube blocks or films were peeled off the

silicon wafer and immersed in same solution or one prepared by diluting it to a known
concentration. Diluted solutions were prepared by mixing 25, 50, 75, 100, 200 µl of
prepared oximate solution into 2 ml of fresh solvent. It gave solutions having 1.11,
2.23, 3.34, 4.45 and 8.91 mM concentrations respectively. The film was taken out of
each solution, dried and heated to 200 to 300 ◦ C or treated under UV radiation for 10
minutes to decompose the precursor and obtain iron oxide nano particles on the side wall
of CNTs. This sample was termed at FeCN-2.
7.2.4 Procedure for growing neuron cells on CNT blocks or films

This part covers the methodology of growing purchased neuronal cells or neuron cells obtained
from chicken fetus. Also a brief explanation about the process of obtaining neuron cells from
the cortex of chicken fetus is given below.
Normally available chicken eggs were incubated in an oven at 37 ◦ C for about 6 to 10 days.
The ready egg was carefully broken, fetus was taken out and behead immediately. The cerebral
cortex part of fetus was selected for the study purpose. The cortex mass was carefully cut
into small pieces washed and then centrifuged at 9000 rpm for 3 minutes in an commercially
available salt solution (Ham’s F - 12 and Hank’s salt solution). It will help to remove the blood
residues and will weaken the cell bondage. Cells were then treated using another solution
(Trypsin) to preferentially attack and etch all cell neurites or axons off. The duration of
treatment was for about 8 to 10 minutes at 37 ◦ C. Care must be taken by controlling the
reaction time to ensure the stipulated attack on neurites without damaging the cell body. At the
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end of treatment, cell mass dispersed in the solution was separated by centrifuge and rest of
trypsin was neutralized and washed away.
Fresh neuron cells without axons were again dispersed into a salt solution and small amount
of DNAse solution (200 µl) was supplied to regenerate the cells, those who in case have got
damaged by trypsin attack. After appropriate time for regeneration (8 to 10 minutes), cell
dispersion was filtered through 40 µm filter to remove the agglomerates. A drop of solution was
put on previously grated glass slide and by using optical microscope, cell count per ml of the
solution was determined. The optimal cell count used for this study was ∼ 3 million cells per
ml of solution.
From this solution, around 150 µl of volume was carefully spread on CNT film or blocks grown
on the Si wafer. The film was kept for about 4 to 5 hrs undisturbed to make sure that cells settle
on CNT structure from the solution. Then, about 4 to 5 ml of neuro-basal medium was added
into the solution. The medium mainly contains L-glutamine which will be consumed by cells
to regrow its axons to build new interconnects again. On an average, one week to 10 days
were allowed for building interconnects completely and forming proper neuronal networks.
The growth and development of network was cross examined after few days. In order to do so,
in same medium, a glass slide deposited with same amount of cells was kept. The medium is
necessary for axon growth and was refreshed approximately 2 times a week.
A sphere of numerous cells was prepared from the remaining cells from the cell solution and
are called as "spheroids" [239]]. A cell spheroid is a spherical mass of neuron cells interconnected
with each other forming a 3 dimensional sphere of size about 200 µm in diameter. Such properly
grown spheroids were deposited on fresh CNT blocks.
The biological samples carry risk of destruction during electron microscopy if investigated in
as grown condition. Therefore neuron cells were fixed using a polymer layer on CNTs making
them stable for investigation. The process of cell fixing is explain here in short.
After complete regeneration of axons, the sample was taken out of the medium solution. A
2.5% concentrated glutaraldehyde solution was added and left for two and half an hour to
work. The same process was repeated with phosphate buffer solution (PBS) for 3 times with
20 minutes of working time. Finally the sample was dehydrated using different water based
ethanol solutions of increasing concentration. Care must be taken during this process that cells
dont come in contact with air while changing the solution. As a last step, the sample was dipped
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in HDMS solution in ethanol and dried in air. The sample was then ready for the microscopy
investigation.
7.2.5 Preparation of membrane electrode assembly for Fuel cell

The growth of carbon nanotube was carried out on commercial carbon paper or on silicon wafer
using standard chemical vapor deposition method. The bimetallic aluminum and iron catalyst
was deposited on carbon paper or Si wafer. CNTs were grown at 800 ◦ C using ethylene gas (for
more information see synthesis part). The length of CNTs was stipulated to few tens of microns
if grown on carbon paper. The carbon paper is a porous membrane made up of graphite fibers
and for present study carbon paper was purchased from Toray international of grade TGP - H 120. In order to limit the length of CNTs grown, no water vapor was passed through the system.
However, if the CNTs were grown and transfered to Nafion membrane, CNTs films were grown
to 300 to 400 µm height on 1cm2 wafer pieces. A 0.2 mM concentrated aqueous solution of
potassium tetrachloro platinate (K2 PtCl4 ) was used for the study. Commercially available nafion
membrane (Nafion 117) film was purchased from sigma - aldrich.
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7.3 Characterization techniques

Various characterization tools those employed during this thesis work are listed below.
• Raman spectroscopy
The instrument used for micro raman measurements was LabRAM HR high resolution
microscope (Horiba Jobin Yvon, model HR 800). The excitation wavelength used was 488
nm. The spectrum was recorded in the range of 50 to 4000 cm−1 wavenumbers.
• Thermo-gravimetric and Mass spectrometry (TG - MS)
TG-MS measurements were carried out using Netzsch instrument (TG 209N1 and Aelos
QMS 403C). Thermo-gravimetric analysis was carried out in either oxygen or helium
atmosphere while TG-MS in helium atmosphere starting from room temperature to 950
◦

C.

• UV-Vis spectroscopy
UV-Vis spectroscopy was performed on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 900 spectrometer in a range
250 to 800 nm.
• IR spectroscopy
IR spectroscopy was performed using Nicolet IR100 instrument in a range starting from
400 to 4000 cm−1 wavenumbers. Potassium bromide (KBr) was used as a binding agent.
• Photo luminescence spectroscopy
PL spectroscopy was carried out using a Horiba Flurolog-3 instrument installed with a
Xenon lamp.
• Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR)
Solid state NMR spectrosopy was performed using 400MHz Oxford instrument installed
with Bruker spectrometer " AVANCE 2+".
• X-ray Diffraction (XRD)
X-ray diffraction was carried out using different instruments. For normal 2θ scan, Siemens
D5000 (copper Kα) or STADI P, STOE diffractometer (copper Kα) were used. The scan
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range was in between 15 to 90

◦

of 2θ with step size of 0.02 ◦ . Gracing incidence

X-ray diffraction was carried out using Philips (Panalytical) X’pert Pro MPD (Almelo,
Netherlands). The radiation used was nickel-filtered Cu Kα, which was generated using
an acceleration voltage of 40 kV and cathode current of 40 mA. The primary beam was
collimated using a 0.25◦ axial divergence slit and a 10◦ equatorial mask. The instrument
used for high temperature X-ray diffraction was a Bruker - AXS D8 instruments. The scan
was carried out in range 26 to 36 ◦ of 2θ with step size 0.02◦ .
• Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
AFM micrographs were recorded using DiCP-II, Veeco Instruments in non contact mode. A
5 µm scanner was used with standard scanning rate of 0.8 to 1 Hz. Commercially available
silicon cantilevers (Phosphor doped Si tip, 40N/m, 300kHz, Symmetric Tip, Al Reflective
Coating, MPP-11120-10 type, Veeco Instruments) were used for this purpose.
• Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
SEM investigation were performed using a Philips XL 30 FEG microscope with an
acceleration voltage of 20 KV. The same instrument can be operated in scattered electron
and back scattered electron modes. Energy dispersive analysis of x-rays (EDAX) spectrum
was recorded using same instrument.
• X-ray photo electron spectroscopy (XPS)
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was carried out using an instrument ESCALab 250
(Thermo VG Scientific) using monochromated Al Kα radiation (1486.6 eV) and Mg Kα
radiation for aluminum (1253.6 eV) in constant analyser energy (CAE) mode with a pass
energy of 50 eV for all spectra.
• Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
For normal measurements, a Phillip CM200 machine installed with a LaB6 cathode excited
using 200 KV or FEI Tecnai F20 ST electron microscope installed with field emission gun
were utilized. Special studies such as tomography, spectroscopy was carried out on FEI
Tecnai F20 ST electron microscope and a probe-side aberration-corrected FEI Titan 80-300
STEM. The procedure of differnt studies is as follows. High-resolution tomograms of the
nanoparticles were reconstructed from a tilt series of bright-field images. Tilt-angle series
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of FeAl nanoparticles were recorded manually at 2◦ intervals over a range from -60◦ to 60◦
with a Tecnai F20 (FEI) operated at 200 kV. Custom-written software was used for image
alignment and reconstruction. A refinement of the image alignment to the re-projection of
the tomogram was done. The 3D reconstruction was carried out using a the simultaneous
iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT). STEM images and EEL spectroscopy line profiles
were taken in the probe-side corrected Titan-80-300 microscope at 300 kV acceleration
voltage and a Gatan GIF Tridiem spectrometer. A probe semi-collection angle of 25 mrad
corresponding to a beam diameter of less than 0.08 nm and a spectrometer semi-collection
angle of 43 mrad were adjusted. Elemental profiles were extracted by integration of
detector counts over a 20 eV and 80 eV wide window.for the Fe L23 core loss at 707
eV and the Al K core loss at 1645 eV, respectively, after background subtraction. Special
measurements such as tomography, EELS etc. were carried out at FZ Juelich under a
cooperative project.
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